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ABSTRACT 

 In the last two decades, a great deal of progress has been made in understanding 

the molecular biology of HIV-1.  However, critical aspects of HIV-1 pathogenesis in 

infected infants remain poorly understood.  The majority of AIDS cases in infants occur 

as a result of vertical transmission of HIV-1, which occurs at a rate of more than 30%.  

Moreover, HIV-1 infected infants have a higher level of viremia and progress more 

rapidly to AIDS than infected adults.  My hypothesis is that specific molecular and 

biological properties of HIV-1 and its differential interaction with hosts (neonates and 

adults) influence transmission, infection, and disease progression.  The projects making 

up this dissertation investigate the molecular mechanisms of HIV-1 vertical transmission, 

HIV-1 infection in neonatal target cells at levels of entry and post-entry events, and gene 

expression, and feasibility studies of synthetic molecules that can be used as anti-HIV-1 

agents.  The env gp41, rev and Rev-responsive element (RRE) were characterized from 

HIV-1 isolates involved in perinatal transmission.  The data indicate that open reading 

frames and functional domains of env gp41, rev and stem-loop structure of RRE were 

highly conserved in isolates from mothers and their infants.  Furthermore, the 

mechanisms of HIV-1 infection in neonatal (cord) and adult mononuclear cells were 

investigated.  It was found that HIV-1 replicated better in cord blood lymphocytes and 

monocytes/macrophages than its adult counterparts, with a more profound difference 

seen in monocytes/macrophages.  This difference in HIV-1 replication kinetics was not 

influenced either at level of entry (CD4, CCR5 and CXCR4 expression) or early post-
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entry events (reverse transcription and translocation of HIV-1 DNA into the nucleus) but 

at the level of HIV-1 gene expression.  The biological activity of Gal-Cer and its analogs, 

and glycolipid conjugates as anti-HIV-1 agents was evaluated.  Gal-Cer and its analogs 

incorporated onto liposomes, and glycolipid conjugates inhibited HIV-1 infection by 

binding to gp120, suggesting that these agents can be developed as drug delivery vehicles 

to prevent HIV-1 infection.  Results obtained from this dissertation provide new insights 

into the molecular mechanisms of HIV-1 vertical transmission and pediatric infection, 

which may be helpful in developing new preventive and therapeutic strategies. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 

In 1981, the attention of physicians in New York and San Francisco was caught 

by a bizarre phenomenon of young homosexual men dying from infections that a healthy 

immune system would normally eliminate with ease.  The Centers for Disease Control 

and Prevention coined the term  ‘acquired immunodeficiency syndrome’ (AIDS) to 

describe this combination of opportunistic infections and tumors occurring in the setting 

of a markedly reduced circulating CD4+ T-cell count [1].  In 1983-84, a retrovirus 

(lentivirus group), human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) was isolated and 

confirmed to be the causative agent of AIDS [2, 3]. 

Although more than two decades have passed since the first clinical description of 

AIDS and the identification of its causative agent, the number of people living with this 

infection continues to rise.  Today, there is no part of the world that has not been affected 

by the HIV/AIDS epidemic.  Over 20 million dead, 42 million more infected, 15,000 

newly infected each day, average life span in some countries reduced from 63 to 36 

years, more than 14 million children orphaned.  The stark reality of the AIDS pandemic 

20 years after its causative agent was first recognized is chilling.  

The extent of the infection throughout the world, however, varies greatly. The 

worst of the epidemic is now centered in developing countries (especially sub-Saharan 

Africa), accounting for around three-quarters of overall HIV-related deaths, and two-

thirds of all people living with HIV/AIDS.  In addition, the incidence of new infections is 

growing in other areas such as Eastern Europe and parts of Asia. 
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From the latter part of the last decade, the use of new and potent combination 

antiretroviral therapy (referred to as highly active antiretroviral therapy- HAART) has 

had a major impact on epidemics occurring in developed countries.  HAART has been 

reported to reduce viral load and slow HIV disease progression in adults and infants [4, 5] 

as well as decrease HIV-1 transmission by diminishing HIV RNA shedding in biological 

fluids, such as semen and cervico-vaginal secretions [6, 7].  On the downside, the 

prolonged survival of HIV-infected subjects can continue the incidence of HIV infection 

in susceptible populations.  Also, the widespread use of HAART has caused several 

adverse effects [8] and increased the chances of acquiring drug-resistant viral strains [9]. 

All these factors counterbalance the effective role of HAART in diminishing HIV-1 

spread at the population level.  Besides, the impact of HAART remains confined to the 

richest parts of the world, and the vast majority of people in need of this therapy do not 

have access to it. Clearly, there is an imperative need to identify new drug targets and 

translate our ever evolving understanding of mechanisms of HIV-1 infection into rational 

drug design. 

There is a general misconception that more is known about HIV-1 than any other 

virus and that all of the important issues regarding HIV-1 biology and pathogenesis have 

been resolved.  On the contrary, what we know represents only a thin veneer on the 

surface of what needs to be known.  New associations of HIV-1 and host factors that the 

virus hijacks to promote its replication and counter cellular restrictions aimed at limiting 

HIV-1 infection are being discovered. 
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1.1.  Genetics and biology of HIV-1 

  HIV-1, like other retroviruses, contains three genes, gag, pol and env, which 

encode for the structural proteins as well as the enzymes required for virus replication.  In 

addition, HIV-1 encodes two regulatory genes, tat and rev and four accessory genes, vif, 

vpu, vpr, and nef.   The virion is surrounded by an envelope derived during budding from 

the host cell membrane, and is modified by insertion of two Env proteins, the surface 

protein (gp120) and transmembrane protein (gp41).  There are three virion structural 

proteins encoded by the gag gene: matrix (MA) that forms a layer just internal to the 

envelope; capsid (CA) that forms the visible core structure; and nucleocapsid (NC) that is 

tightly associated with the RNA.  Within the core are the two positive sense RNA 

genomes (diploid) and three viral enzymes encoded by the pol gene, including protease 

(PR), reverse transcriptase (RT) and integrase (IN) (Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the HIV-1 virion. 
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The HIV-1 genome is dimeric and consists of two single stranded plus sense 

RNAs held together near their 5’ end by base pairing.  The genome is modified with an 

inverted M7GTP (capping) group at its 5’ end and a poly A tail of approximately 200 

residues at its 3’ end.   The HIV-1 genome is also associated with a specific tRNAlys 

coupled by base pairing of its 3’ terminal 18 bases to a primer-binding site (PBS) at the 

5’ end of the genome.  The genome also contains non-coding regions near the 5’ and 3’ 

ends. These include: (1) R, a short sequence repeated at each end (inside the capping 

group and poly A); (2) PBS (primer binding site), which provides the primer for synthesis 

of the minus (complementary) strand of DNA which is present only at the 5’end; (3) U5, 

a unique sequence between R & PBS near the 5’ end; (4) PP, a run of purines that act as 

the primer for synthesis of plus stranded DNA; (5) U3, a unique sequence between PP 

and R near the 3’ end of the genome.  During reverse transcription, U3, R and U5 are 

duplicated at the ends of the DNA to form the long terminal repeat (LTR).  The LTR 

contains transcriptional control elements (Figure 2). 

 

 

Figure 2: Organization of the HIV-1 genome. 
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The product of regulatory gene, tat, is a transcriptional transactivator of LTR 

driven gene expression.  It is a unique transactivator as it binds to a cis-acting TAR RNA 

and not DNA downstream of the RNA start site to bring about its function.  The product 

of regulatory gene, rev, is essential for transporting unspliced and singly spliced 

transcripts from the nucleus into the cytoplasm for translation.  It does this by binding to 

a region in the transcript called the Rev-responsive element (RRE).  The products of 

accessory genes, vif, vpr, and vpu have specific functions in viral replication.  While Vif 

enhances the infectivity of viral particles, Vpr helps in nuclear import of the 

nucleoprotein pre-integration complex (PIC) into the nucleus.  Vpu has multiple 

functions, including selective degradation of CD4 in the endoplasmic reticulum and 

enhances virion progeny release from the cell. 

1.1.1.  HIV-1 Life Cycle   

The overall HIV-1 replication cycle is composed of seven main steps as outlined 

in the Figure 3 below.  The replication cycle of HIV-1 commences with the adsorption of 

HIV-1 particles to CD4 molecules on the surface of host cells, including T-lymphocytes, 

monocytes/macrophages, dendritic cells, langerhans cells of skin, and glial cells.  While 

the binding of HIV-1 Env gp120 to CD4 is essential but not sufficient for entry, HIV-1 

requires a second receptor or coreceptor known as chemokine receptor.  The Env gp120, 

besides binding to CD4, also interacts with the coreceptor, namely CXCR4 and CCR5, 

for entry.  The V3 region of the Env gp120 interacts with the coreceptor, CXCR4 or 

CCR5.  While CXCR4 is predominantly expressed on T-lymphocytes and CCR5 on 

macrophages, T-cells and macrophages do both express CCR5 and CXCR4, respectively.   
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The strains that uses CXCR4 are referred to as X4 HIV-1 and CCR5 as R5 HIV-1.  The 

Env gp41 transmembrane protein, which is non-covalently linked to Env gp120 then 

fuses the virus to the plasma membrane of the target cell.  Following fusion and entry, the 

viral particles are partially uncoated in the cytoplasm and viral reverse transcriptase 

converts the RNA genomes into cDNA and then to dsDNA by the polymerase activity of 

the viral reverse transcriptase enzyme.  Due to the error prone nature of the reverse 

transcriptase enzyme, a large number of mutations are introduced at this stage.  The 

double-stranded DNA that circularizes is transported from the cytoplasm and into the 

nucleus as a preintegration complex (PIC).  A subset of Gag, Pol and Vpr proteins play 

important roles in the translocation of PIC into the nucleus. Among retroviruses, 

lentiviruses are unique in generating PICs that are actively transported by the nuclear 

import machinery into interphase nucleus of non-dividing cells arrested in the G1 phase 

of the cell cycle.  Once inside the nucleus, full-length copies of the HIV-1 DNA are 

integrated into the genomic DNA of the infected cell, a step required for efficient viral 

RNA synthesis and infectious particles production.  HIV-1 integration is semi-random, 

occurring preferentially at transcriptionally active sites [10].  The HIV-1 LTR (promoter) 

works like eukaryotic promoters transcribing monocistronic mRNAs for synthesis of viral 

proteins.  The first group of mRNAs made during HIV-1 infection is multiply spliced 

transcripts encoding for Tat, Rev and Nef that are generated by LTR driven transcription. 

After translation, Tat and Rev translocate into the nucleus to exert their functions.  The 

coordinated interaction of HIV-1 encoded Tat and the cellular transcriptional factors NF-

κB and SP-1 with the Pol II transcriptional apparatus ensures the production of high 
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levels of viral RNA.  The unspliced and singly spliced HIV-1 transcripts are exported 

from the nucleus to the cytoplasm mediated by Rev and its interaction with RRE on these 

mRNAs.  The translation of Env gp160 precursor occurs in the ER, whereas Gag, Gag-

Pol polyproteins are synthesized on free cytoplasmic ribosomes and are transported via 

independent pathways to the plasma membrane.  The Gag and Gag-Pol polyproteins, in 

association with dimers of genomic RNA, condense at the plasma membrane to form an 

electron-dense “bud” that gives rise to a spherical immature particle containing the 

mature TM and SU envelope glycoproteins.  Proteolytic processing of the Gag and Pol 

proteins by HIV-1 protease during or immediately after particle release generates mature 

HIV-1 virions. 

 

Figure 3: HIV-1 life cycle [11]. 
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1.2. HIV-1 infection 

1.2.1. Mode of transmission 

HIV-1 is transmitted either horizontally (direct transfer of blood or bodily fluids 

like semen and vaginal secretions) or vertically/perinatally (mother to infant).  Whether 

entry into host is by direct transfer of blood or by sexual means, the course of infection is 

similar.  About 3 weeks post-infection, there is a high level of virus production (viremia); 

this high viremia is accompanied by fairly mild symptoms that are reminiscent of 

infectious mononucleosis is termed as “acute retroviral syndrome”.  These symptoms, 

constituting the primary infection or acute retroviral syndrome, disappear fairly rapidly, 

after the generation of the major immune responses, the cytotoxic T-cell (CTL) response 

and neutralizing antibodies.  At this time, the virus load declines to a reasonably stable 

value, termed as the “set point”, and the long period of clinical latency begins. The 

clinical latency in most of the infected patients (about 8 to 10 years) ends with 

progression to AIDS, which is characterized by increasing viral loads, declining CD4+ T-

cell counts, opportunistic infections, and death (Figure 4).  The time period of clinical 

latency varies from about 2 to 10 years and is a strong function of viral load; HIV-

positive individuals with high loads progress much more rapidly to AIDS than persons 

with lower levels of viremia [12].  
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Figure 4: General course of HIV-1 infection [13]. 

1.2.2. Adult HIV-1 infection 

The clinical course of HIV-1 infection, as described above, generally includes 

three phases: (a) primary infection, (b) clinical latency, and (c) clinical AIDS.  Such a 

course of infection is characteristic of the so-called typical progressors who represent the 

majority of HIV-1 infected individuals.  The median time from initial infection to 

progression to AIDS in typical progressors is 8 to 10 years. Based on prospective studies 

involving large cohorts of HIV-infected individuals, three additional subgroups of disease 

progression have been identified [14].  These include subjects who have an unusually 

rapid progression of disease (rapid progressors), those who do not experience progressive 

disease for several years following primary infection (long-term nonprogressors), and 

those who progress to AIDS within a time frame similar to typical progressors, but in 
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whom both clinical and laboratory parameters remain stable for an unusually long period 

of time once disease progression has occurred (long-term survivors) [14]. 

1.2.3. Pediatric HIV-1 infection 

Pediatric HIV-1 infection is becoming the most important aspect of the AIDS 

pandemic.  Infants born to mothers infected with HIV-1 are at risk of acquiring HIV-1 

infection and subsequently developing AIDS [15].  HIV-1 perinatal transmission 

accounts for approximately 90% of all HIV-1 infections in children [16].   With the 

burden of new infections falling on women of childbearing age, there is a rapidly 

increasingly number of children infected via mother-to-infant transmission.  An estimated 

600,000 new pediatric infections occur each year, of which some 1500/day (>90%) occur 

in sub-Saharan Africa.  The developing nations of the world, with the least available 

resources, shoulder the lion’s share of this burden.  Rates of perinatal HIV-1 acquisition 

in the developed nations have dropped significantly with the widespread use of 

zidovudine, a nucleoside analog and a HIV-1 reverse transcriptase inhibitor (NRTI), 

during and after pregnancy [17].  

Perinatal HIV-1 infection generally follows a more rapid course than infection in 

adults.  While the clinical course of perinatal HIV-1 infections is highly variable, the 

majority of infected infants experience rapid progression to disease.  By 18 months to 

two years of age, nearly all perinatally infected children develop some degree of 

symptomatic AIDS [18].  In infected adults, persistent infection can last anywhere from 

8-10 years.  In contrast, neonates are likely to test positive for HIV-1 either at birth or 

within the first 4 weeks of life and develop symptomatic AIDS by 2 to 3 years of age 
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[19].  During this period, the viral load in neonates rapidly rises and reaches levels 

comparable to the highest levels seen in adults in the initial burst of viremia [20].  Copy 

numbers stabilize around 7 X 105 /ml by 2 months of age and stay constant for 9-12 

months [21].  This is in contrast to adults where after the initial peak; viral loads 

significantly decrease over a 2-12 month period following seroconversion [22].  In adults 

during clinical latency, gradual decline of CD4 count could be due to exhaustion of 

permissive host cells leading to concomitant increase of viral load and decreased 

clearance of progeny virions. In contrast, with the infant immune system being 

incompletely developed, more virions may be released than cleared.  This may result in 

more virions in circulation to potentially infect new target cells.  It is also likely that there 

is a greater availability of susceptible target cells in neonates on account of the fact that 

the immune system is in developmental phase [23].  The availability of cells expressing 

high levels of CXCR4 would allow for the selection of more virulent X4 variants which 

are responsible for decline in CD4 T-cell count [24].  However, isolates of HIV-1 in 

some infected infants tend to evolve from a R5 genotype to a X4 virus.  Casper et al. [25] 

found that this change from a CCR5 using virus to CXCR4 dependency occurred much 

before immunological deterioration, suggesting that the evolution of HIV-1 might be a 

consequence of immune deficiency. 

1.3. Genetic diversity in HIV-1 infection 

1.3.1. Nature of viral diversity 

One of the most striking features about HIV-1 is the extensive genetic variation 

within an infected individual and among the infected population, especially in the 
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hypervariable regions of the env gene [26].  This variation makes HIV-1 one of the fastest 

evolving organisms. Such rapid evolution is the result of a combination of factors.  First, 

the virus experiences a high rate of mutation with reverse transcriptase making 

approximately 10-4 errors per genome during each replication cycle [27], and further 

errors occurr during transcription from DNA to mRNA by  host RNA Pol II.  Second, 

HIV-1 has remarkable replication dynamics: it has a viral generation time of about 2.5 

days and produces around 1010 to 1012 new virions each day [28].  Finally, frequent 

recombination and natural selection further elevate its rate of evolutionary change.  This 

results in each HIV-1 infected individual harboring a mixture of genetically similar, but 

non-identical, viral genomes, termed a quasispecies [29,30].  The sequence diversity of 

the quasispecies within an infected individual is much less than the divergence of viral 

sequences from different individuals. 

1.3.2. Genetic variation and disease progression 

While the role of viral heterogeneity in the development of AIDS is not well 

understood, the dynamic interplay between the HIV-1 quasispecies and the selective 

constraints imposed by the host environment could be critical.  One early hypothesis was 

that there was a direct link between genetic variation and pathogenesis, such that the 

immune system was unable to suppress each replicating variant and the patient 

succumbed to AIDS [31].  However, studies on larger numbers of patients have painted a 

far more complex picture of the relationship between genetic diversity and disease status. 

Several studies have shown an inverse relationship between viral heterogeneity and 

disease progression [31,32].  The intuitive explanation of this pattern of model behavior 
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lies in the assumption that each virus can kill CD4-positive lymphocytes that are specific 

to any of the viral strains, but each lymphocyte only directs immunological attack against 

a single viral strain.  Although there is some evidence that rates of non-synonymous 

substitutions vary with disease status, the underlying causes are more uncertain [33-35]. 

Viral strains that infect macrophages use the CCR5 coreceptor (R5 strains) and dominate 

during transmission and early years of infection [36-38].  Strains using CXCR4 

coreceptor (X4 strains) emerge later in infection [39].  Since X4 strains are associated 

with a higher rate of CD4+ T-cell decline, a more rapid progression to AIDS is seen in 

these patients [40].  However, a majority of HIV-infected infants progress to AIDS 

without the appearance of X4 strains.  The association between different viral features 

and disease progression in HIV-1 vertically infected infants remains unexplained.  Kopka 

et al. [41] report that most of the infants harboring X4 viral strains progress to AIDS 

within one year of life, however, more than half of the children with R5 strains also 

developed AIDS rapidly.  

Two extreme virus-host interactions can be postulated to explain the relation 

between genetic variation and disease progression. Genetic variation and adaptive 

evolution over time can be expected if a variant of relatively low fitness was replicating 

under significant selective pressure to ensure its survival.  Conversely, genetic variation 

and evolution would be lacking or minimized if a variant of relatively greater fitness were 

replicating under insignificant selective pressure.  This model explains the observation 

that the extent of genetic complexity of a prevalent virus population sampled from blood 

is inversely related to the relative rate of progression to disease.  In other words, the virus 
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population would have evolved to a state where it can easily escape immune or anti-viral 

drug induced pressure and this can lead to a faster disease progression. This is compatible 

with adaptive evolution of HIV-1 under natural selection [35]. 

1.4.  Vertical or perinatal transmission–a model to study HIV-1           

 transmission and disease progression 

HIV-1 can be transmitted either horizontally or vertically.  Studying various 

aspects of horizontal transmission, infection, and disease progression in adult transmitter-

recipient partners is difficult due to the problem in identifying these partners.  However, 

in the case of vertical or perinatal transmission, both the donor (mother) and recipient 

(infant) can be identified, followed and studied.  The insights provided by studying HIV-

1 infection in vertical transmission cases can be applied in developing strategies for 

prevention and treatment of HIV-1 infection. 

1.4.1. Timing of perinatal transmission 

Perinatal transmission occurs at a rate of approximately 30% and accounts for 

approximately 90% of all HIV-1 infections in children [16].  The infection can occur 

antepartum (20% before childbirth; during pregnancy); intrapartum (40% during 

childbirth), or postpartum (40% through breastfeeding). Moreover, the rate of 

transmission also depends upon the symptoms of disease and frequency of delivery, at 

estimated rates of 24% in symptom free mothers and 65% in mothers with disease or who 

have had a previous child with AIDS [16].  Both cell-free and cell-associated virus can 

transmit infection, but their relative importance is unknown.  Several studies have 

demonstrated the infection of placentas or fetuses [42].  HIV-1 antigens have also been 
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found in the amniotic fluid and may be related to the time of transmission [43].  It has 

been reported that R5 strains of HIV-1 are preferentially transmitted from mother to 

infant [36-38].  However, not all fetuses are infected.  It is possible that specific 

molecular and biological properties of HIV-1 are responsible for transmission and 

infection of infants.  

It has been shown that placental tissues can be infected by HIV-1 [44].  HIV-1 

can also be transmitted from mother-to-infant due to disruption of placental membrane as 

a result of viral, bacterial, and/or fungal infections, sexually transmitted diseases, and 

smoking [45].  

It has been estimated that one-half to two-thirds of all perinatal transmission events 

occur during the intrapartum (during or shortly before birth) period. The neonate may 

become infected as a result of transfusion of contaminated blood when the uterus contracts.  

This may be a consequence of ascending non HIV-1 infection through intact or ruptured 

membranes, or most likely, through direct contact of the infants’ mucous membranes with 

infectious blood and secretions in the birth canal.  In 1999, the results of a meta-analysis of 

15 prospective cohort studies published by the International Perinatal HIV group s[46] 

showed that the likelihood of perinatal transmission was reduced by ~ 50% with elective 

caesarean section (before onset of labor and before rupture of membranes) in comparison 

with other modes of delivery. 

Many studies have emphasized the principle that breastfeeding represents a major 

risk factor associated with perinatal transmission of HIV-1 in the post partum period [47-

49].  The estimated risk of HIV-1 transmission from breastfeeding is 14% from mothers 
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with established viral infection and 29% from mothers who acquire HIV-1 infection after 

childbirth [50].  Breast feeding may contribute to the risk of perinatal transmission as a 

result of the load of virus in human milk and the coincident presence of mastitis [51].  In 

developed countries, concerns associated with the risk of breastfeeding are minimized 

because infant formula and clean water with which to mix it are readily available and 

suitably nutritious as a substitute for breastfeeding.  In rest of the world, concerns 

regarding breastfeeding are critical: access to artificial formula is limited, and clean water 

is in short supply.  Therefore, early weaning and complete avoidance of breastfeeding are 

not feasible alternatives. 

1.4.2. Factors associated with perinatal transmission 

The determinants of perinatal transmission remain incompletely understood.  The 

fact that two-thirds of babies born to HIV-1 infected women escape infection in the 

absence of intervention raises questions about viral-host interplay in transmission and 

infection.  Maternal, mode of delivery, fetal, and viral factors appear to play an important 

role.  Several of these factors are interrelated (e.g., advanced maternal disease, low CD4 

count and high viral load), but generally fall into several categories: (1) fetal exposure to 

the virus; (2) genetic determinants in the fetus; (3) maternal factors such as viral load and 

immune response; (4) placental factors; (5) zidovudine prophylaxis; and (6) genetic and 

biological characteristics of the transmitted virus [16].  

In-utero exposure to HIV-1 can occur transplacentally or from ingestion or 

mucocutaneous contact with infected amniotic fluid, which is normally sterile [43,52]. 

Intra-partum fetal exposure to the virus can take place through mucocutaneous exposure 
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to maternal virus in the cervicovaginal secretions or by direct contact of maternal blood 

during delivery [53]. 

Initial reports indicated that the presence of a 32 base-pair deletion of the CCR5 

receptor induced nearly complete resistance to infection with R5 strains of HIV-1 [54]. 

However, few cases of HIV-1 infection (X4 strains) among individuals with this deletion 

have been found [55]. Mutations in CCR5 coreceptor required for HIV-1 entry has been 

shown to influence perinatal transmission [56]. It is likely that infants carrying this 

deletion may be at higher risk of being infected by the more cytopathic X4 variant [57]. 

Philpott et al.[58] studied HIV-1 transmission rates among 552 mother–infant pairs and 

found no infected babies among those homozygous for a 32-base pair deletion in a 

chemokine receptor gene (CCR5).  

Factors that increase maternal viral load either systemically or in local tissue 

secretions, may contribute to increased viral exposure to the fetus.  The mechanism by 

which increased perinatal transmission occurs in women with advanced HIV disease or 

low CD4 count has not been established, but may be due, in part, to the increased viral 

load that occurs in the later stages of disease.  Higher viral load may logistically increase 

the density of infectious virions or increase the likelihood that virus with a more virulent 

potential is transmitted [59].  

Several researchers have shown that a single or small number of maternal variants 

are transmitted to the infant [36,38,60,61].  Under immune pressure, escape mutants may 

be preferentially selected for transmission [62].  Although neutralizing antibodies may 
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limit viral replication and decrease the amount of circulating free virus, infection may 

still occur via cell-associated virus protected from serum neutralization. 

1.4.3. Antiretroviral prophylaxis 

Therapeutic strategies for HIV-1 infection in pregnancy must be planned with 

three goals in mind: (1) to maximize prevention of HIV transmission to the greatest 

proportion of newborns; (2) to use antiretroviral therapy (ART) that will be potent and 

durable to prevent HIV disease progression and development of drug resistance in the 

mother; and (3) to time ART optimally for the minimum exposure necessary to provide 

both safety and efficacy. Data from well-performed studies suggest strongly that  

regimens, including those that substitute oral for intravenous therapy during labor and 

delivery, can be expected to result in declines in risk of vertical transmission of up to 

50% [4,17].  However, transmission of ART-resistant mutants from mother to infant has 

been reported [63].  

1.4.4. Genotypic and phenotypic characteristics of HIV-1 involved in   

           perinatal  transmission 

Genetic analysis of HIV-1 sequences from several regions of the genome, 

including the structural (gag, pol and env), regulatory (tat and rev), and accessory (vif, 

vpr, vpu and nef) genes from infected mothers and their infected infants may provide 

useful information about the molecular properties of HIV-1 associated with vertical 

transmission.  Several studies have shown that a single or small number of maternal 

variants are transmitted to the infant [36, 38].  Under immune pressure, HIV-1 

neutralization resistant mutants may be preferentially selected for transmission [64].  The 
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high degree of genetic diversity of HIV-1 generated by its high degree of replication and 

error-prone nature of reverse transcriptase leads, over time, to the accumulation of 

divergent genotypes (quasispecies) in both asymptomatic adults and infants [65].  In 

contrast, the virus population in newly infected individuals is typically homogenous in 

the env gene and has a macrophage-tropic, nonsyncytium-inducing (NSI), R5 phenotype 

[66], even when a syncytium-inducing (SI), lymphotropic, X4 phenotype is predominant 

in the transmitter [67].   Less sequence complexity has been noted in the V3 region of 

gp120 shortly after sexual and parenteral transmission [68] than in the gag p17, env gp41 

or nef gene regions, possibly due to selective pressures on these regions during 

transmission [69]. 

In this context, our laboratory has systematically analyzed several regions of the 

HIV-1 genome.  These include structural genes (gag, env, and pol RT) [36, 70], 

regulatory (tat) [71], and accessory (vif, vpr, vpu and nef) [72-75] from infected mothers 

and their infected infants.  Data from these studies as well as analysis of regions of the 

HIV-1 genome from infected mothers who failed to transmit the virus to their infants in 

the absence of antiretroviral intervention (non-transmitters) [76-78] show limited 

heterogeneity of the sequences and low conservation of functional domains of Vif and 

Vpr  in isolates from non-transmitters as compared to isolates from transmitting mothers.  

There was a low degree of sequence variability and high conservation of functional 

domains of HIV-1 sequences in regions of gag p17 [70], tat  [71], vif  [74], vpr  [73], and 

nef  [72] as compared to env V3 region and vpu sequences [36, 75].  The amino acid 

sequence of the V3 region determines the tropism of HIV-1 [79].  We compared the V3 
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region sequences from our mother-infant patients with that of known X4 and R5 strains 

and found them to be closer to R5 strains.  This was further substantiated when V3 region 

chimeric viruses generated using sequences from our study failed to replicate in T 

lymphocyte cell lines (A3.01 and MT2) but replicated in monocyte-derived macrophages 

and peripheral blood lymphocytes [37]. 

Apart from the above mentioned regions of HIV-1 genome, other genes may play 

a critical role in transmission and infection.  Also, each step of the virus life cycle is a 

potential target for novel antiviral agents, especially the entry pathway (entry inhibitors).  

With the emergence of viral strains that are largely resistant to existing reverse 

transcriptase and protease inhibitors, efforts need to be more focused in the development 

of entry inhibitors.  Env gp120 has been the focus of extensive research, being the main 

player in the infection process and in the development of entry inhibitors.  However, 

gp120 is well armored to resist humoral immunity as nearly half of its mass is contributed 

by N-linked carbohydrate chains that shield antibody epitopes.  Besides the surface 

accessible regions of gp120 is highly variable and escape variants arise rapidly.  On the 

surface of HIV-1, non-covalently bound to gp120 is another protein, gp41 which can 

provide valuable information in the understanding of molecular mechanisms of HIV-1 

infection.  It also offers another target to develop anti-viral strategies.  Although a lot of 

research has been carried out to elucidate mechanism of fusion, unlike gp120, gp41 has 

not been studied in the context of perinatal transmission. We have analyzed gp41 

sequences from HIV-1 infected mothers and their perinatally infected infants in an effort 

to understand the genetic variability and selection pressure acting on this region.  It is 
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relevant to study this region in exhaustive detail as this region of env has besides gp41, 

the open reading frame for an important regulatory gene rev and also the vital cis-acting 

sequence, the Rev-responsive element (RRE).  It is possible that synonymous (silent 

mutations) substitutions in gp41 may affect Rev and RRE.  Likewise sites that are 

undergoing silent mutation in Rev might be affecting gp41.  Changes in the primary 

sequence of RRE may reciprocally be affecting either or both Rev and gp41.  Thus, every 

change in any of the three players in this region has the potential of affecting the other 

two and influencing not only HIV-1 transmission but also infection. 

It is, therefore, fascinating to analyze how sequence variation and selection 

pressure on gp41 affects Rev and RRE and changes in Rev and RRE affect gp41.  The 

findings may have implications in not only understanding determinants of transmission, 

but also mechanisms of infection and disease progression.  It could also provide more 

targets for the development of intervention strategies. 

1.5. Molecular characterization of HIV-1 genes in mothers and infants 

following perinatal transmission 

1.5.1.  env gp41 transmembrane fusion protein 

The entry of HIV-1 into a target cell represents the key initial step in the infection 

process by the virus. The entry process involves a coordinated series of molecular 

interactions between the two components of the virus glycoprotein complex 

(gp120/gp41) and the two components of the receptor complex (CD4 and CXCR4 or 

CCR5).  It results in the fusion of the viral membrane with that of the host cell and the 

introduction of the viral replicative machinery into the cytoplasm.  
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HIV-1 Env is synthesized as a fusion-incompetent precursor (gp160) that is 

processed by cellular protease into a receptor binding surface subunit (gp120) and a 

fusogenic transmembrane subunit (gp41).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                

Figure 5: Schematic view of gp41 showing important functional domains. 

Env gp41 comprises of an extraviral domain (ectodomain), a membrane spanning 

region and an unusually long (around 150 amino acids) endodomain within the virus 

(Figure 5).  The ectodomain of gp41 consists of an amino-terminal fusion domain and N- 

and C-terminal heptad repeats (HR-1 and HR-2 respectively).  The gp41 amino terminus 

is a highly hydrophobic region bearing the FLG motif called fusion peptide (FP), which 

makes the initial contact of the glycoprotein with the target membrane and can fuse 

biological membranes by itself [80].  The ectodomain exists in at least two 

conformations, a pre-hairpin intermediate and a fusion-active hairpin strucuture (Figure 

6).  The two heptad repeat regions self-assemble into a thermostable six-helix bundle, 

consisting of a trimeric coiled-coil interior (HR-1) with three exterior helices (HR-2) 
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packed in the grooves of the trimer in an antiparallel manner.  This represents the fusion-

active conformation of gp41[81,82].  

The endomain encodes a Tyr-based motif that interacts with the AP-2 clathrin 

adaptor protein [83] and is required for optimal viral infectivity [84].  Two lentivirus lytic 

peptides (LLPs) in this domain which are capable of binding and disturbing lipid bilayers, 

interact with calmodulin and inhibits Ca2+-dependent T-cell activation [85-88].  There are 

four sites in gp41 for N-linked glycosylation which have been variously described as 

being required for biological activity[89] and largely dispensible for viral replication [90] 

respectively. 

 

 

 

 

                                                         

                                    (A)                                            (B) 

Figure 6: Structure of gp41 [81].  

The most widely accepted model describing HIV-1 Env-mediated membrane 

fusion postulates that either CD4 or coreceptor binding results in the formation of a fusio-

active hairpin structure in gp41.  The NH2-terminal fusion peptide is thereby displaced in 

the direction of the target membrane into which it can insert (Figure 7).  As a result, Env 

transiently becomes an integral component of two membranes: the viral membrane in 

which it is anchored, and the cellular membrane that it has interpolated.  The exterior 
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surface of the coiled-coil contains grooves into which a second, more COOH-terminally 

oriented HR2 region of gp41 is packed.  In other words, the gp41 subunit folds back on 

itself, forming an exceptionally stable six-helix bundle in which the fusion peptide and 

transmembrane domain of gp41 are now oriented at the same end of the molecule [81,82].  

Given the stability of this structure, it is likely that the six-helix bundle represents the 

terminal conformation of a fusogenic Env.  

 

Figure 7: A model for HIV-1 Env membrane fusion [91]. 

Despite all of this knowledge, it has not been clear what is the rate-limiting step of 

fusion, whether gp120 remains associated to gp41 during fusion, what are the exact roles 

of the fusion peptide and transmembrane domains, and whether the stable six-helix 

bundle is the cause or the result of membrane fusion.  In addition, it is likely that several 

Env trimers are needed for a fusion pore to form, and multiple receptor binding events are 

needed per trimer to activate their fusion potential, resulting in an additional layer of 

complexity that is poorly understood.  An elegant series of experiments were carried out 

by Melikyan et al. [92] to address the above mentioned lacuna.  They found that when 

cells expressing HIV-1 Env are mixed with cells bearing CD4 and an appropriate 

coreceptor, cell–cell fusion commences, but only after a lag phase of 15 to 20 min.  

Unlike acid-activated viruses, in which triggering occurs rapidly and synchronously, HIV-
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1 Env triggering is apt to be a much slower and stochastic process since it is dependent on 

receptor binding.  Fusion is a highly cooperative process requiring multiple Env proteins 

and multiple receptor binding events are needed to activate individual Env trimers, and 

these probably occur over a period of time.  These findings also help explain why 

antibodies to the six-helix bundle are non-neutralizing, yet highly prevalent.  It is now 

known that, as outlined above, it is the transition to the six-helix form that drives fusion, 

not the six-helix form itself [92].  Thus, antibodies to the six-helix form are non-

neutralizing because their epitopes are formed coincident with membrane fusion, not 

before it, so they cannot intervene to stop fusion from occurring (i.e., to neutralize the 

infectivity of the virus).  These antibodies are prevalent because the six-helix structure is 

an antigen that is both stable and accessible on the surface of virions and virus-infected 

cells.  

Antibodies to the six-helix form are common in the sera of HIV-1-infected 

humans; the postfusion form of gp41 is immunodominant, but unfortunately irrelevant to 

an effective virus-neutralizing antibody response [93].  Thus, some stable Env structures, 

including monomeric gp120 released from the cell surface, function in part as 

immunological decoys.  These abundant Env-specific antibodies fail to react with the 

native, fusion-competent trimeric protein, or do so poorly.  

1.5.2. HIV-1 Rev protein 

HIV-1 Rev protein is primarily involved in exporting HIV-1 structural proteins 

mRNAs, which are either unspliced or singly spliced from the nucleus to the cytoplasm. 

The multiply spliced mRNA species that encode HIV-1 regulatory proteins (Tat, Rev and 
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Nef) readily exit the nucleus and undergo translation.  The singly spliced (mRNAs for 

Env, Vif Vpr and Vpu) and unspliced mRNA (mRNAs for Gag and Gag-Pol) species 

require the interaction of the HIV-1 Rev protein with the cis-acting sequences, the Rev 

responsive element (RRE) for the export of these mRNAs from nucleus to the cytoplasm 

for expression (Figure 8). 

 

Figure 8: Role of Rev in HIV-1 mRNA expression [94]. 

The Rev protein of 116 residues (~18-kDa) is encoded by two exons specifying 

residues 1 through 25 by exon 1 and 26 through 116 by exon 2 [95].  It is essential for 

viral replication and is responsible for directing intron-containing HIV-1 (gag/pol and 

env) mRNAs from nucleus to the cytoplasm by aiding transport or modulating splicing. 

Rev exerts its function by binding to the cis-acting sequence specific target, Rev 

responsive element, RRE, in env open reading frame [96, 97].  Rev is capable of being 

imported into the nucleus, binding specifically to the RRE, forming multimers, and 

exporting large RRE containing ribonucleoprotein complexes out of the nucleus into the 
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cytoplasm.  Rev can be divided into two discrete domains.  The amino-terminal domain 

contains an arginine- rich sequence serving both as nuclear localization signal (NLS) [98] 

and the RNA-binding domain (RBD) [99, 100].  It is flanked on either side by sequences 

required for multimerization [100, 101].  The leucine rich carboxy-terminal domain 

contains the nuclear export signal (NES)[102] (Figure 9) . 

                            Multimerization domain 

 

           1                                                                                                         116 

 

                       NLS & RRE binding      Activation domain/NES 

Figure 9: Domain structure of HIV-1 Rev. 

1.5.3. The Rev responsive element (RRE) 

The cytoplasmic accumulations of viral mRNAs that encode HIV-1 structural 

proteins require the interaction of Rev and a cis-acting Rev responsive element (RRE). 

Rev-responsive RNAs contain two features required for regulation: the RRE and 

sequences that determine nuclear retention in the absence of Rev.  The RRE is a large 

RNA structure that resides within the env intron (between 5'-splice site 4 and 3'-splice 

site 6) and is, therefore, present in all 9-kb and 4-kb mRNAs.  Computer-assisted RNA 

folding analyses indicated that this region coincided with a complex 344-nt stem-and-

loop structure (Figure 10) [97].  

The specific sequences within the RRE that determine Rev responsiveness are 

surprisingly limited; in fact, recognition by Rev appears to be imparted by the presence of 
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a single high-affinity binding site.  A combination of RRE mutagenesis, in vitro binding, 

chemical modification interference, and iterative in vitro genetic selection assays  have 

mapped this Rev binding site to stems IIB and IID [94].  Nuclear magnetic resonance 

(NMR) studies of a Rev-RRE complex that consisted of a 34-nt RNA hairpin bound to a 

23 amino acid Rev peptide that contained residues 34 to 50 have subsequently elucidated 

the structure of the protein-bound stem IIB/IID region and identified the points of contact 

between Rev and the RRE [103].  Although this stem region is helical in nature, the local 

structure is substantially distorted by the formation of two non-Watson-Crick purine-

purine base pairs (G47-A73 and G48-G71) [104].  The resulting widening of the helix's 

major groove by ~5 Å allows the α-helical RRE binding domain of Rev to enter the 

major groove and contact specific nucleotides.  It has been proposed that the G-G base 

pair, although not actually in direct contact with Rev, is primarily responsible for 

establishing this "open" conformation. 

Although RRE harbors only a single high-affinity Rev binding site, in vitro 

binding and footprinting studies using full-length Rev and larger RRE fragments have 

demonstrated that multiple Rev molecules bind to single RNA [105].  The structure of 

RRE is complex to ensure appropriate folding and presentation of the high-affinity Rev 

binding site.  It is also possible that the remaining stems and loops provide preferred 

secondary Rev binding sites [105].  In summary, RRE serves as the docking site for Rev 

on RNAs that are confined to the nucleus.  This conclusion is supported by two lines of 

evidence. First, RRE is the only HIV-1 sequence that needs to be transferred to a 

heterologous RNA for Rev responsiveness to be acquired [106]. Second, RRE can be 
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functionally replaced by heterologous RNA sequences provided that Rev is also 

appended to the appropriate cognate RNA-binding domain [107]. 

 

Figure 10: The Rev responsive element. 

 

1.6.  Determinants of perinatal HIV-1 infection and disease progression  

Neonates acquire HIV-1 mostly from their mothers by perinatal transmission.  

Once HIV-1 infects neonates, progression to clinical AIDS is much faster than adults and 

even their mothers from whom they acquired the infection [108-111].  Although much 

progress has been made in understanding the mechanisms of disease progression in 

adults, the picture is still murky regarding mechanisms of pediatric HIV-1 infection.  A 

dramatic reduction in viremia follows acute adult infection corresponding to the 

appearance of a vigorous anti-HIV CTL response.  Conversely, virtually no impact of the 

immune response is observed in acute pediatric HIV-1 infection following perinatal 

transmission.  Two specific challenges for the pediatric immune response are: (i) 

infection occurs before the immune system itself is fully developed; and (ii) the strains 
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that are transmitted have already evaded an immune system sharing close genetic 

relatedness to that of the neonate.   It is possible that specific viral characteristics, 

including the innate ability to infect and replicate efficiently in cells and the specific 

target cells for the virus, may be particularly important. 

Early studies of perinatally infected infants before the era of highly active 

antiretroviral therapy (HAART), indicated that a subset of approximately 25% of these 

infected infants progressed very rapidly to AIDS within 1 year.  To date there are no 

clearly defined factors, viral or host, associated with enhanced pathogenesis of HIV-1 in 

infants.  In infants, a high and sustained level of viral RNA is observed.  This could 

possibly be due to a possible combination of the immaturity of the infant immune system, 

high levels of immune activation, greater availability and rapid replacement of target 

cells due to thymic and lymphoid tissue development in infancy.  The developing 

immune system as well as growing organs of both fetuses and infants infected by HIV-1 

is affected in a unique manner as seen in clinical manifestations.  Viral characteristics and 

host genetic factors may also significantly influence the clinical outcome of AIDS. 

Infection and subsequent loss of precursor thymocytes to replenish the T-cell repertoire 

may allow the unchecked replication of HIV-1.  Human cord blood mononuclear cells 

support efficient replication of R5 isolates than X4 isolates [23].  However, Casper et al. 

[25] found that  isolates of HIV-1 in most infected infants tend to evolve from a R5 

genotype to a X4 virus and that with this change immunological deterioration occurred, 

suggesting that the evolution of HIV-1 might be a consequence of immune deficiency.  
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Like all retroviruses, HIV-1 integrates into the host DNA.  As a consequence, the 

activity of integrated provirus is greatly influenced by the metabolic and activation state 

of the host cell.  In activated T-cells, viral replication is rapid and efficient.  The viral 

LTR contains binding sites for cellular factors that positively regulate HIV-1 

transcription and these are abundant in both activated T-cells and macrophages. 

However, the situation is different in resting T-cells which are refractory to viral 

replication in vitro [112].  Macrophages have been regarded as a sideshow to the main 

attraction of CD4+ T cells as far as HIV-1 infection is concerned. HIV-1 may be 

following different set of rules for replication in macrophages. Non-dividing 

macrophages infected in vitro contain proviral DNA [113] and arrest of both host cell 

mitosis and nuclear envelope breakdown does not prevent viral cDNA from accessing the 

nucleus after infection [114,115].  In T-cells, progeny virion assembly occurs at the 

plasma membrane.  In macrophages, however, a considerable number of progeny 

infectious virions are assembled on late endocytic membranes and acquire antigens 

characteristic of this compartment [116].  Tissue macrophages may play a critical role as 

viral reservoirs.  They may also be involved in disseminating the virus to CD4+ T-cells as 

well as cells of other organ systems [117]. 

1.6.1.  Entry determinants 

HIV-1 uses CD4 as primary receptor and CXCR4 and/or CCR5 as a coreceptor 

for entry into host cells.  The level of expression and variability of coreceptors in 

different hosts might have an impact on pathogenesis and disease progression.  While 
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Env gp120 binds to CD4 and CXCR4 or CCR5, Env gp41 plays a crucial role in the life 

cycle of the virus by catalyzing fusion of the viral membrane to host membrane.  

T-lymphocytes, monocytes, and monocyte-derived macrophages (MDM) express 

CD4, which is the principle receptor for HIV-1.  Primary CD4+T-cells express CXCR4 

and to a lesser extent CCR5, whereas macrophages express CCR5 and to a lesser extent 

CXCR4.  The levels of expression of CD4 and CXCR4 or CCR5 on these cells could 

influence the degree of HIV-1 infectivity and thereby disease progression.  It has been 

reported that infants progress to clinical AIDS at a faster rate than adults.  Also, the 

cellular phenotype and cellular activation status of these cells might play a role in disease 

progression [118].  It has also been reported that X4 virus can fuse with 

monocytes/macrophages but cannot establish productive infection, suggesting a block 

following entry [119].  However, infection of T-cells with X4 virus leads to a rapid cell 

number decline seen in AIDS.  

1.6.2.  Post-entry events. 

Events that occur immediately after entry of HIV-1 into a target cell can greatly 

influence the fate of infection. In the course of a normal productive infection, after entry 

of the virus into a host cell, the virion uncoats and the viral genome is reverse transcribed 

into double-stranded DNA, which in complex with viral and cellular proteins, forms a 

preintegration complex (PIC). This nucleoprotein PIC is then transported into the nucleus 

where it integrates into host genome, effectively sealing the fate of the infected cell.         

Both X4 and R5 HIV-1 can productively infect T-lymphocytes, whereas only R5 

and not X4 can establish productive infection in macrophages.  However,  X4 virus can 
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fuse with macrophages using the CXCR4 coreceptor expressed on these cells but cannot 

establish productive infection, suggesting a block following entry.  It is also possible that 

following reverse transcription, the virus faces a block in the transport of the PIC into the 

nucleus.   

The most striking feature of HIV-1 biology is its ability to replicate in non-

dividing cells [120].  Non-dividing cells of the macrophage lineage are supposed to be 

amongst the initial targets of HIV-1 infection and are likely to contribute significantly to 

vertical transmission and disease progression.  Macrophages are at the interface between 

innate and adaptive immunity and as such their infection by HIV-1 can greatly impair 

their function.  

The life cycle of HIV-1 in macrophages differ in many aspects from that in CD4+ 

T-cells.  The process of reverse transcription in T-cells takes place within a few hours 

following entry, while in macrophages, it is much slower (36 to 48 h) [121].  Thus, it is 

likely that the kinetics of steps of the HIV-1 life cycle in cells from infants varies from 

that in cells from adults and is in part responsible for faster disease progression in the 

former host.  Several HIV-1 and host proteins may influence viral replication and disease 

progression. 

1.6.3.  HIV-1 gene expression in neonatal cells. 

Tissue macrophages are a major target for HIV-1 infection.  Monocyte-derived 

macrophages (MDM) are not killed by HIV-1 infection but produce virus after several 

weeks in culture.  In contrast, activated CD4+ T-cells are highly sensitive to the 

cytopathic effects of HIV-1.  The stage of differentiation and the lineage of lymphocytes 
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profoundly affect their susceptibility to infection by HIV-1.  Memory lymphocytes which 

express CD45RO and CCR5 are infected to greater levels than naïve CD45RA –

expressing lymphocytes [112,122].  Cord blood T-cells have more CD45 RA and less 

CD45 RO phenotypes compared to adult blood T-cells [118].  Thus it is also likely that 

upregulation of cellular factors and HIV-1 gene expression due to cell activation or 

differentiation may contribute to increased susceptibility of HIV-1 infection in infants 

and thereby lead to faster disease progression.  Following retroviral integration, cellular 

host factors like NF-κB, Sp1, AP-1 and NFAT (AP-3) mediate initial transcriptional 

activity of the viral LTR.  HIV-1 Tat has been reported to interact with these factors to 

regulate transcription [123-125].  Kedar et al. [126] reported that there were qualitative 

differences that distinguished cord blood and adult blood mononuclear cells binding 

activities to HIV-1 LTR.  It is likely that such variations in the level of inducible and 

constitutive transcription factors may indeed occur during the course of viral gene 

expression in response to various external stimuli and physiologic conditions.  The 

organization of the chromatin downstream of the transcription initiation site influences 

the functional state of the LTR promoter.  El Kharroubi et al. [127] report that Tat, but 

not NF-κB, is able to activate the integrated, transcriptionally silent HIV-1 promoter by 

remodeling chromatin downstream of the transcriptional start site. 

  High-level HIV-1 transcription from the provirus is regulated by Tat and 

mediated by cellular RNA Pol II, with Tat acting at the level of transcriptional elongation 

by interacting with positive transcription elongation factor b (pTEFb) in the elongation 

polymerase complex [128].  pTEFb complexes containing cyclin T1 or Tat-associated 
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kinase (TAK), bind directly to Tat and the cyclin-dependent kinase 9 (CDK9) [129]. 

CDK9 phosphorylates the carboxy-terminal domain (CTD) of the large subunit of Pol lI, 

thereby facilitating the transition of Pol II into a productive elongation mode [130]. 

pTEFb/TAK is one of the factors induced during T-cell activation [131].  The intrinsic 

processivity of RNA Pol II complexes arises from a complex interplay between pTEFb 

and negative elongation factors; DSIF (5,6-dichloro-1-β-D-ribofuanosylbenzimidazole 

(DRB)-sensitivity–inducing factor) and negative elongation factor complex (NELF). 

Herrmann et al. [132], report that activation of peripheral blood lymphocytes results in 

increased mRNA and protein levels of both CDK9 and cyclin T1 while in a promonocytic 

cell-line, differentiation into macrophage-like cells produces a large induction of cyclin 

T1 protein expression from nearly undetectable levels. 

Cord blood has more activated mononuclear cells [133].  It is therefore possible 

that the intrinsic levels of CDK9 and cyclin T1 in cord blood mononuclear cells is higher 

than in adult blood mononuclear cells.  This could play a critical role in HIV-1 infection 

and disease progression in infants. 

1.7.  Intervention strategies to prevent HIV-1 infection 

1.7.1.  Inhibition of HIV-1 infection at host cell entry level  

A great deal of progress has been made in understanding the molecular biology of 

HIV-1 replication. However, critical aspects of AIDS pathogenesis remain to be 

elucidated.  The fight against HIV/AIDS has to be twofold: clinical treatment of AIDS 

and understanding mechanisms of HIV-1 infection to devise intervention strategies to 

prevent infection.  The complex life cycle of HIV-1 affords multiple avenues of drug 
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intervention (Figure 11).  Current therapies directed against reverse transcription (reverse 

transcriptase inhibitors), viral assembly (protease inhibitors) and entry inhibitors (fusion 

inhibitors) are all prone to viral resistance and insufficient eradication.  

Some interesting and novel approaches are being tried to target HIV-1 infection. 

The inhibition strategies could be broadly divided into two groups: the RNA-based 

strategies including anti-sense RNA, RNA decoys (sense RNA), small interfering RNA 

(siRNA), micro RNAs (miRNA); and the protein-based strategies including monoclonal 

antibodies (Mabs) [134].  All of these strategies however have one thing in common, they 

must cross the cell membrane to afford therapeutic benefit.  None of these approaches 

prevent HIV-1 infection rather they function by attempting to control HIV-1 replication. 

HIV-1 entry is a dynamic process requiring several conformational 

rearrangements and offers an attractive target of opportunity to develop novel 

therapeutics. Viral entry inhibitors are molecules that either prevents binding of gp120 to 

CD4 or coreceptors (CCR5/CXCR4).  Soluble CD4 (sCD4) [135] and Cyanovirin (CV-

N), a 11-kDa protein originally isolated from cyanobacteria, potently inactivates diverse 

strains of HIV-1 by inhibiting gp120-CD4 interaction [136]. 

Coreceptor engagement is indispensable for infection and transmission is usually 

by R5 strains.  This knowledge has been used to develop Mabs, including anti-ECL2 Mab 

[137] and PRO 140 [138].  Mab 12G5 is a monoclonal antibody that recognizes an 

epitope on CXCR4 and can be used to target X4 strains of HIV-1 [137]. 
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Figure 11: HIV-1 life cycle and antiretroviral therapy [139]. 

The gp41-mediated fusion reaction offers another axis of attack to prevent HIV-1 

infection.  T-20 (Enfuvirtide), a 36-amino acid peptide, is a success story in the 

development of anti-HIV-1 molecules, being licensed by the USFDA for clinical use 

[91].  

1.7.2. Alternate receptors for gp120 

CD4 is the primary receptor for HIV-1 gp120.  However, CD4-negative cells can 

be infected and therefore must involve alternate receptors. Neural cells and colonic 

epithelial cells have been shown to allow infection in a CD4-independent manner using a 

glycosphingolipid, galactosyl ceramide (Gal-Cer) (Figure 12A) [140, 141].  Anti-Gal-Cer 
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antibodies have been reported to block HIV-1 infection of neural cells [142]. Soluble 

analogs of Gal-Cer binds to the V3 loop of gp120 and by this mechanism block infection 

[143]. 

Gal-Cer has been shown to exist in specialized microdomains called lipid rafts on 

biological membranes.  Their formation could be driven by a special interaction between 

different lipids, such as cholesterol, sphingomyelin, and glycosphingolipids which have a 

propensity to form, in dynamic equilibrium a more ordered domain separate from the 

more liquid plasma membrane [144].  Lipid rafts have been shown to be enriched in GPI 

anchored proteins, receptors (EGF, PDGF, CD4, TCR), and signaling molecules (src, G 

proteins, MAPK kinase, shc) [145]. 

Highly organized domains of Gal-Cer in biological membranes allow precise 

orientation of the galactose headgroup in respect to the membrane surface.  The galactose 

headgroup of Gal-Cer aligns parallel to the membrane surface (Figure 12B) and has eight 

hydrogen bonds with three neighboring molecules.  The strong hydrogen bonding forms a 

tight two-dimensional network that stabilizes the glycosphingolipid domain.  

As described above, Gal-Cer and/or its analogs have the advantage of possessing 

a dual homing mechanism.  This could be exploited to prevent both CD4-dependent and 

independent modes of HIV-1 entry.  This could also be used to target cell-to-cell spread 

of the virus by incorporating them onto drug delivery vehicles like liposomes.  
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                                               (A)                                  (B) 

Figure 12: Chemical structure of galactosyl ceramide (Gal-Cer) (A) and membrane 

orientation (B). 

1.7.3.  Feasibility of liposomes as drug delivery vehicles against HIV-1 

Lipids are amphiphilic molecules that spontaneously assemble in various ways to 

minimize hydration of hydrophobic lipid tails and maximize hydration of hydrophilic 

headgroups (Figure 13).  A liposome is a bilayer that has closed in on itself to 

encapsulate a small amount of water in its interior with bulk water on the exterior.  

Liposomes are microscopic spherical vesicles that form when phospholipids are hydrated.  

When mixed in water under low shear conditions, the phospholipids arrange themselves 

in sheets and the molecules align side by side in "heads" up and "tails" down orientation.  

These sheets then join tails-to-tails to form a bilayer membrane which encloses some of 

the water in a phospholipid sphere. 
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Figure 13: Hydrated lipid supramolecular assemblies. 

Typically, several of these vesicles will form one inside the other in diminishing 

size, creating a multilamellar structure of concentric phospholipid spheres separated by 

layers of water.  Water-soluble materials are dissolved in the water in which the 

phospholipids are hydrated, and when the liposomes form these materials are trapped in 

the aqueous center.  The liposome wall, being a phospholipid membrane, holds fat- 

soluble materials such as oils.  Unilamellar (single layer) liposomes with specifically 

designed structural characteristics can be generated from multilamellar vesicles.  The 

resulting liposomes hold the normally immiscible materials together in a microsphere 

with controllable release of the encapsulated ingredients.  The liposomes, and the 

otherwise immiscible ingredients they contain, can then be used in formulations without 

the need for surfactants or emulsifiers, eliminating the drawbacks associated with their 

use.  
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1.8.  Rationale 

Perinatal transmission of HIV-1 is multi-factorial in nature. However, little is 

known about the critical determinants influencing transmission of HIV-1.  Data from our 

laboratory and others’ [36-38] suggest that a minor subtype of the heterogeneous 

maternal virus population is transmitted to the infant.    This minor variant predominates 

initially as a homogenous population in the infant and diversifies as the infant grows.  We 

have also shown that the phenotype of the transmitted virus is macrophage-tropic (R5).  

This suggests that there is a selective transmission of a minor HIV-1 genotype with 

macrophage-tropic and non-syncitium inducing (NSI) phenotype from mothers to their 

infants.  However, the possibility exists that several other regions or motifs in the HIV-1 

genome may be critical determinants of perinatal transmission.  In this context the role of 

Env gp41, Rev, and its cis-interacting sequence, RRE, in perinatal transmission becomes 

important because they are essential for infection and replication.  Also, the Rev open 

reading frame lies within the Env open reading frame in the gp41 region.  In addition, the 

RRE sequence whose presence is absolutely vital for its interaction with Rev, is present 

in all unspliced and singly spliced HIV-1 mRNAs, is also in the gp41 region just 

upstream of the Rev open reading frame.  The gp41 is an important surface protein and is 

subject to much selection pressure being one of the targets of the immune system apart 

from gp120.  In order for HIV-1 to evade this host-directed attack, the virus will undergo 

adaptive evolution.  How this will affect the rate of viral evolution, sequence variability, 

and protein function is not well understood.  Much less is known of this potential change 

concomitantly on Rev and RRE sequences.  In the milieu of perinatal transmission, it is 
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imperative to analyze these critical regions if newer motifs and strategies to target HIV-1 

infection are to be discovered.   

One of the major reasons that HIV-1 infected infants develop AIDS faster than 

infected adults could be the differences in mechanisms of infection and pathogenesis in 

neonates and adults.  It is likely that HIV-1 is able to replicate more efficiently in 

neonatal mononuclear cells as compared to adult cells resulting in accelerated disease 

progression.  One of the key implications of our finding that macrophage-tropic HIV-1 is 

involved in perinatal transmission could be the differences in the ability of HIV-1 to more 

efficiently infect neonatal mononuclear cells than adult mononuclear cells.  Key entry 

determinants like the sequence variability in gp41 sequences from isolates obtained from 

HIV-1 infected mothers and their perinatally infected infants, expression levels of CD4, 

CXCR4 and CCR5 might influence disease progression. It has been reported that 

macrophages express CXCR4 in addition to CCR5 but are refractory to infection by 

laboratory-adapted and primary X4 isolates.  X4 viruses have been shown to enter 

macrophages but fail to replicate inside these cells suggesting determinants independent 

of gp120 might be playing a role in HIV-1tropism.  Post-entry events occurring 

immediately after viral entry, including reverse transcription and nuclear import of PIC, 

may determine the outcome of viral infection. In addition, events like efficient and 

differential transcription of viral mRNAs in neonatal and adult target cells and their 

protection from being degraded by host nucleases by efficient transport out of the nucleus 

for translation could prove decisive in rate of disease progression. Here the role of Rev 

and RRE cannot be underscored.  
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The fight against HIV-1 has to be two-fold: understanding the dynamic interplay 

of the virus with its host and development of effective antivirals.  In this regard, we need 

to look beyond the current regimens of reverse transcriptase and protease inhibitors to 

other targets.  Entry inhibitors could be important additions to the existing antiviral 

agents. They may also play an equally valuable role as topical microbicides or even 

systemically applied prophylactic drugs to prevent transmission.  The development of 

novel drug- delivery systems like liposomes to stop HIV-1 infection should also be 

considered.   

1.9.  Hypothesis and objectives 

Specific molecular and biological properties of HIV-1 and its differential interaction with 

adults and neonatal target cells influence transmission, infection and disease progression. 

The specific aims are:  

Specific aim 1- Molecular characterization of HIV-1 genes in mothers and infants 

following perinatal transmission: To characterize the molecular properties, genetic 

diversity, and functional motifs of HIV-1 env gp41, rev, and RRE from mother-infant 

isolates involved in perinatal transmission.   

 Specific aim 2- Mechanisms of HIV-1 infection in neonates: a) To study HIV-1 

replication kinetics in neonatal (cord) and adult lymphocytes and 

monocytes/macrophages, b) To determine HIV-1 entry events, including the levels of 

HIV-1 receptor (CD4) and coreceptor (CCR5 and CXCR4) expression on these cell 

types, c) To elucidate the post-entry events, including reverse transcription, DNA 

synthesis, and import of pre-integration complex (PIC) into the nucleus in cord and adult 
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blood mononuclear cells, and d) To determine the levels of HIV-1 gene expression in 

cord and adult blood mononuclear cells. 

Specific aim 3- Intervention strategies to prevent HIV-1 infection:  To evaluate the 

biological activity of Gal-Cer and synthetic Gal-Cer analogs incorporated onto liposomes 

and glycolipid conjugates in inhibiting HIV-1 infection at the entry level. 

1.10.  Implications 

Better understanding the mechanisms of HIV-1 infection has implications for the 

development of new strategies for prevention and treatment of pediatric AIDS.  If we 

characterize the properties of HIV-1 involved in vertical transmission, we can then target 

these properties of HIV-1 for developing preventive strategies.  In addition, the 

understanding of the mechanisms underlying the differential replication kinetics of HIV-1 

in infants and adults may provide information to target pediatric AIDS differently than 

adult AIDS.  Furthermore, we have to find new ways to combat the growth of AIDS such 

as liposomes-mediated HIV-1 entry agents. 
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1. Patient population and sample collection 

This study was approved by the Human Subjects Committee of the University of 

Arizona and the Institutional Review Board of the Children’s Hospital Medical Center, 

Cincinnati, Ohio, USA, and written informed consent was obtained from the participants 

of the study.  Blood samples were collected from HIV-1 infected mothers and their 

respective vertically infected infants.  The children of these mothers were evaluated and 

found to be infected by repeated testing following guidelines published by the Centers for 

Disease Control and Prevention [146].  The demographic, clinical and laboratory findings 

of the HIV-1 infected study subjects are summarized in Table 1.   For studies related to 

mechanisms of HIV-1 infection in neonatal and adult blood mononuclear cells, we 

collected blood from several adult blood donors at the University of Arizona and cord 

blood (in place of neonatal blood) from Cord Blood Registry (Director: Dr. David T. 

Harris) belonging to various ethnic groups.  

2.2. Isolation of peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) from 

HIV-1 infected mother-infant pairs 

Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) were isolated by a single-step Ficoll-

Hypaque procedure (Pharmacia-Upjohn) from the whole blood of HIV-1 positive 

mothers and their infants. The blood was diluted 1:1 with phosphate buffered saline 

containing no Ca+2 or Mg+2 (PBS) pH 7.4 and 28 ml of diluted blood was layered 

carefully over 21 ml of Ficoll and spun at 1700rpm for 45 min. The PBMC were 
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carefully aspirated from the interphase of the plasma and Ficoll, washed three times with 

PBS, and resuspended in culture medium. 

2.3. Isolation of PBMC DNA from infected patients 

DNA was isolated from uncultured PBMC of HIV-1 infected individuals 

according to a modified procedure described by Oram et al., [147].  Approximately 106 

PBMCs were centrifuged at 12,000 rpm for 2 min and the cell pellet was resuspended in 

0.5 ml of TNE buffer (0.5 M Tris-HCl, pH 7.5; 0.1 M NaCl, 1 mM EDTA). The 

suspension was treated with 0.5% sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and 10 µg/ml proteinase 

K (Boehringer) at 600C for 3 h, followed by several extractions with phenol and 

chloroform. The DNA was precipitated with ethanol and dissolved in 50-100 µl TE 

buffer ( 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 1 mM EDTA), and sheared by repeated pipetting 

2.4. Polymerase chain reaction amplification of HIV-1 genes 

A two-step polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification procedure, first using 

outer primers and then nested primers, was performed to detect the presence of HIV-1 in 

infected patients’ PBMC. Equal amount of HIV-1 PBMC DNA (approximately 25 to 50 

copies minimum determined by PCR of limit dilutions) was used from each patient as 

determined by end point dilution [66,148]. The PCRs were performed according to the 

procedure of Ahmad et al. [36], in a 25 µl reaction mixture of 2.5 µl of 10X buffer (25 

mM TAPS (tris-(hydroxymethyl)-methyl-amino propanesulfonic acid, sodium salt) pH 

9.3, 50 mM KCl, 2 mM MgCl2, 1 mM 2-mercaptoethanol, 40 µM each of dATP, dCTP, 

dGTP, and dTTP, 700ng of each sense and antisense primers, and 2.5 U of TaKaRa LA 

Taq polymerase (Chemicon International) in accordance to manufacturer’s protocol. 
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After the first round of PCR, 4-8 µl of the amplified product was used for nested PCR. 

The PCR products were analyzed by electrophoresis on a 1% agarose gel.  To avoid 

contamination, all samples, reagents, outer and nested PCR products were stored 

separately and dispensed in a separate room free from all laboratory used DNA’s.  As a 

control to assess errors generated by the LA Taq polymerase, a known HIV-1 NL4-3 

sequence was included for PCR amplifications. 
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 Table 1: Patient Demographic, Clinical, and Laboratory Parameters of HIV-1 infected Mother-  
                         Infant Pairs 

Patient Age Sex CD4+ 
cells/mm3 

Length of 
infectionb 

Antiviral 
drug 

Clinical evaluation c 

Mothers 
B 28 yr  509 11 mo None Asymptomatic 
C 23 yr  818 1 yr 6 mo None Asymptomatic 
D 31 yr  480 2 yr 6 mo None Asymptomatic 
E 26 yr  395 2 yr ZDVd Symptomatic AIDS 
F 23 yr  692 2 yr10 mo None Asymptomatic 
G 23 yr  480 10 mo None Asymptomatic 

Infants 
B 4.75 

mo 
M 1942 4.75 mo None Asymptomatic, P-1A 

C 14 mo F 772 14 mo ZDVd Symptomatic AIDS, P-2A, D1,3,F 
D 28 mo M 46 28 mo ddCe Symptomatic AIDS, P-2A, B, F, 

failed ZDV therapy 
E 34 mo M 588 34 mo ZDVd Symptomatic AIDS, P- 2A 
F 1 wk M 2953 1 wk ZDVd Asymptomatic, P-1A 
G 24 mo F 4379 24 mo ZDVd Asymptomatic, P- 1B 

Length of infectionb: The closest time of infection that we could document was the first positive HIV-1 serology date      
or the first visit of the patient to the AIDS treatment center. 

            c Evaluation for infants is based on CDC criteria [149] 
            d ZDV: Zidovudine 
            e ddC: Zalcitabine 
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2.4.1.  PCR amplification of env gp41 

The HIV-1 env gp41 gene from infected patients’ PBMC DNA was amplified using 

the following primers:  Gp41-6(+) (AGTAAAAATTGAACCATTAGGAGTAGCA, 

7678 to 7705, sense), Gp41-7(-) (CTTTCCCTTACAGCAGGCCATCCAATCAC, 8815 

to 8836, anti-sense) as outer primers, and Gp41-8(+) 

(CAAGGCAAAGAGAAGAGTGGTTGCA, 7711 to 7734, sense), Gp41-9(-) 

(TACTTTTTGACCACTTGCCACCCAT,8786 to 8811, anti-sense) as inner primers 

based on NL4-3 sequence [150].  An equal amount of HIV-1 PBMC DNA ( ~ 25 to 50 

copies, minimum) was used from each patient  as determined by end-point dilution and 

multiple (6 to 8) independent PCRs were performed to obtain clones that were then 

sequenced and analyzed.  PCRs were performed according to the procedure described by 

Ahmad et al. [36] using 2.5 U of TaKaRa LA Taq polymerase (Chemicon International) 

in accordance to manufacturer’s protocol.  The first reaction was carried out at 940C for 

30 s, 500C for 45 s and 720C for 1 min for 35 cycles, with 8 minutes of additional 

polymerization time in the last cycle.  After the first round of PCR, 4 to 8 µl of the above- 

described amplified product was used for nested PCR, using the inner primers and the 

same concentrations of other ingredients at 940C for 30 s, 550C for 45 s and 720C for 1 

min for 35 cycles, with 8 min of additional polymerization time in the last cycle.  

2.4.2. PCR amplification of rev 

A two-step polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification procedure, first using 

outer primers and then nested primers, was performed to amplify the HIV-1 rev gene.  

The 3-kb fragment encoding both the rev exons was not amplified as natural 
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recombination HIV-1 genomes would have uncoupled any possible cis evolution of the 

two exons [151, 152]. Thus, rev exon 1 sequences were derived as part of a preceding 

study characterizing tat [71] from infected patient PBMC DNA.  The rev exon 2 

sequences were derived by two approaches: by amplification of rev exon 2 region and by 

amplifying a longer envelope sequence encompassing gp41.  An equal amount of HIV-1 

PBMC DNA (approximately 25 to 50 copies, minimum) was used from each patient  as 

determined by end-point dilution and multiple (4 to 6) independent PCRs were performed 

to obtain clones that were then sequenced and analyzed. The following primers were 

used: Tat1 (5’ CAACTGCTGTTTATCCATTTCAGAA, 5753 to 5780, sense) Vpu 2 (5’ 

ATATGCTTTAGCATCTGATCTGATGCACAAAATA, 6375 to 6403, antisense), Rev1 

(5’ GCTGTACTTTCTATAGTGAATA, 8312 to 8331, sense), Rev2 

(5’GTAGCTGAGGGGACAGATA, 8678 to 8696, antisense), Gp41-6 (5’ AGT AAA 

AATTGAACCATTAGGAGTAGCA, 7678 to 7704, sense), Gp41-7 (5’ 

CTTTCCCTTACAGCAGGCCATCCAATCAC, 8814 to 8836, antisense) as outer 

primers. Tat3 (5’ GTGTCGACATAGCAGAATA, 5783 to 5801, sense), Vpu 4 (5’ 

CCATAATAGACTTGTGACCCACA, 6321 to 6342, antisense), Rev3 (5’ 

TAGAGTTAGGCAGGGATAT, 8332 to 8350, sense), Rev4 (5’ 

TAACTTGCTCAATGCCA, 8650 to 8666, antisense), Gp41-

8(5’CAAGGCAAAGAGAAGAGTGGTTGCA, 7711 to 7734, sense), Gp41-9 (5’  

TACTTTTTGACCACTTGCCACCCAT 8786 to 8811, antisense) were used as inner 

primers based on NL4-3 numbers [150].  PCRs were performed according to the 

procedure described by Ahmad et al. [36] using 2.5 U of TaKaRa LA Taq polymerase 
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(Chemicon International) in accordance to manufacturer’s protocol.  The first reaction 

was carried out at 940C for 30 s, 500C for 45 s and 720C for 1 min for 35 cycles, with 7 

min of additional polymerization time in the last cycle.  After the first round of PCR, 4 to 

8 µl of the above- described amplified product was used for nested PCR, using the inner 

primers and the same concentrations of other ingredients at 940C for 30 s, 500C for 45 s 

and 720C for 1 min for 35 cycles, with 7 min of additional polymerization time in the last 

cycle.  

2.5. Cloning of HIV-1 genes 

2.5.1. Cloning of env gp41 

The PCR products were directly cloned in the pCR2.1 TOPO TA cloning vector, 

version K2 (Invitrogen).  Bacterial colonies were screened for the presence of inserts by 

restriction enzyme digestion of recombinant plasmid DNA.  The positive clones were 

selected and propogated for DNA isolation followed by nucleotide sequencing of 10 to 

20 clones from each patient.  

2.5.2. Cloning of rev 

Two strategies were used to clone the PCR products.  The PCR products were 

treated with DNA polymerase 1 (Invitrogen) to blunt the DNA ends and then kinased 

with T4 polynucleotide kinase (Invitrogen).  Subsequently, DNA was cloned into the 

Sma1 site of the pGem 3Zf (+) vector (Promega).  In the other strategy, the PCR products 

were directly cloned in the pCR2.1 TOPO TA cloning vector, version K2 (Invitrogen). 

Bacterial colonies from both cloning approaches were screened for the presence of inserts 

by restriction enzyme digestion of recombinant plasmid DNA.  The positive clones were 
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selected and propagated for DNA isolation followed by nucleotide sequencing of 9 to 18 

clones from each patient.  

2.6. Characterization of recombinants 

DNA was isolated according to the miniprep alkaline lysis protocol outlined in 

Sambrook [153].  Bacteria containing the desired plasmid were grown in 3 ml of LB 

medium containing 100 µg/ml ampicillin (Sigma) overnight and pelleted in a microfuge 

tube.  The pellet was then resuspended in 100 µl of solution I (25 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 

10 mM EDTA, and 50 mM glucose) followed by 200 µl of solution II (1% SDS, 0.2 M 

NaOH) and mixed by inversion.  After 5 min incubation, 150 µl of solution III (3 M 

sodium acetate, pH 4.6) was added and mixed by inversion.  This was followed by the 

addition of 450 µl of phenol: choloroform, and mixed vigorously.  After a 5 min spin at 

14,000 rpm in an Eppendorf microfuge, the aqueous layer was removed and transferred 

to a fresh microfuge tube.  The DNA was then precipitated from the supernatant by the 

addition of 800 µl of ice cold absolute ethanol and incubated at -200C for 1 h.  The DNA 

was pelleted by spinning at 14,000 rpm for 20 min in a microfuge.  The pellet was 

washed with ice cold 70% ethanol and air dried.  The air dried DNA was suspended in 50 

µl of RNAse water. 

 

2.7. DNA sequencing 

2.7.1. Sequencing of env gp41 

Sequencing was performed using the Thermosequenase Cycle sequencing protocol 

(USB) using Gp41-8 (+) primer.  DNA from  clones which were positive for gp41 when 
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compared with NL4-3 reference sequence (Gen Bank accession number M19921) [154] 

were sent to the core facility (University of Arizona) for sequencing on an ABI PRISM ® 

370 DNA automated sequencing system (Applied Biosystems).  As the reliability of the 

sequencing was only up to 600 bases, we designed a primer Gp41-5(+) (5’ 

CAGACCCACCTCCCAATCCCGAGGGGA 3’, 8366 to 8392, sense) overlapping the 

region around 550 bases to walk the entire gp41 sequence.  The two sets of sequences 

were manually joined to generate the complete full length sequences of HIV-1 gp41 

clones.  These full length clones were then used to perform sequence analysis.  The 

sequences were handled with the Wisconsin package, version 10.1 (Genetics Computer 

Group). 

2.7.2. Sequencing of rev 

Sequencing was performed using either the Sequenase protocol version 2.0 or 

Thermosequenase Cycle sequencing protocol (USB) or an ABI PRISM ® 370 DNA 

automated sequencing system (Applied Biosystems).  Briefly, the Sequenase version 2.0 

protocols included denaturing the DNA templates in a volume of 200 µl containing 10% 

denaturing solution (2 M NaOH, 2 mM EDTA) for 45 min at 370C.  The denaturant was 

then neutralized with 1/10th volume of 3 M sodium acetate and extracted in an equal 

volume of chloroform.  The DNA was then precipitated with 2 volumes of ice cold 

absolute ethanol and incubated at -200C for 1 h and pelleted at 14,000 rpm for 20 min in 

an Eppendorf microfuge.  The pellet was washed with ice cold 70% ethanol and air dried.  

The air dried DNA was suspended in 10 µl water.  For sequencing, 3.5 µl of denatured 
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DNA was used following the protocol outlined in the Sequenase Version 2.0 DNA 

sequencing kit manual (U.S. Biochemicals). 

2.8. Sequence analysis 

2.8.1. Phylogenetic analysis of env gp41, rev, and RRE sequences 

The nucleotide sequences of the env gp41, rev exon 1 and 2 and RRE clones  were 

aligned using Clustal X [155] adjusted by hand and then translated into corresponding 

amino acid sequences.  A model of evolution was optimized for the entire nucleotide 

sequence data set using the Huelsenbeck and Crandall approach [156].  Likelihood scores 

for different models of evolution were calculated using PAUP*, and a χ2 test was 

performed by Modeltest 3.06 [157].  The model of choice was incorporated into PAUP* 

to estimate a neighbor-joining tree.  Bootstrap values were based on 1000 neighbor-

joining searches.  The tree was generated for the nucleotide sequences from the six 

mother-infant pairs, and the reference HIV-1 sequence, NL4-3, was used as an out-group 

for the tree display (Figure 19, 21, 23).  Using Modeltest and the Akaike Information 

Criterion [158], all the null hypotheses were rejected except likelihood settings from best-

fit model, transversion model with invariable sites and gamma distribution (TVM+I+G) 

selected by AIC in Modeltest Version 3.06. The base frequencies were as follows: freq 

A= 0.3073, freq C= 0.1940, freq G= 0.2653, freq T= 0.2334.  The six rate categories 

were as follows:  R (A-C)= 1.4514, R (A-G)= 4.5534, R (A-T)= 0.8671, R (C-G)= 

1.3081, R (C-T)= 4.5534, R (G-T)= 1.0.  The proportion of invariable sites (I) was 

0.1561.  The rate heterogeneity was taken into account using a gamma distribution with a 

shape parameter (α) of the distribution estimated from the data via maximum likelihood.  
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The gamma distribution shape parameter was α= 0.7961 for env gp41.  TVM+G was the 

best-fit model selected by AIC in Moedltest Version 3.06 for both exons of rev.  The base 

frequencies for rev exon 1 were as follows: freq A = 0.3024, freq C= 0.2386, freq G= 

0.2951, freq T= 0.1639 and the  five rate categories were as follows: R (A-C)= 2.2476, R 

(A-G)= 5.9955, R (A-T)= 1.2788, R (C-G)= 0.2131, R (C-T)= 5.9955, R (G-T)= 1.0000.  

The base frequencies for rev exon 2 were as follows: freq A= 0.2825, freq C= 0.2488,  

freq G= 0.2778, freq T= 0.1909 and the rate categories were R (A-C)= 1.8785, R (A-G)= 

4.0350, R (A-T)= 0.8665, R (C-G)= 0.8838, R (C-T)= 4.0350, R (G-T)= 1.0000.  The 

gamma distribution shape parameter was α = 1.2949    for rev1 and α = 1.4849 for rev2.  

The best-fit model for RRE sequences was (K81uf+I+G) selected by AIC in Modeltest 

Version 3.06.  The base frequencies were freq A = 0.2802, freq C = 0.2320, freq G =  

0.2803, freq T = 0.2075 and the rate categories were R (A-C)= 1.000, R (A-G)= 2.4728, 

R (A-T)= 0.7098, R (C-G)= 0.7098, R (C-T)= 2.4728, R (G-T)= 1.0000.  The substitution 

model had a tranisition to transversion ratio of 1.4799.  The gamma distribution shape 

parameter was α = 0.4781.  Similarly, a model of evolution was optimized for the data set 

from each pair.  These models were used to estimate corrected pairwise nucleotide 

distances for the data sets from each pair using PAUP*.  Mean character amino acid 

distances were also determined using the Jukes-Cantor model in GCG Wisconsin 

Package.  Then the minimum, maximum and median nucleotide and amino acid distances 

were calculated.  
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2.8.2. Distance calculations of env gp41, rev, and RRE sequences 

Pairwise distances, defined as the percentages of mismatches between two aligned 

nucleotide and amino acid sequences, were used to study the extent of genetic variability 

within an individual.  A model of evolution was optimized for the data set from each pair. 

These models were used to estimate corrected pairwise nucleotide distances for the data 

sets from each pair using PAUP*.  Mean character amino acid distances were also 

determined using Jukes-Cantor model in GCG Wisconsin Package.  Then the minimum, 

maximum and median nucleotide and amino acid distances were calculated.  Nucleotide 

and amino acid distances were calculated for assessing intra-patient (within mothers’ and 

within infants’) and inter-patient (between mother-infant pairs) variability. Sequences 

having a common ancestor will be closer than sequences not having a common ancestor.  

We validated this statement by calculating and comparing nucleotide and amino acid 

distances between epidemiologically linked and epidemiologically unlinked sequences. 

2.8.3. Population genetics of env gp41, rev, and RRE sequences 

The dynamics of HIV-1 evolution was assessed using techniques of population 

genetics.  The genealogical structure of a sample from a population contains information 

about that population’s history.  The mathematical theory relating a genealogy to the 

structure of its underlying population is called coalescent theory [159].  The distribution 

of coalescence times, that is the times at which two of the sampled individuals have a 

common ancestor, depends on the effective population size.  In population genetics, 

genetic diversity is defined as θ= 2Neµ, where Ne is the effective population size and µ is 

the per nucleotide mutation rate per generation [160].  We examined the differences in 
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genetic diversity using the Watterson estimate based on segregating sites and Kuhner 

estimate assuming variable population size, using the program Coalesce which is part of 

the Lamarc software package (http://evolution.genetics.wasington.edu/lamarc.html).  

2.8.4. Estimation of selection pressure on env gp41, rev and RRE sequences  

Substitution mutations are one of the most frequent and important factors in 

producing mutants.  Once substitution mutations arise, their relative frequencies in the 

population will change over following generations.  HIV-1 displays extensive genetic 

variation within individual hosts, particularly in the env gene [26, 161] making it one of 

the fastest evolving of all organisms.  Natural selection is assumed to operate mainly at 

the amino acid sequence level because most of the important biological functions in the 

organism seem to be performed mainly by proteins.  The rate of synonymous 

substitutions (dS) may be more or less similar to mutation rate, whereas the rate of 

nonsynonymous substitutions (dN) may vary according to the type and strength of natural 

selection.  If positive selection occurs, dN will be expected to be faster than dS and the 

opposite can be expected in case of negative selection.  Although several methods have 

been proposed to calculate the rate of dN and dS [162-164], these models assume that all 

sites in the sequence are under the same selection pressure.  It is likely that since different 

sites in a protein have varying functional and structural roles, the selection pressure 

acting on them might not be uniform.  To analyze the evolutionary processes acting upon 

the env gp41, rev and RRE sequences, we estimated the ratio of nonsynonymous (dN) to 

synonymous (dS) substitutions by a maximum likelihood model using codeML, which is 

part of the PAML package [165] incorporating the Nielsen and Yang [166] model that 
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considers the codon instead of the nucleotide as the unit of evolution.  This model is 

useful in detecting natural selection operating at single amino-acid sites. 

2.9. Cell lines and Primary Cells 

2.9.1. Cell lines 

The following cell lines were used in this study and obtained through the AIDS 

Research and Reference Reagent Program, Division of AIDS, NIAID, NIH:  A3.01, 8E5 

from Dr. Thomas Folks.  COS-1 cell line was obtained from ATCC.  A3.01 and 8E5 cell 

lines were cultured in RPMI 1640 supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and 

1X penicillin/streptomycin.  COS-1 cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s 

medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% FBS and 1X penicillin/streptomycin.  The 

A3.01 and 8E5 cells were split periodically by removing half of the cell population and 

feeding the remaining half with culture medium.  The COS-1 cells were subcultured by 

removing the medium, and rinsing with 0.25% trypsin, 0.03% EDTA solution.  The 

solution was removed and an additional 1 to 2 ml of trypsin-EDTA solution was added. 

The flask was allowed to sit at 370C until the cells detached.  Fresh culture medium was 

added, cells aspirated and dispensed into new culture flasks. 

2.9.2.  Primary Cells 

Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) and cord blood mononuclear cells 

(CBMC) from 20 healthy donors were separated on a Ficoll-Hypaque (Pharmacia) 

gradient as described earlier.  The cord blood was provided by Dr. David T. Harris, 

Director of the Cord Blood Registry, Tucson, AZ.  Adult blood was obtained from the 

donors at the University of Arizona with written consent.  The study was approved by the 
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University of Arizona Human Subjects Committee.  Lymphocytes and 

monocytes/macrophages were separated by plating 2-4 X 106 cells in 48 well tissue 

culture plates in lymphocyte medium (RPMI 1640 with 10% FBS and 1X 

penicillin/streptomycin) and mitogen stimulated using 2.0 µg/ml (for cord blood) and 5.0 

µg/ml (for adult blood) phytohemagglutinin (PHA; Sigma) respectively for 48 hours. 

Lymphocytes were prepared by removing non-adherent cells and washing off the PHA 

and resuspending them in lymphocyte medium supplemented with 20 U/µl interleukin-2 

(IL-2; Invitrogen).  Lymphocyes were counted and plated in 48 well tissue culture plates 

at a concentration of 1 X 106 cells per well.  For macrophage cultures, adherent cells were 

washed extensively, and cultured in 1.0 ml macrophage medium (RPMI 1640 

supplemented with 15% FBS and 1X penicillin/streptomycin).  Monocytes were allowed 

to differentiate into macrophages in the presence of 100 U/ml macrophage colony 

stimulating factor (MCSF; Sigma) for 7 days.  The cells were fed with fresh macrophage 

media every 3 days.  The cells were cultured at 370C in a 5% CO2 atmosphere. 

Alternatively, monocoytes and lymphocytes were separated by passing the PBMC 

or CBMC through MACS CD3/CD14 MicroBeads columns (Miltenyi Biotec) as per the 

manufacturer’s instruction.  Briefly, for magnetic labeling the isolated PBMC/CBMC 

were washed in PBS with 5 mM EDTA and 0.5% BSA (MACS buffer) to avoid cell 

aggregation, and resuspended in 80 µl MACS buffer per 107 total cells.  For every 107 

total cells, 20 µl MACS beads were added, mixed and incubated for 15 min at 6-12°C.  

Cells were washed and resuspended in 500 µl MACS buffer per 108 cells.  For magnetic 

sorting a suitable column according to the estimated amount of positive cells was placed 
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in the magnetic field of the separator and washed with MACS buffer.  The column was 

loaded with the magnetically stained cell suspension and washed again.  The eluate was 

collected as negative fraction.  The positive fraction was flushed out with MACS buffer 

in the absence of a magnetic field [167].  Purity of lymphocytes (>96%) was checked by 

surface expression of CD3, monocyte/macrophages (>96%) by CD33 and CD14, and of 

monocyte-derived macrophages (>95%) by CD14 using flow cytometry analysis.  The 

lymphocytes and monocytes/macrophages were cultured as described above.  

Lymphocytes derived from cord blood will hence be referred to as cord blood 

lymphocytes (CBL) and those derived from adult blood will be referred to as peripheral 

blood lymphocytes (PBL).  

2.10. Flow cytometric analysis for cell surface CD4 and chemokine 

receptor (CXCR4, CCR5) expression  

The expression of CD4, CXCR4 and CCR5 on adult and cord blood mononuclear 

cells was evaluated by flow cytometry.  The lymphocytes and MDMs were isolated and 

cultured as described above.  The MDMs were detached from the wells using 2 ml cold 

PBS + EDTA.  The lymphocytes and MDMs were spun at 2000 rpm for 5 min at 40C.   In 

a 15 ml tube, 5 X 106 cells (lymphocytes or MDMs) were suspended in 500 µl PBS + 

0.5% BSA and incubated on ice for 1h.  The cells were spun down and supernatant 

discarded.  The cells were suspended to a final concentration of 1 X 106 cells per 200 µl.  

Twenty µl of fluorescent antibodies were added.  Cells were stained for CD4, CXCR4 

and CCR5 with specific Cyc, PE or FITC- conjugated mouse antihuman mAbs 

respectively at 1 µg/106 cells (10 µl antibody/500,000 cells).  Anti-mouse 
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immunoglobulin (IgG1-Cyc, IgG2a-PE, IgG2a-FITC) were used as isotypes.  All the 

antibodies were from RD systems.  The tubes were incubated on ice for 1 h in dark.  

After the incubation period, the cells were washed three times with 250 µl PBS + 0.5% 

BSA to remove excess antibodies.  The cells were given a final wash with ice cold PBS.  

After the final wash, cells were fixed in 300 µl PBS + 0.1% paraformaldehyde.  The cells 

were then transferred to 12 by 75 mm flow cytometry tubes and stored in dark at 40C till 

analysis.  The acquisition and analysis was performed using Cell Quest software (Becton 

Dickinson) at the Cytometry Core Facility, Arizona Research Laboratories.   

2.11. Viruses and infection 

Six HIV-1 isolates (Table 2) with different cell tropism i.e. X4, R5 and X4/R5 

strains were obtained from the AIDS Research and Reference Reagent Program, Division 

of AIDS, NIAID, NIH.  All the isolates were expanded in PHA-stimulated PBMC and 

supernatant collected every 3 days for 18 days post infection.  Aliquoted stocks were 

stored at -700C.  PBL/CBLs were infected day 2 after mitogen stimulation.  Adult and 

Cord MDMs were infected day 7 post-isolation.  The virus (50,000 count per minute-cpm 

for lymphocyte infections and 100,000 cpm for MDM infections) was incubated with the 

cells (0.5 X 106 for MDM and 1 X 106 for lymphocytes) for 2 h at 370C in 200 µl serum 

free medium.  Unadsorbed viruses were then washed off and cells fed with appropriate 

medium.  Lymphocytes were fed with RPMI supplemented 10% fetal bovine serum 

(FBS) and    IL-2.  The macrophage medium was the same as used for culture except that 

MCSF was excluded.  Medium was harvested every 3 days and cells fed with fresh 

culture medium.  Viral counts were estimated by assaying for reverse transcriptase 
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activity (RT activity).  All work with live HIV-1 virus was carried out in a biosafety level 

3 laboratory. 

Table 2 : Virus isolates used in the study 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.12. Reverse Transcriptase (RT) assay 

The presence of virus in a culture was determined using the reverse transcriptase 

assay (RT assay) [168].  Briefly, the RT assay consisted of 20 µl of culture supernatant 

mixed with 50 µl of RT cocktail (4 ml stock: 125 µl 3 M KCl, 200 µl 0.1 M DTT, 250 µl 

poly-A {100 µg/ml}, 250 µl 1 M Tris pH 7.8, 25 µl 1 M MgCl2, 12.5 µl oligo dT {1 

mg/ml}, 12.5 µl 20% NP-40, 50 µl 10% Triton-X, 3.72 ml H2O) which contains 1 µl 32P 

(800 Ci/mmol) TTP/ml cocktail.  The mix was incubated at 370C for 2 h, 5 µl was spotted 

onto DE81 paper (Whatman), and the paper was rinsed for 5 min in 2X SSC buffer 

(Invitrogen) three times.  The discs were then placed into a scintillation vial with 4 ml of 

scintillation cocktail (Universol) and the amount of 32P present on the discs was 

Isolate no Code Clade Phenotype Coreceptor usage 

U26942 NL4-3 B NSI X4 

M68893 Ba-L B SI R5 

92US072 2449 B NSI X4 

93US155 2759 B NSI X4 

91US054 2101 B SI R5 

93US151 2758 B NSI X4/R5 
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determined using a scintillation counter (Beckman).  The amount of virus present in the 

culture was then expressed as counts per minute (cpm) or counts per minute per ml 

(cpm/ml) of culture supernatant. 

The viral counts were recorded.  The average of the counts for every isolate was 

calculated and standard deviation estimated for each data set.  The average counts were 

plotted as isolates versus cpm/ml. 

2.13. Cell Proliferation assay   

Cell proliferation was evaluated on triplicate mononuclear cell samples by (methyl-

3H)-thymidine pulse incorporation into DNA at different times after plating.  PBLs, 

CBLs, adult and cord MDMs (0.5 X 106 for MDM and 1 X 106 for lymphocytes 

cells/well respectively) were plated in 48 well tissue culture plates and infected with 

20,000 cpm of HIV-1 BaL.  3H-thymidine was added at the concentration of 1 µCi/well, 

72 h post- infection.  The control cells were mock infected with normal cell culture 

supernatant.  Cultured cells were harvested 18 h later, lysed with Triton-X-SDS lysis 

buffer and 5 µl was spotted onto DE81 paper (Whatman), and the paper was rinsed for 5 

min in 2X SSC buffer (Invitrogen) three times.  The discs were then placed into a 

scintillation vial with 4 ml of scintillation cocktail and the amount of 3H present on the 

discs was determined using a scintillation counter (Beckman) and expressed in counts per 

minute per (cpm). 
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2.14. Analysis of post-entry events of HIV-1 infection  

2.14.1. Isolation of cellular DNA from HIV-1 infected cells  

Adult and cord MDMs were infected with HIV-1 isolates (X4 and R5 strains) as 

listed in Table 2.  Since the accumulation of full length viral DNA in infected cells 

reaches a peak between 36 and 48 h post-infection, samples were collected at 48 h post-

infection.  Cells were lyzed and DNA extracted using Qiagen Blood DNA kit as per 

manufacturer’s instruction.  Extracted DNA was quantified using an Eppendorf DNA 

spectrophotometer and equal amounts of cellular DNA used for analyzing sequential 

steps of reverse transcription and successful transport of preintegration complex (PIC) 

(Figure 14) into nucleus in adult and cord MDMs.  

 

Figure 14: Schematic model of HIV-1 reverse transcription [119]. 
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2.14.2.  PCR amplification of post-entry events 

Sequential steps of reverse transcription including strong-stop DNA (RU5), first 

strand transfer (RU3), DNA synthesis (LTR/Gag) and nuclear import of PIC (2LTR) 

were analyzed in HIV-1 infected cellular DNA by a modification of PCR method of 

Zack, 1990 [169].  PCR analysis of the α-tubulin gene in cell lysates were performed to 

standardize DNA recovery.  The sequences of primers used in this study is given in Table 

3.  One of the primers was end-labeled with 32P.  Each cycle of the PCR comprised of a 

denaturation step of 30 s (940C), a 30 s annealing step (500C), and a 1 min extension step 

(720C) for 40 cycles.  After agarose gel electrophoresis, amplified DNA was fixed in a 

methanol-acetic acid bath for 30 min to 1 h and blotted onto Nytran membrane using an 

electro blotter.  The Nytran membrane was then exposed to autoradiograph.  Dilutions of 

lysates from 8E5/LaI cells containing one copy of HIV-1 proviral DNA/cell was 

amplified in parallel as PCR standards. 
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Table 3: Sequence of primers used to study post-entry events of HIV-1 infection. 

* R/U3 sense primer was used as sense primer for Gag 

2.15. Determination of HIV-1 gene expression levels in cord and adult 

blood mononuclear cells 

2.15.1. Generation of a single-cycle replication amphotropic HIV-1 

Two constructs were used to generate a single-cycle replication competent 

amphotropic recombinant HIV-1.  The pNL-Luc-E R+ vector was obtained through the 

AIDS Research and Reference Reagent Program, Division of AIDS, NIAID, NIH: pNL-

Luc-Env- from Dr. Nathaniel Landau.  This vector was constructed by introducing a 

frame shift near the 5’- end of env by using T4 DNA polymerase to fill in the Nde1 site 

(nucleotide 5950) of pNL4-3.  The firefly luciferase gene was then inserted into the nef 

Primer Direction Location in 

NL4-3 
Sequence 

R/U5 Sense 496-516 5’GGCTAACTAGGGAACCCACTG3’ 

R/U5 Anti-sense 612-635 5’CTGCTAGATTTTCCACACTGAC3’ 

R/U3* Sense 110-130 5’CAGATATCCACTGACCTTTGG3’ 

R/U3 Anti-sense 508-526 5’GAGGCTTAAGCAGTGGGTTC3’ 

Gag Anti-sense 795-816 5’GCTTAATACTGACGCTCTCGCA3’ 

2LTR Sense 522-542 5’GCCTCAATAAAGCTTGCTTGCCTTG3’ 

2LTR Anti-sense 465-487 5’TCCCAGGCTCAGATCTGGTCTAAC3’ 
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gene by removing the BamH1 (nucleotide 8021) to Xho1 (nucleotide 8443) fragment of 

pHXB-luc and ligating it to the same sites in env- pNL4-3 [170].  The packaging 

construct vector, pSV-A-MLV-env which is an expression vector for murine leukemia 

virus amphotropic Env glycoprotein was constructed by ligating the BglII-NheI fragment 

of Moloney MLV or A-MLV 4070a (nucleotides 5407 to 7846) to BamHI-XbaI digested 

pSV7d.  The MLV LTR was inserted at the EcoRI site between the SV40 enhancer-

promoter and env genes of the plasmid [171].  This construct was a kind gift from Dr. N. 

Landau, Salk Institute.  The frame shift in env of the vector blocked subsequent rounds of 

viral replication.  Thus, the amount of luciferase acitivity in cells infected with this 

recombinant virus reflects the number of copies of integrated proviruses and their 

transcriptional activity.  As a negative control, the reporter vector, pNL-Luc-E R , in 

which a frameshift was introduced into vpr by filling in the AflII site (nucleotide 5180) at 

a position corresponding to amino acid 26 was used (Figure 15). 

To produce recombinant amphotropic virus for gene expression studies, COS-1 

cells were cotransfected with the reporter vector pNL-Luc-E-R+ or pNL-Luc-E-R- and the 

amphotropic envelope glycoprotein, pSV-A-MLV-env that provided envelope to the 

recombinant virus.  COS-1 cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium 

(DMEM) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) at 370C and 5% CO2.  Cells 

(1.2 X 106) seeded the previous day in T-75 culture flasks were detached by adding 3 ml 

of 0.25% trypsin-0.03% EDTA.  The flasks were incubated for not more than 5 min. 

Trypsin was inactivated by adding 5 ml DMEM supplemented with FBS. The cells were 

collected and spun down at 1000 rpm for 5 min.  The cells were suspended in RPMI 
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alone supplemented with 10 mM glucose.  About 300 µl cells were aliquoted into each 

transfection cuvette.  The cells were co-transfected with 25 µg pNL-Luc-E R+ or pNL-

Luc-E R-, and 25 µg pSV-A-MLV-env (25 µg) by electroporation at 276 V and 975 µF.  

The cells were incubated at room temperature for 10 min.  Following this, 500 µl DMEM 

supplemented with FBS was added, cells collected and plated in 6-well tissue culture 

plates.  DMEM (3 ml) with FBS was added to each well.  After 72 h, the amount of virus 

present was measured by the RT assay. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 15: Vector constructs used to generate recombinant virus. 

2.15.2. Infection of cord and adult mononuclear cells with a single-cycle  

            amphotropic HIV-1 

  The amphotropic HIV NLEnv-Luc is a recombinant virus that replicates only for a 

single cycle allowing quantification of LTR driven transcription of luciferase reporter in 

various cell lines and primary cells.  Since the envelope of this recombinant virus is 

derived from amphotropic murine leukemia virus, the infection is independent of 
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expression levels of HIV-1 receptor (CD4) and co-receptor (CXCR4 or CCR5).  Adult 

and cord lymphocytes (1 X 106 cells/well) and MDMs (0.5 X 106 cells/well) were 

infected with 50,000 cpm of NL-Env–Luc+R+ (R+) and NL-Env–Luc+R–  (R-) for 2 h.  

After this period, unadsorbed virus was washed off and cells cultured in appropriate 

media as described before.  Infected cells were lyzed 72 h post-infection in 200 µl lysis 

buffer (Promega).  The luciferase activity was determined in 50 µl of the lysate using 

Luciferase assay system (Promega) by mixing it with 100 µl of luciferase assay reagent 

in a Turner luminometer.  The amount of luciferase activity in cells infected with this 

recombinant virus reflects the number of copies of integrated proviruses and their 

transcriptional activity. 

2.15.2.1.  Luciferase Assay 

2.15.2.1.1.  Preparation of reagents for Luciferase Assay  

Luciferase Assay Reagent (Promega) was prepared by adding Luciferase Assay 

Buffer (Promega) to the lyophilized Luciferase Assay substrate.  The reagent was 

dispensed in aliquots of 1 ml and stored at -700C until use.  The reagent was equilibrated 

to room temperature before each use.  Each reaction required 100 µl of reagent to initiate 

enzyme activity.  Cell Culture Lysis Buffer (Promega) (1X)  was prepared in sterile water 

to a concentration of 1X from 5X stock prepared fresh prior to cells lysis. The lysis 

reagent was equilibrated to room temperature before use.  

2.15.2.1.2.  Determining the linear range of light detection 

We determined the linear range of light detection for our Turner Luminometer, 

Model # TD-20e.  Serial dilutions (1-10 X 10-8) were made of purified luciferase enzyme 
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(10-15 mg/ml) (Promega) in 1X Cell Culture Lysis Buffer and 1 mg/ml BSA (Sigma).  It 

is essential to add BSA to ensure that luciferase is not lost from solution by adsorption to 

the tube. One hundred µl of diluted luciferase was added to 100 µl Luciferase Assay 

Reagent and light output measured using a Turner Luminometer.  The light unit value is 

defined as the light output generated at room temperature over a 10 s period.  Light 

output was plotted against dilution of luciferase.  We found the linear range of light 

emission to be between 10 and 2000 light units.   

2.15.2.1.3.  Protocol for preparing cell lysates  

The cell culture medium was removed from the cells to be assayed.  Cells were 

rinsed carefully with PBS.  Cells were then lyzed by adding 60 µl of lysis buffer to each 

well and carefully pipetted repeatedly to ensure complete lysis of the cells.  The tissue 

culture plates were rocked to make certain that the cells were completely covered with 

lysis buffer.  The cells lysates were transferred to a microcentrifuge tube, vortexed for 10-

15 s and centrifuged at 12,000 X g for 2 min at 40C.  The supernatant was transferred to a 

new tube and stored at -700C till analysis.   

2.15.2.1.4.  Luciferase Assay Protocol 

Luciferase Assay Reagent was equilibrated to room temperature and 100 µl was 

dispensed into luminometer tubes, one tube per sample.  The Turner Luminometer was 

programmed to perform a 10 s measurement read for luciferase activity.  Cell lysates (50 

µl) was added to the luminometer tube containing the Luciferase Assay Reagent.  The 

solutions were mixed by pipetting 2-3 times to ensure proper mixing of lysates and 
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Luciferase Assay Reagent.  The tube was placed in the luminometer, reading initiated and 

recorded.   

2.15.2.1.5.  Protein Assay 

We performed protein assay before performing luciferase assay to ensure equal 

concentrations of cell lysates were used.  The protein Assay ESL (Roche) kit allows 

spectrophotometric determination of protein concentration.  It utilizes a Biuret-like 

reaction where protein content is determined by measuring the absorbance of a Cu+- 

bathocuproine complex which is formed with excess Cu+ not chelated by protein.  The 

signal is inversely related to the amount of peptide bonds.  A series of standards (0-800  

µg/ml) was prepared by diluting 2 mg/ml BSA in 1X cell culture lysis buffer used for 

luciferase assay.  Ten microliter each of the protein standard and cell lysate sample in 

triplicate was pipetted into 96 well microtitre plates.  Using a 8-channel pipette, 20 µl 

solution A (alkaline copper tartarate solution) was added and the plate shaken carefully to 

ensure proper mixing.  After 5 min of incubation at room temperature, 200 µl of solution 

B (ascorbic acid, bathocuproine disulfonic acid solution) was pipetted rapidly into the 

wells using a 8-channel pipette.  This pipetting time should not exceed 60 s/plate.  

Absorbance was measured immediately at 485 nm.  The average values were calculated 

and standard curve of absorbance against concentration plotted.  With the aid of the 

standard curve, protein concentrations in the cell lysates were calculated. 
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2.15.3.  Ribonuclease protection assay (RPA) to measure HIV-1 driven  

             luciferase transcription 

The ribonuclease protection assay was performed using the Direct Protect lysate 

RPA kit (Ambion) as per manufacturer's instructions.  The cell culture medium was 

removed from the amphotropic HIV NL-env-Luc virus infected and control cells to be 

assayed.  Cells were rinsed carefully with PBS.  The infected cells were lysed using 100 

µl of lysis/denaturation solution per 106 cells.  The lysates were collected in a RNase-free 

microcentrifuge tube and clarified by centrifugation (10,000 x g for 15 min at 40C).  The 

supernatant was transferred to a clean RNase-free microcentrifuge tube and stored at -

700C till use or was immediately used for RPA. 

A ~305-nucleotide riboprobe was generated by transcription of ClaI-linearized 

pGEM-Luc plasmid using SP6 polymerase in the presence of (32P) UTP as per 

Riboprobe® in vitro Transcription Systems (Promega) kit.  In a microcentrifuge tube, the 

following reagents  were added at room temperature: 4 µl Transcription optimized 5X 

buffer (200 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.9, 50 mM NaCl, 30 mM MgCl2, 10 mM spermidine), 2µl 

DTT (100 mM), 20 units  Recombinant RNasin® Ribonuclease inhibitor, 4 µl rATP, 

rGTP, rCTP mix, 2.5 mM each, 2.4 µl rUTP, 100 µM, 1.0 µl linearized DNA template 

(1.0 µg/µl), 5 µl (32P) UTP (50 µCi at 10 mCi/ml), 20 units SP6 RNA polymerase and 

DEPC- treated nuclease free water to a final volume of 20 µl.  The tube was incubated for 

2h at 370C.  DNA template was removed following transcription by adding RNase-free 

DNase to a concentration of 1 µg template DNA.  The tube was incubated for 15 min at 

370C and the solution was extracted with 1 volume of TE-saturated phenol: chloroform: 
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isoamyl alcohol (25:24:1, pH 4.5).  The contents were vortexed for 1 min and centrifuged 

at 12,000 x g for 2 min.  The upper, aqueous phase was transferred to a fresh tube and 0.5 

volume 7.5 M ammonium acetate and 2.5 volumes of 100% ethanol added.  The tube 

contents was mixed and placed at -700C for 30 min. The RNA was then  pelleted  by 

centrifuging at 12,000 x g for 20 min.  The supernatant was carefully removed and pellet 

washed with 70% ethanol.  The pellet was air dried and suspended in 10 µl DEPC-treated 

water and stored at -700C till use. 

The probe was hybridized with the lysate containing target RNA for 15 h at 37°C.  

Unhybridized probe was removed by RNase cocktail (RNase A/RNase T1) treatment for 

30 min at 37°C.  Following RNase inactivation and precipitation of the protected species, 

the pellets were dissolved in gel loading buffer, heated for 3 min at 95°C and 

electrophoresed on a 7% polyacrylamide/7 M urea gel in Tris/borate/EDTA buffer.  The 

bands were visualized by autoradiography of the dried gel and quantified by densitometry 

analysis.  

 

2.16. Preparation of liposomes incorporating Gal-Cer and Gal-Cer   

         analogs 

A liposome is a bilayer that has closed in on itself to encapsulate a small amount of 

water in its interior with bulk water on the exterior.  Phosphatidylcholines are one type of 

naturally occurring lipids that readily form liposomes.  The process used to form 

liposomes (Figure 16) involves forming a dried lipid film on a glass surface followed by 

addition of water or buffer.  The liposomes are formed when the aqueous solution is first 
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frozen and then thawed multiple times.  This procedure promotes the hydration of the 

lipids and assembly into bilayer structures.  The initial assemblies are multilamellar 

(many layers of bilayers within one structure).  In order to force the multilamellar 

liposomes into unilamellar liposomes with a controlled size, extrusion is used.  Extrusion 

involves forcing the multilamellar liposomes through a series of polycarbonate filters of 

decreasing size until a uniform population of unilamellar liposomes is achieved. 

Polycarbonate filters range in size from microns to nanometers.  Most liposome studies 

use 100 nm liposomes and therefore the final filter used in the extrusion process has 100 

nm pores.  Following extrusion the size of the liposomes were confirmed by light 

scattering [172].  The liposomes were prepared in dioctylphosphatidylcholine (DOPC). 

Different concentrations of  glycolipids (Gal-Cer) and its analogs (Figure 17) 

{Galacotsyl-3-Sat (Gal-3-Sat) or Galactosyl-4-Sat (Gal-4-Sat)} (Stock solution 2.56 mM) 

were incorporated on the liposomes by replacing the DOPC.  The liposomes were 

prepared by Rachel LaBell, Ph.D. in Dr. David O’Brien’s laboratory in the Department of 

Chemistry, University of Arizona. 
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                  Multilamellar vesicle (>200 nm)                       Unilamellar vesicle (~100 nm) 

 

Figure 16: Schematic for liposome preparation. 

 

 

Figure 17: Analogs of Gal-Cer. 

2.17.  Preparation of glycolipid conjugates 

The effect of glycolipid conjugates which were found to bind to recombinant gp120 

[173] on HIV-1 replication was investigated.  The glycosphinglipids and their analogs 

used in this study were sphingomyelin linked to different sugar moieties: galacotsyl 
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sphingomyelin (GalSph), glucosyl sphingomyelin (GlcSph), lactosyl sphingomyelin 

(LacSph), cellobiose sphingomyelin (CelloSph), mellibiose sphingomyelin (MeliSph); 

and palmitic acid linked to different sugar moieties: lactosyl palmitic acid (LacPalm), 

cellobiose palmitic aicd (CelloPalm), mellibiose palmitic acid (MeliPalm).  The ligands 

(Figure 18) were synthesized in the laboratory of Jacquelyn Gervay-Hague, Ph.D., by 

Abhijit Bhat, Ph.D. at Department of Chemistry, University of Arizona. Briefly, 150 µl 

(20 µg/ml) of each ligand (stock of 1 mg/ml in 80% PBS-20% DMSO) were irreversibly 

adhered to NeutrAvidinTM ( a deglycosylated form of avidin) coated plates.  Following an 

incubation of 4 h at 250C, the wells were washed three times with sterile PBS.  Plating 

efficiencies of the ligands were measured and data normalized to allow direct comparison 

of binding affinities [173].  150 µl of blocking agent (CONH2) was added to block biotin 

sites not bound by the ligands and the plate was incubated for 1 h at 250C.  Excess and 

unbound ligands were washed off with sterile PBS.  These plates with ligands were used 

to study the effect of glycolipid conjugates on HIV-1 infection. 
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Figure 18: Structures of glycolipid conjugates. 
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2.18.  Infection studies to assess anti-viral potential of Gal-Cer, Gal-Cer 

analogs incorporated liposomes and glycolipid conjugates 

The antiviral potential of Gal-Cer, Gal-Cer analogs (Gal-3-Sat and Gal-4-Sat) and 

the glycolipid conjugates were studied using X4 virus (NL4-3) in a T-lymphocyte cell 

line (A3.01).  The viral stock was stored at -800C and thawed just prior to use.  

Different aliquots of liposome preparations (12.8 µM to 256 µM) were incubated 

with 25,000 cpm of HIV-1 NL4-3 in RPMI w/o glucose to allow for virus-liposome 

binding to take place.  This was carried out at 40C for 1 h to minimize viral death.  A 

positive control with just the virus was also set up to account for loss due to viral death. 

After 1 h, A3.01 cells at a concentration of 1 X 106 cells/ml in RPMI w/o glucose were 

added and the virus-liposome mixture was allowed to adsorb with the cells at 370C for 2 

h.  At the end of the adsorbtion period, the mixture was centrifuged and the pellet washed 

with RPMI alone.  This was done to remove unadsorbed and unbound virus.  The pellet 

was resuspended in RPMI with 10% FBS (complete RPMI) to makeup the volume to 1 

ml and seeded onto 48 well tissue culture plates.  The plates were incubated at 370C.  

To assess the antiviral potential of glycolipid conjugates, HIV-1 NL4-3, at a 

concentration of 15,000 cpm were added to the wells and allowed to bind to the ligands at 

250C/1 h.  After 1 h, A3.01 cells at a concentration of 1 X 106 cells/ml in RPMI alone 

were added and the virus allowed to adsorb with the cells at 370C for 2 h.  At the end of 

the adsorbtion period, the cells were washed to remove unadsorbed and/or unbound virus. 

These cells were fed with complete RPMI and incubated at 370C.  Every 2 days, 

supernatants containing the virus were taken out and fresh complete RPMI was added. 
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Supernatants were stored at -800C till viral counts were assayed. RT assay (described in 

section 2.12) was performed on the supernatants to estimate viral counts. 

2.19.  MTT assay to estimate cytotoxicity of compounds  

The MTT assay detects cell numbers surviving after exposure to a 

drug/compound.  The procedure employs a tetrazolium salt, MTT, Sigma.  MTT is 

cleaved by active mitochondria to form a dark blue formazan product that can be detected 

by a microtiter plate reader.  The liposomes and free glycolipid conjugates were 

incubated with 1 X 106 cells/ml A3.01 cells at 370C for 2 h.  This is the same time frame 

the liposomes and glycolipid conjugates are in contact with the cells during the infection 

studies.  The cells were then washed thrice with sterile PBS to remove the compounds.  

MTT (1 mg/ml) was added to the cells and incubated at 370C for 4 h.  At the end of the 

incubation period, the formazan product was completely solubilized in acidic isopropanol 

and color intensity estimated in a microtitre plate reader.  To account for background 

noise, dual wavelength setting of 570 nm and 630 nm was used. 
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3. RESULTS 
 
3.1.  Molecular characterization of HIV-1 genes from mothers and 
infants following vertical transmission 
 

3.1.1. Phylogenetic analysis of env gp41 sequences from mother-infant pairs 
 

Phylogenetic analysis was first performed on the sequences by constructing a 

neighbor-joining tree of the 157 env gp41 sequences from the five mother-infant pairs 

and the reference strain NL4-3 (subtype-B) as shown in Figure 1.  The neighbor-joining 

tree was based on the distances calculated between the nucleotide sequences from the 

five mother-infant pairs.  Each terminal node represents one gp41 sequence.  The validity 

of the tree was assessed by bootstrapping the data sets for 1000 times.  Phylogenetic 

reconstructions of the mothers’ viral sequences showed distinct clusters corresponding to 

their respective mother-infant pair and from the NL4-3 control strain, indicating absence 

of PCR product contamination.  The tree also established epidemiological linkage 

between the transmitting mother and her infant, and proving that there were no sample 

mix-ups.  The mother and infant sequences were generally separated in distinct sub-

clusters except for pair B and pair F, where the mother and infant sequences were 

intermingled.  The separation of mother and infant sequences in most pairs indicate that 

the recipient strain still retained identity to the one or few transmitting variant found in 

the mothers.  The distinct clustering of mother-infant pair sequences and confinement 

within subtrees also indicate that epidemiologically linked sequences were closer than 

epidemiologically unlinked sequences.  The phylogenetic analysis was strongly supported 

by high bootstrap values.  
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Figure 19: Phylogenetic analysis of 157 env gp41 sequences from five mother-infant 
pairs.   
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The NJ-tree is based on the distances calculated between the nucleotide sequences from 
the five mother-infant pairs.  Each terminal node represents one gp41 sequence.  The 
numbers on the branch points indicate the percent occurrences of the branches over 1000 
bootstrap resamplings of the data set.  The sequences from each mother formed distinct 
clusters and are well discriminated and in confined subtrees, indicating that variants from 
the same mother are closer to each other than to other mothers’ sequences and that there 
was no PCR cross contamination. 
 

3.1.2. Analysis of coding potential of env gp41 sequences from mother-infant pairs 

  Figure 20 shows the multiple alignments of the deduced amino acid sequences of 

HIV-1 env gp41 gene isolated from the PBMC DNA from the five mother-infant pairs 

following perinatal transmission.  The alignment was done in reference to the consensus 

B (consB).  In the alignment, the top sequence is reference consensus B sequence and 

pairs B, D, E, F, and G represent the five mother-infant pairs.  M indicates mother 

sequences and I indicates infant sequences.  Dots replace amino acids identical to consB 

sequence, dashes represent gaps, and asterisks represent stop codons.  Of the 157 gp41 

clones analyzed, 133 contained intact gp41 open reading frame, which translates to 

84.17% frequency of intact open reading frames. The mothers and infants sets showed 

frequencies of 82.93 % and 86.67% intact open reading frames, respectively.  We found 

that 9 clones had one or more stop codons.  It is noteworthy that each mother-infant pair 

gp41 amino acid sequences displayed a pattern that was not seen in epidemiologically 

unlinked pairs.  In addition, there were several common signature motifs seen in all 

mother-infant pairs’ sequences, including Aspartic acid (Asp) 634→Glutamic acid (Glu), 

Histidine (His) 645→Tyrosine (Tyr), Asparagine (Asn) 676→Aspartic acid  (Asp) These 

common motifs should be studied further and if found in HIV-1 infected mother-infant 

patients could prove to be a target for developing intervention strategies.  
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(A) Pair B 
 
 
 
       Fusion peptide                                       HR-1                                                                 HR-2   
      512        522       532        542         552        562        572        582       592       602         612        622   628                                 
consB RAVGIGAMFL GFLGAAGSTM GAASMTLTVQ ARQLLSGIVQ QQNNLLRAIE AQQHLLQLTV WGIKQLQARV LAVERYLKDQ QLLGIWGCSG KLICTTAVPW NASWSNKSL  DEIWNNM 
 MB1  KTQWE..L.. .......... ..V....... ..L....... .......... ...R...... ........G. ..L....R.. .......... ......T... ........T  N...D.. 
 MB2  KT.....L.. .......... .......... ..L....... .......... ...R...... .......... ..L....R.. .......... ......T... D.......T  N...D.. 
 MB3  KT.....L.. .......... .......... ..L....... .......... ...R...... .......... ..L....R.. .......... ......T... ........T  N...D.. 
 MB4  KT.....L.. .......... .......... ..L....... .......... ...R...... .......... ..L....R.. .......... ......T... ........T  N...D.. 
 MB5  KT.....L.. .......... .......... ..L....... .......... ...R...... .......... ..L....R.. .......... ......T... ........T  N...D.. 
 MB6  KT.....L.. .......... .......... ..L....... .......... ...R...... .......... ..L....R.. .......... ......T... ........T  N...D.. 
 MB7  KTQWD..L.. .......... .......... ..L....... .......... ...R...... .......... ..L....R.. .......... ......T... ........T  N...D.. 
 MB8  KTR....L.. .......... .......... ..L....... .......... ...R...... ......L... ..L....R.. .......... .......... ........T  N...D.. 
 MB9  KTQWD..L.. .......... .......... ..L....... .......... V..R...... .......... ..L....R.. .......... .......... ........T  N...D.. 
MB10  KT.....L.. .......... .......... ..L....... .......... ...R...... .......... ..L....R.. .......... .......... ........T  N...D.. 
MB11  KT.....L.. .......... .......... ......D... .......... .......... .........I .......... .......... R......... .........  E...... 
MB12  .......L.. .......... .......... ..L....... .......... ...R...... .......... ..L....R.. .......... ........H. ........T  N...D.. 
MB13  .D.....L.. .......... .......... ..L....... .......... ...R...... .......... ..L....R.. .......... ......T... ........T  N...D.. 
MB14  .......L.. .......... .......... ..L....... .....P.... ...R...... .......... ..L....R.. .......... ......T... ........T  N...D.. 
MB15  .......L.. .......... .......... ..L....... .......... ...R...... .......... ..L....R.. .......... ......T... ........T  N...D.. 
MB16  .......L.. .......... ......R... ..L....... .......... ...R...... .......... ..L....R.. .......... ......T... ........T  N...D.. 
MB17  .......L.. .......... .......... ..L....... .......... ...R...... .......... ..L....R.. .......... ......T... ........T  N...D.. 
MB18  .......L.. .......... .......... ..L....... .......... ...R...... .......... ..L....R.. .......... ......T... ........T  N...D.. 
 IB1  .......L.. .......... .......... ..L....... .......... ...R...... .......... ..L....R.. .......... ......T... ........T  S...D.. 
 IB2  .......L.. .......... .......... ..L....... .......... ...R...... .......... ..L....R.. .......... ......T... ........T  S...D.. 
 IB3  .......L.. .......... .......... ..L....... .......... ...R...... .......... ..L....R.. .......... ......T... ........T  S...D.. 
 IB4  .......L.. .......... .......... ..L....... .......... ...R...... .......... ..L....R.. .......... ......T... ........T  N...D.. 
 IB5  .......L.. .......... .......... ..L....... .......... ...R...... .......... ..L....R.. .......... ......T... ........T  N...D.. 
 IB6  .......L.. .......... .......... ..L....... .......... ...R...... .......... ..L....R.. .......... ......T... ........T  N...D.. 
 IB7  .......L.. .......... .......... ..L....... .......... ...R...... .......... ..L....R.. .......... ......T... ........T  N...D.. 
 IB8  .......L.. .......... .......... ..L....... .......... ...R...... .......... ..L....R.. .......... ......T... ........T  N...D.. 
 IB9  .......L.. .......... .......... ..L....... .......... ...R...... .......... ..L....R.. .......... ......T... ........T  N...D.. 
IB10  .......L.. .......... .......... ..L....... .......... ...R...... .......... ..L....R.. .......... ......T... ........T  N...D.. 
IB11  KT.....L.. .......... .......... ..L....... .......... ...R....A. .......... ..L....R.. .......... ......T... ........T  N...D.. 
IB12  .......L.. .......... .......... ..L....... .......... ...R...... .......... ..L....R.. .......... ......T... ........T  N...D.. 
IB13  .......L.. .......... .......... ..L....... .......... ...R...... .......... ..L....R.. .......... ......T... ........T  N...D.. 
IB14  .......L.. .......... .......... ..L....... .......... ...R...... .......... ..L....R.. .......... ......T... ........T  N...D.. 
 
       
 
                      HR-2                                         Transmembrane region  
 629        639        649        659        669        679        689        699        709        719        729        739   745 
 
consB TWMEWDREIN NYTSLIHSLI EESQNQQEKN EQELLELDKW ASLWNWFNIT NWLWYIKLFI MIVGGLVGLR IVFAVLSIVN RVRQGYSPLS FQTRLPAPRG PDRPEGIEEE GGERDRD 
 MB1  .....E...G ...DS.YN.. .K........ .......... .......D.. .......I.. .......... ...T...... .......... L..H..P... .G....TG.. ....... 
 MB2  .....E...G ...D..YN.. .K.H...... .......... .......D.. .......I.. .......... ...T...... .......... L..H...... .GG...TG.. ....G.. 
 MB3  .....E...G ...D..YN.. .K........ .......... .......D.. .......I.. .......... ...T...... .......... L..H...... .G....TG.. ....G.. 
 MB4  .....E...G ...D..YN.. .K........ .......... .......D.. .......I.. .......... ...T...... .......... L..H...... .G....TG.. ....G.. 
 MB5  .....E...G ...D..Y... .K........ .......... .......D.. .......I.. .......... ...T...... .......... L..H...... .G....TG.. ....G.. 
 MB6  .....E...G ...D..Y... .K........ .......... .......D.. .......I.. .......... ...T...... .......... L..H...... .G....TG.. ....G.. 
 MB7  .....E...G ...D..YN.. .K.H...... .......... .......D.. .......I.. .......... ...T...... .......... L..H...... .G....TGG. ....G.. 
 MB8  .....E...S ...D..YN.. .K........ .......... .......D.. .......I.. .......... ...T...... .......... L..H...... .G....TG.. ....... 
 MB9  .....E...S ...D..YN.. .K........ .......... .......D.. .......I.. .......... ...T...... .......... L..H...... .G....TG.. ....... 
MB10  .....E.G.S ...D..YN.. .K........ .......... .......D.. .......I.. .......... ...T...... .......... L..H...... .G....TG.. ....... 
MB11  .....E.G.S ...D..Y... .K........ .......... .......D.. .......I.. .......... ...T...... .......... L..H...... .G....TG.. ....... 
MB12  .....E...S ...D..YN.. .K........ .......... .......D.. .......I.. .......... ...T...... .......... L..H...... .G....TG.. ....... 
MB13  .....E...G S..D..YN.. .K.H...... .......... .......D.. ..P....I.. .......... ...T...... .......... L..H...... .G....TGKK VP..... 
MB14  .....EG..G ...D..YN.. .K.H...... .......... .......D.. .......I.. .......... ...T...... .......... L..H...... .G....TG.. ....G.. 
MB15  .....E...S ...E..YN.. .K........ .......... .......D.. .......I.. .......... ...T...... .......... L..H...... .G....TG.. ....... 
MB16  .....E...I ...E..YN.. .K........ .......... .......D.. .......I.. .......... ...T...... .......... L..H...... .G....TG.. ....... 
MB17  .....E...S ...E..YN.. .K........ .......... .......D.. .......I.. .......... ...T...... .......... L..H...... .G....TG.. ....... 
MB18  .....E...S ...E..YN.. .K........ .......... .......D.. .......I.. .......... ...T...... .......... L..H...... .G....TG.. ....... 
 IB1  .....E...S ...E..YN.. .K........ .......... .......D.. .......I.. .......... ...T...... .......... L..H...... .G....TG.. ....... 
 IB2  .....E...S ...E..YN.. .K........ .......... .......D.. .......I.. .......... ...T...... .......... L..H...... .G....TG.. ....... 
 IB3  .....E...S ...E..YN.. .K........ .......... .......D.. .......I.. .......... ...T...... .......... L..H...... .G....TG.. ....... 
 IB4  .....E...S ...E..YN.. .K........ .......... .......D.. .......I.. .......... ...T...... .......... L..H...... .G....TG.. ....... 
 IB5  .....E...S ...E..YN.. .K........ .......... .......D.. .......I.. .......... ...T...... .......... L..H...... .G....TG.. ....... 
 IB6  .....E...S ...E..YN.. .K........ .......... .......D.. .......I.. .......... ...T...... .......... L..H...... .G....TG.. ....... 
 IB7  .....E...S ...E..YN.. .K........ .......... .......D.. .......I.. .......... ...T...... .......... L..H...... .G....TG.. ....... 
 IB8  .....E...S ...E..YN.. .K........ .......... .......D.. .......I.. .......... ...T...... .......... L..H...... .G....TG.. ....... 
 IB9  .....E...S ...E..YN.. .K........ .......... .......D.. .......I.. .......... ...T...... .......... L..H...... .G....TG.. ....... 
IB10  .....E...S ...E..YN.. .K........ .......... .......D.. .......I.. .......... ...T...... .......... L..H...... .G....TG.. ....... 
IB11  .....E...S ...E..YN.. .K........ .......... .......D.. .......I.. .......... ...T...... .......... L..H...... ......TG.. ....... 
IB12  .....E...S ...E..YN.. .K........ .......... .......D.. .......I.. .......... ...T...... .......... L..H...... .G....TG.. ....... 
IB13  .....E...S ...E..YN.. .K........ .......... .......D.. .......I.. .......... ...T...... .......... L..H...... .G....TG.. ....ETE 
IB14  .....E...S ...E..YN.. .K........ .......... .......D.. .......I.. .......... ...T...... .......... L..H...... .G....TG.. ....... 
 
     
                                       LLP-2                                                                 LLP-1 
746         756        766        776        786        796        806        816        826        836        846      856 858 
 
consB RSGRLVDGFL ALIWDDLRSL CLFSYHRLRD LLLIVTRIVE LLGRRGWEVL KYWWNLLQYW SQELKNSAVS LLNATAIAVA EGTDRVIEVL QRACRAILHI PRRIRQGLER ALL 
 MB1  T..SI..... T...V..... ..L....... .......... .......G.. .....I.... .......... .......... .....I.... ..IL...... .......F.. ... 
 MB2  T......... T...V..... .......... ...T...... .......G.. .......... .........G .......... .....I.... ..IL...F.. .......F.. ... 
 MB3  T..SIS.... T...V..... .......... .......... .......G.. .......... .......... .......... .....I.... ..IL...F.. .......F.. ... 
 MB4  T......... T...V..... .......... .......... .......G.. .......... .......... .......... .....I.... ..IL...F.. .......F.. ... 
 MB5  T......... T...V..... .......... .......... .......G.. .......... .......... .......... .....I.... ..IL...F.. .......F.. ... 
 MB6  T......... T...V..... .......... .......... .......G.. .......... .......... .......... .....I.... ..IL...... .......F.. ... 
 MB7  T......... T...V..... .......... .......... .......G.. .......... .......... ..S....... .....I.... ..IL...F.. .......FG. ... 
 MB8  T......... T...V..... ..L....... .......... .......G.. .....I.... .......... .......... .....I.... ..IL...... .......F.. ... 
 MB9  T......... T...V..... ..L....... .......... .......G.. .....I.... .......... .......... .....I.... ..IL...... ...V...F.. ... 
MB10  T......... TP..V..... ..L....... .......... .......G.. .....I.... .......... .......... .....I.... ..IL...... .......F.. ... 
MB11  .......... T...V..... R......... .......... ........A. .......... .........N .......... .......... .TIH...R.. .......... I.. 
MB12  T......... T...V..... ..L....... .......... .......G.. .....I.... .......... .......... .....I.... ..IL...... .......F.W ... 
MB13  .......... T...V..... .......... .......... .......G.. .......... .......... .......... .....I.... ..IL...F.. .......F.. ... 
MB14  T......... T...V..... .......... .......... .......G.. .......... .......... .......... .....I.... ..IL...F.. .......F.. ... 
MB15  T......... T...V..... .......... .......... .......G.. .......... .......... .......... .....I.... ..IL...... .......F.. ... 
MB16  T......... T...V..... .......... .......... .......G.. .......... .......... .......... .....I.... ..IL...... .......F.. ... 
MB17  T......... T...V..... .......... .......... .......G.. .......... .......... .......... .....I.... ..IL...... .......F.. ... 
MB18  T......... T...V..... .......... .......... .......G.. .......... .......... .......... .....I.... ..IL...... .......F.. ... 
 IB1  T......... T...V..... .......... .......... .......G.. .......... .......... .......... .....I.... ..IL...... .......F.. ... 
 IB2  T......... T...V..... .......... .......... .......G.. .......... .......... .......... .....I.... ..IL...... .......F.. ... 
 IB3  T......... T...V..... .......... .......... .......G.. .......... .......... .......... .....I.... ..IL...... .......F.. ... 
 IB4  T......... T...V..... .......... .......... .......G.. .......... .......... .......... .....I.... ..IL...... .......F.. ... 
 IB5  T......... T...V..... .......... .......... .......G.. .......... .......... .......... .....I.... ..IL...... .......F.. ... 
 IB6  T......... T...V..... .......... .......... .......G.. .......... .......... .......... .....I.... ..IL...... .......F.. ... 
 IB7  T......... T...V..... .......... .......... .......G.. .......... .......... .......... .....I.... ..ILK..P.. .......FG. ... 
 IB8  T......... T...V..... .......... .......... .......G.. .......... .......... .......... .....I.... ..ILK..P.. .......FG. ... 
 IB9  T......... T...V..... .......... .......... .......G.. .H........ .......... .......... .....I.... ..IL...... .......F.. ... 
IB10  T......... T...V..... .......... .......... .......G.. .H........ .......... .......... .....I.... ..IL...... .......F.. ... 
IB11  T......... T...V..... .......... .......... .......G.. .......... .......... .......... .......... .A.Y...R.. .......... V.. 
IB12  T......... T...V..... .......... .......... .......G.. .......... .......... .......... .....I.... ..IL...... .......F.. ... 
IB13  T..*...... T...V..... .......... .......... .......G.. .......... .......... .......... .....I.... ..IL...... .......F.. ... 
IB14  T..*...... T...V..... .......... .......... .......G.. .......... .......... .......... .....I.... ..IL...... .......F.. ... 
 
 



 103

 (B) Pair D    
                                                                                                                                                       
       Fusion peptide                                       HR-1                                                                  HR-2   
      512        522       532        542         552        562        572        582        592       602         612        622   628 
 
 consB  RAVGIGAMFL GFLGAAGSTM GAASMTLTVQ ARQLLSGIVQ QQNNLLRAIE AQQHLLQLTV WGIKQLQARV LAVERYLKDQ QLLGIWGCSG KLICTTAVPW NASWSNKSL DEIWNNM 
   MD1  .D..L..... .......... ....I..... .......... ..S...K... .......... .......... .......... ..M....... ......T... S........ NK..D.. 
   MD2  .D..L..... .......... ....I..... .......... ..S...K... .......... .......... .......... ..M....... ......T... S........ NK..D.. 
   MD3  .D..L..... .......... ....I..... .......... ..S...K... .......... .......... .......... ..M....... ......T... S........ NK..D.. 
   MD4  .D..L..... .......... ....I..... .......... ..S...K... .......... .......... .......... ..M....... ......T... S........ NK..D.. 
   MD5  ....L..... .......... ..V.I..... .......... ..SYSVK... ......H... ...RAV.... ...G...... ..M....... ......T... S........ NK..D.. 
   MD6  ....L..... .......... ..S.I..... .......... ..S...K... .......... .......... .......... ..M....... ......T... S........ NK..D.. 
   MD7  ....L..... .......... ....I..... .......... ..S...K... .......... ........G. .......... ..M....... ......T... S........ NK..D.. 
   MD8  .D..L..... .......... ....I..... .......... ..S...K... ......H... .......... ...G...... ..M....... ......T... S........ NK..D.. 
   MD9  .D..L..... .......... ..V.I..... .......... ..S...K... ......H... .......... ...A...... ..M....... ......T... S........ NK..D.. 
  MD10  .D..L..... .......... ....I..... .......... ..S...K... ......H... .......... ...G...... ..M....... ......T... S........ NK..D.. 
  MD11  .D..L..... .......... ....I..... .......... ..S...K... ......H... .......... ...V...... ..M....... ......T... S........ NK..D.. 
  MD12  .D..L..... .......... ..V.I..... .......... ..S...K... ......H... .......... ...A...... ..M....... ......T... S........ NK..D.. 
  MD13  .D..L..... .......... ....I..... .......... ..S...K... ......H... .......... ...G...... ..M....... ......T... S........ NK..D.. 
  MD14  ....L..... .......... ..V.I..... .......... ..S...K... .......... ........G. .......... ..M....... ......T... S........ NK..D.. 
   ID1  ....L..... .......... AQRQS..... .......... ..S...K... .......... .......... .......... ..M....... ......T... ......... .K..D.. 
   ID2  .HS.T..... .......... ....I..... .......... ..S...K... .......... .......... .......... ..M....... ......T... ......... .K..D.. 
   ID3  .QWD*ELW.. .......... ....I..... .......... ..S...K... .......... .......... .......... ..M....... ......T... ......... .K..D.. 
   ID4  .HS.T..... .......... ....I..... .......... ..S...K... .......... .......... .......... ..M....... ......T... ......... .K..D.. 
   ID5  .HS.T..V.. .......... ....I..... .......... ..S...K... .......... .......... .......... ..I....... ......T... .V....... .K..D.. 
   ID6  ....L..... .......... ....I..... .......... ..S...K... .......... .......... ........G. ..M....... ......T... ......... .K..D.. 
   ID7  ....L..V.. .......... ....I..... .......... ..S...K... .......... .......... .......... ..M....... ......T... ......... .K..D.. 
   ID8  .N..L..... .......... ....I..... .......... ..S...K... ..R....... .......... .......... ..M....... ......T... ......... .K..D.. 
   ID9  .HS.T..... .......... ....I..... .......... ..S...K... .......... .......... .......... ..M....... ......T... ......... .K..D.. 
  ID10  .HS.T..V.. .......... ....I..... ........A. ..S...K... .......... .......... .......... ..M....... ......T... ......... .K..D.. 
  ID11  .HS.T..V.. .......... ....I..... ........A. ..S...K... .......... .......... .......... ..M....... ......T... ......... .K..D.. 
  ID12  .HS.T..V.. .......... ....I..... .......... ..S...K... .......... .......... .......... ..M....... ......T... ......... .K..D.. 
  ID13  .HS.TRVW.. .......... ....I..... .......... ..S...K... ........A. .......... .......... ..M....... ......T... ......... .K..D.. 
  ID14  .Q..L..V.. .......... ....I..... .......... ..S...K... ......R... .......... .......... ..M....... ......T... ......... .K..D.. 
  ID15  ....L..... .......... ....I..... .......T.. ..S...K... .......... .......... .......... ..M....... ......T... ......... .K..D.. 
  ID16  ....L..... .......... ....I..... .......... ..S...K... .......... .......... .......... ..M....... ......T... ......... .K..D.. 
  ID17  .RS.T..V.. .......... ....I..... .......... ..S...K... .......... .......... .......... ..M....... ......T... ......... .K..D.. 
  ID18  .RS.T..V.. .......... ....I..... .......... ..S...K... .......... .......... .......... ..M....... ......T... ......... .K..D.. 
  ID19  .RS.T..... .......... ....I..... .......... ..S...K... ......R... .......... .......... ..M....... ......T... ......... .K..D.. 
  ID20  .RS.T..... .......... ....I..... .......... ..S...K... ......R... .......... .......... ..M....... ......T... ......... .K..D.. 
 
                        HR-2                                              Transmembrane region  
        629        639        649        659        669        679        689        699        709        719        729        739   745 
 
 consB  TWMEWDREIN NYTSLIHSLI EESQNQQEKN EQELLELDKW ASLWNWFNIT NWLWYIKLFI MIVGGLVGLR IVFAVLSIVN RVRQGYSPLS FQTRLPAPRG PDRPEGIEEE GGERDRD 
   MD1  .....E...D ...DI.YN.L .K........ .......... .N.....D.. ......RI.. .......... ...T...... .......... ...H...Q.. .......... ....... 
   MD2  .....E...D ...DI.YN.L .K........ .......... .N.....D.. ......RI.. .......... ...T...... .......... ...H...Q.. .......... ....... 
   MD3  .....E...D ...DI.YN.L .K........ .......... .N.....D.. ......RI.. .......... ...T...... .......... ...H...Q.. .......... ....... 
   MD4  .....E...D ...DI.YN.L .K........ .......... .N.....D.. ......RI.. .......... ...T...... .......... ...H...Q.. .......... ....... 
   MD5  .....E...D ...DI.YN.L .K........ .......... .N.....D.. ......RI.. .......... ...T...... .......... ...H...Q.. .......... ....... 
   MD6  .....E...D ...DI.Y..L .K........ .......... .N.....D.. D.....II.. .......... .L.TE...A. .......... ...H...Q.. .......... ....... 
   MD7  .C...E.D.D ...DI.Y..L .K...LL... .......... .N.....D.. ......TI.. .......... .L.T...... T......... ...H...Q.. .......... ....... 
   MD8  .....E...D ...DI.YN.L .K........ .......... .N.....D.. ......RI.. .......... ...T...... .......... ...H...Q.. .......... ....... 
   MD9  .....E...D ...DI.YN.L .K........ .......... .N.....D.. ......RI.. .......... ...T...... .......... ...H...Q.. .......... ....... 
  MD10  .....E...D ...DI.YN.L .K........ .......... .N.....D.. ......RI.. .......... ...T...... .......... ...H...Q.. .......... ....... 
  MD11  .....E...D ...DI.YN.L .K........ .......... .N.....D.. ......RI.. .......... ...T...... .......... ...H...Q.. .......... ....... 
  MD12  .....E...D ...DI.YN.L .K........ .......... .N.....D.. ......RI.. .......... ...T...... .......... ...H...Q.. .......... ....... 
  MD13  .....E...D ...DI.YN.L .K........ .......... .N.....D.. ......RI.. .......... ...T...... .......... ...H...Q.. .......... ....... 
  MD14  .C...E.D.D ...DI.Y..L .K...LL... .......... .N.....D.. ......TI.. .......... .L.T...... T......... ...H...Q.. .......... ....... 
   ID1  .....E...G ...NI.YD.L .K........ .......... .N.....S.. .......I.. I......... ...S...... .......... ......TQ.. .......... ....... 
   ID2  .....E...G ...NI.YD.L .K........ .......... .N.....S.. .......I.. I......... ...S...... .......... ......TQ.. .......... ....... 
   ID3  .....E...G ...NI.YD.L .K........ .......... .N.....S.. .......I.. .......... ...T...... .......... ......TQ.. .......... ....... 
   ID4  .....E...G ...NI.YD.L .K........ .......... .N.....S.. .......I.. I......... ...S...... .......... ...H..TQ.. ........K. .....G. 
   ID5  .....E...G ...NI.YD.L .K........ .......... .N.....S.. .......I.. I......... ...S...... .......... .......Q.. .......... ....... 
   ID6  .*.G.E...D ...NI.YD.L .K........ .......... .N.....S.. .......I.. .......... ...T...... .......... .......Q.. .......... ....... 
   ID7  .....E...G ...NI.YD.L .K........ .......... .N.....S.. .R.....I.. I......... ...S...... .......... .......Q.. .......... ....... 
   ID8  .....E...G ...NI.YD.L .K........ .......... .N.....S.. .......I.. I......... ...S...... .......... ......TQ.. .......K.. ....... 
   ID9  .....E...G ...NI.YD.L .K........ .......... .N.....S.. .......I.. I......... ...S...... .......... ......TQ.. .......... ....... 
  ID10  .....E...G ...NI.YD.L .K........ .......... .N.....S.. .......I.. I......... ...S...... .......... ...H..TQ.. .......... ....... 
  ID11  .....E...G ...NI.YD.L .K........ .......... .N.....S.. .......I.. I......... ...S...... .......... ...H..TQ.. .......... ....... 
  ID12  .....E...G ...NI.YD.L .K........ .......... .N.....S.. .......I.. I......... ...S...... .......... ...H..TQ.. .......... ....... 
  ID13  .....E...G ...NI.YD.L .K........ .......... .N.....S.. .......I.. I......... ...S...... .......... ...H..TQ.. .......... ....... 
  ID14  .....E...G ...NI.YD.L .K........ .......... .N.....S.. .......I.. I......... ...S...... .......... ......TQ.. .......... ....... 
  ID15  .....E...G ...NI.YD.L .K........ .......... .N.....S.. .......I.. .V........ ...S...... .......... ......TQ.. .......... ..G.... 
  ID16  .....E...G ...NI.YD.L .K.*...... .......... .N.....S.. .......I.. I......... ...S...... .......... ......TQ.. .......... ....... 
  ID17  .....E...G ...NI.YD.L .K........ .......... .N.....S.. .......I.. I......... ...S...... .......... ......TQ.. .......... ....... 
  ID18  .....E...G ...NI.YD.L .K........ .......... .N.....S.. .......I.. I......... ...S...... .......... ......TQ.. .......... ....... 
  ID19  .....E...G ...NI.YD.L .K........ .......... .N.....S.. ..P....I.. I......... ...S...... .......... ......TQ.. .......... ....... 
  ID20  .....E...G ...NI.YD.L .K........ .......... .N.....S.. ..P....I.. I......... ...S...... .......... ......TQ.. .......... ....... 
                                                                                           
                                        LLP-1                                                             LLP-2 
 
     746         756        766        776        786        796        806        816        826        836        846      856 858 
   consB  RSGRLVDGFL ALIWDDLRSL CLFSYHRLRD LLLIVTRIVE LLGRRGWEVL KYWWNLLQYW SQELKNSAVS LLNATAIAVA EGTDRVIEVL QRACRAILHI PRRIRQGLER ALL 
   MD1  ..RP...... ....V..... ...G....G. .......S.. ........A. ..L.S..... .....S..I. .......... .........V ..IG.G.... .V........ L.. 
   MD2  ..RP...... ....V..... ...G....G. .......S.. ........A. ..L.S..... .....S..I. .......... .........V ..IG.G.... .V........ L.. 
   MD3  ..RP...... ....V..... ...G....G. .......S.. ........A. ..L.S..... .....S..I. .......... .........V ..IG.G.... .V........ L.. 
   MD4  ..RP...... ....V..... ...G....G. .......S.. ........A. ..L.S..... .....S..I. .......... .........V ..IG.G.... .V........ L.. 
   MD5  ..RP...... ....V..... ...G....G. .......S.. ........A. ..L.S..... .....S..I. .......... .........V ..IG.G.... .V........ L.. 
   MD6  ..RP...... ....V..... ...G...... .......S.. ........A. ..L.S..... .....S..I. .........S ....K....V ..IG.G.... .V........ L.. 
   MD7  ..RP...... ....V..... ...G...... .......S.. ........A. ..L.S..... ........I. .......... .........V ..IG.G.... .V........ L.. 
   MD8  ..RP...... ....V..... ...G....G. .......S.. ........A. ..L.S..... .....S..I. .......... .........V ..IG.G.... .V........ L.. 
   MD9  ..RP...... ....V..... ...G....G. .......S.. ........A. ..L.S..... .....S..I. .......... .........V ..IG.G.... .V........ L.. 
  MD10  ..RP...... ....V..... ...G....G. .......S.. ........A. ..L.S..... .....S..I. .......... .........V ..IG.G.... .V........ L.. 
  MD11  ..RP...... ....V..... ...G....G. .......S.. ........A. ..L.S..... .....S..I. .......... .........V ..IG.G.... .V........ L.. 
  MD12  ..RP...... ....V..... ...G....G. .......S.. ........A. ..L.S..... .....S..I. .......... .........V ..IG.G.... .V........ L.. 
  MD13  ..RP...... ....V..... ...G....G. .......S.. ........A. ..L.S..... .....S..I. .......... .........V ..IG.G.... .V........ L.. 
  MD14  ..RP...... ....V..... ...G...... .......S.. ........A. ..L.S..... ........I. .......... .........V ..IG.G.... .V........ L.. 
   ID1  ..RQ...... ....V..... ...G...... ........L. ........A. ..L.S..... .........N .......... .........V ..I..G.... ...V...... S.. 
   ID2  ..RQ..N... ....V..... ...G...... ........L. ...P....A. ..L.S..... I......... .......T.. .........V ..IW.G.... .V.V...... ..V 
   ID3  ..RQ...... ....V..... ...G...... .......... ........A. ..L.S..... I....K..I. .......... .........V ..IW.GV... ...V...... S.. 
   ID4  ..RQ...... ....V..... ...G...... ........L. ........A. ..L.S..... .........N ...T...... .........V ..IW.G.... .V........ S.. 
   ID5  ..RQ...... ....V..... ...G...... .......... ........A. ..L.S..... I......... .......... .........V ..IG.G.... .V........ S.. 
   ID6  ..RQ...... ....V..... ...G...... .......... ........A. ..L.S..... I......... .......... .........V ..IG.G.... ...V...... S.. 
   ID7  ..RQ...... ...RV..... ...G...... .......... ........A. ..L.S..... I......... .......... .........V ..IW.G.... .V.V...... ..V 
   ID8  ..RQ..N... ....V..... ...G...... .......... ........A. ..L.S..... I........N .......... .........A ..IW.G.... ...V...... S.. 
   ID9  ..RQ..N... ....V..... ...G...... ........L. ...P....A. ..L.S..... I......... .......T.. .........V ..IW.G.... .V.V...... ..V 
  ID10  ..RQ..N... ....V..... ...G...... .......... ........A. ..L.S..... .........N .......... .........V ..IW.G.... ...V..S... S.. 
  ID11  ..RQ..N... ....V..... ...G...... .......... ........A. ..L.S..... .........N .......... .........V ..IW.G.... ...V..S... S.. 
  ID12  ..RQ..N... ....V..... ...G...... .......... ........A. ..L.S..... I......... .......... .........V ..IG.G.... ...V...... S.. 
  ID13  ..RQ...... ....V..... ...G...... ........L. ........A. ..L.G..... T.......IN .......... .........V ..IG.G.... ...V...... S.. 
  ID14  ..RQ..N... ....V..... ...G...... ........L. ........A. ..L.S..... .........N .......... .........V ..I..G.... ...V...... S.. 
  ID15  ..RQ...... ....V..... ...G...... .......... ........A. ..L.S..... ....Q...T. .......... .........V .GIW.G.... .V..S..... S.. 
  ID16  ..RQ..N... ....V..... ...G...... .......... ........A. ..L.S..... I......... .......... .........V ..IG.G.... ...V...... S.. 
  ID17  ..RQ..N... ....V..... ...G...... ........L. ........A. ..L.S..... .........N .......... .........V ..IW.G.... ...V...... S.. 
  ID18  ..RQ..N... ....V..... ...G...... ........L. ........A. ..L.S..... .........N .......... .........V ..IW.G.... ...V...... S.. 
  ID19  ..RQ..N... ....V..... ...G...... ........L. ........A. ..L.S..... .P......DY .......... .........V ..IW.G.... ...V...... S.. 
  ID20  ..RQ..N... ....V..... ...G...... ........L. ........A. ..L.S..... .P......DY .......... .........V ..IW.G.... ...V...... S.. 
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(C) Pair E 
 
                                                                                                                                                        
 
       Fusion peptide                                       HR-1                                                                 HR-2   
        512        522       532        542         552        562        572        582        592       602         612        622   628 
 consB  RAVGIGAMFL GFLGAAGSTM GAASMTLTVQ ARQLLSGIVQ QQNNLLRAIE AQQHLLQLTV WGIKQLQARV LAVERYLKDQ QLLGIWGCSG KLICTTAVPW NASWSNKSL  DEIWNNM 
   ME1  .......... .......... ....I..... .......... .......... ........I. .......... .......... ....V..... .......... .T.......  EQ..D.. 
   ME2  KDM....... .......... ....I..... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ....V..... .......... .T.......  EQ..D.. 
   ME3  KDM....... .......... ....I..... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ....V..... .......... .T.......  EQ..D.. 
   ME4  .......... .......... ....I..... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .T.......  GQ..D.. 
   ME5  .T........ .......... ....I..... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ....V..... .......... .T.......  EQ..D.. 
   ME6  .......... .......... ....I..... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .T.......  GQ..... 
   ME7  .......... .......... ....I..... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .T.......  GQ..... 
   ME8  .DM....... .......... ....I..... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ....V..... .......... .T.......  GQ..D.. 
   ME9  .DS......P .......... ....I..... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ....V..... .......... .T.......  EQ..D.. 
  ME10  .DS......P .......... ....I..... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ....V..... .......... .T.......  EQ..D.. 
  ME11  .DM....... .......... ....I..... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ....V..... .......... .T.......  GQ..D.. 
  ME12  KT........ .......... ....I..... .......... .......... ........I. .......... .......... ....V..... .......... .T.......  EQ..D.. 
  ME13  .DS....... .......... ....I..... .......... .......... ........IA .......... .......... ....V..... .......... .T.......  EQ..D.. 
   IE1  KDM....V.. .......... ....I..... ..L....... .......... .......... .......... .......R.. .......... .......... .T.......  EQ..D.. 
   IE2  KDM....V.. .......... ....I..... ..L....... .......... .......... .......... .......R.. .......... .......... .T.......  EQ..D.. 
   IE3  KDM....V.. .......... ....I..... ..L....... .......... .......... .......... .......R.. .......... .......... .T.......  EQ..D.. 
   IE4  KDM....V.. .......... ....I..... ..L....... .......... .......... .......... .......R.. .......... .......... .T.......  EQ..D.. 
   IE5  .DS....V.. .......... ....I..... ..L....... .......... .......... .......... .......R.. .......... .......... .T.......  KQ..D.. 
   IE6  .DS....V.. .......... ....I..... ..L....... .......... .......... .......... .......R.. .......... .......... .T.......  KQ..D.. 
   IE7  .DS....V.. .......... ....I..... ..L....... .......... .......... .......... .......R.. .......... .......... .T.......  KQ..D.. 
   IE8  .DS....V.. .......... ....I..... ..L....... .......... .......... .......... .......R.. .......... .......... .T.......  KQ..D.. 
   IE9  .NR....V.. .......... .PS.I..... .KL....... .......... .H........ GASSTSRQKS GLGKNT*GIN SSW.FGVALK NSFAPSLSLE ILVGVIIF*  NKFGIP* 
  IE10  .NR....V.. .......... .PS.I..... .KL....... .......... .H........ GASSTSRQKS GLGKNT*GIN SSW.FGVALK NSFAPSLSLE ILVGVIIF*  NKFGIP* 
  IE11  .NR....V.. .......... .PS.I..... .KL....... .......... .H........ GASSTSRQKS GLGKNT*GIN SSW.FGVALK NSFAPSLSLE ILVGVIIF*  NKFGIP* 
  IE12  KT.....V.. ........A. ....I..... ..L.V..... ..S....... .......... .......... .......R.. .......... .......... .T.......  EQ..D.. 
  IE13  KT.....V.. ........A. ....I..... ..L.V..... ..S....... .......... .......... .......R.. .......... .......... .T.......  EQ..D.. 
  IE14  KT.....V.. ........A. ....I..... ..L.V..... ..S....... .......... .......... .......R.. .......... .......... .T.......  EQ..D.. 
  IE15  KT.....V.. ........A. ....I..... ..L.V..... ..S....... .......... .......... .......R.. .......... .......... .T.......  EQ..D.. 
  IE16  KT.....V.. ........A. ....I..... ..L.V..... ..S....... .......... .......... .......R.. .......... .......... .T.......  EQ..D.. 
 
 
                      HR-2                                           Transmembrane region  
 
        629        639        649        659        669        679        689        699        709        719        729        739   745 
                                                                                                                                                                  
consB   TWMEWDREIN NYTSLIHSLI EESQNQQEKN EQELLELDKW ASLWNWFNIT NWLWYIKLFI MIVGGLVGLR IVFAVLSIVN RVRQGYSPLS FQTRLPAPRG PDRPEGIEEE GGERDRD 
   ME1  ....REG..D ...G..Y... .......... .......... .......S.. H......... .......... ...I...L.. .I........ .......R.. .......... ....... 
   ME2  .....E...D ...G..Y... .......... .....D.... .......S.. H......... .......... ...I...L.. .I........ .......R.. .......... ....... 
   ME3  .....E...D ...G..Y... .......... .......... .......S.. H......... .......... ...I...L.. .I........ .......R.. .......... ....... 
   ME4  .....E...D ...G..Y... .......... .......... .......S.. H......... .......... ...I...L.. .I........ .......R.. .......... ....... 
   ME5  .....E...D ...G..YF.. .......... .......... .......S.. HR........ .......... ...I.P.L.. .I........ .......R.. .......... ....... 
   ME6  .....E...D ...G..Y... .......... .......... .......S.. H......... .......... ...I...L.. .I........ .......R.. .......... ....... 
   ME7  .....E...D ...G..Y... .......... .......... .......S.. H......... .......... ...I...L.. .I........ .......R.. .......... ....... 
   ME8  .....E...D ...G..Y... .......... .......... .......S.. H......... .......... ...I...L.. .I........ .......R.. .......... ....... 
   ME9  .....E...D ...G..Y... .......... .......... .......S.A H......... .......... ...I...L.. .I........ .......R.. .......... ....... 
  ME10  .....E...D ...G..Y... .......... .......... .......S.A H......... .......... ...I...L.. .I........ .......R.. .......... ....... 
  ME11  .....E...D ...G..Y... .......... .......... .......S.. H......... .......... ...I...L.. .I........ .......R.. .......... ....... 
  ME12  ....REG..D ...G..Y... .......... .......... .......S.. H......... .......... ...I...L.. .I........ .......R.. .......... ....... 
  ME13  .....E...D ...G..Y... .......... .......... ......SS.. H......... .......... ...I...L.. .I........ .......R.. .......... ....... 
   IE1  .....E...D ...G..Y... .......... .......... .......D.. .......... .........K ...I...L.. .I........ .......R.. .......... .....K. 
   IE2  .....E...D ...G..Y... .......... .......... .......D.. .......... .........K ...I...L.. .I........ .......R.. .......... .....K. 
   IE3  .....E...D ...G..Y... .......... .......... .......D.. .......... .........K ...I...L.. .I........ .......R.. .......... .....K. 
   IE4  .....E...D ...G..Y... .......... .......... .......D.. .......... .........K ...I...L.. .I........ .......R.. .......... .....K. 
   IE5  .....E...D ...G..Y... .......... .......... .......D.. .......... .......... ...I...L.. .I........ .......R.. .......... ....... 
   IE6  .....E...D ...G..Y... .......... .......... .......D.. .......... .......... ...I...L.. .I........ .......R.. .......... ....... 
   IE7  .....E...D ...G..Y... .......... .......... .......D.. .......... .......... ...I...L.. .I........ .......R.. .......... ....... 
   IE8  .....E...D ...G..Y... .......... .......... .......D.. .......... .......... ...I...L.. .I........ .......R.. .......... ....... 
   IE9  LG.KGK...D ...G..Y... .......... .......... .......D.. .......... .......... ...I...L.. .I........ .......R.. .......... ....... 
  IE10  LG.KGK...D ...G..Y... .......... .......... .......D.. .......... .......... ...I...L.. .I........ .......R.. .......... ....... 
  IE11  LG.KGK...D ...G..Y... .......... .......... .......D.. .......... .......... ...I...L.. .I........ .......R.. .......... ....... 
  IE12  .....E.... ...G..Y... .......... .......... .......D.. .......... .......... ...I...L.. .I........ .......R.. .......... .....K. 
  IE13  .....E.... ...G..Y... .......... .......... .......D.. .......... .......... ...I...L.. .I........ .......R.. .......... .....K. 
  IE14  .....E.... ...G..Y... .......... .......... .......D.. .......... .......... ...I...L.. .I........ .......R.. .......... .....K. 
  IE15  .....E.... ...G..Y... .......... .......... .......D.. .......... .......... ...I...L.. .I........ .......R.. .......... .....K. 
  IE16  .....E.... ...G..Y... .......... .......... .......D.. .......... .......... ...I...L.. .I........ .......R.. .......... .....K. 
 
 
 
 
                                      LLP-2                                                                 LLP-1 
 
     746         756        766        776        786        796        806        816        826        836        846      856 858 
   
 consB  RSGRLVDGFL ALIWDDLRSL CLFSYHRLRD LLLIVTRIVE LLGRRGWEVL KYWWNLLQYW SQELKNSAVS LLNATAIAVA EGTDRVIEVL QRACRAILHI PRRIRQGLER ALL 
   ME1  ..SP...... T...V..... .......... F....A.V.. ....G...I. .......... .....D.... .......... ......L.I. ...F..V... .......F.. ... 
   ME2  ..SP...... T...V..... .......... F....A.V.. ....G...I. ....S..... .......... .......... ......L.I. ...F..V... .......F.. ... 
   ME3  ..SP...... T...V..... ......H... F....AKV.. ....G...I. .......... .......... .......... ......L.I. ...F..V... .......F.. ... 
   ME4  ..SP...... T...V..... ...I...... F....A.... ....G...I. .......... .......... .......T.S ......L.I. ...FT.V... .T.....F.. ... 
   ME5  ..SP...... T...V..... .......... F....A.V.. ....G...I. .......... .....D.... .......... ......L.I. ...F..V... .......F.. ... 
   ME6  ..SP...... T...V...GP ...I...... F....A.... ....G...I. .......... .......... .......... ......L.I. ...F..V... .......F.. ... 
   ME7  ..SP...... T...V...GP ...I...... F....A.... ....G...I. .......... .......... .......... ......L.I. ...F..V... .......F.. ... 
   ME8  ..SP...... T...V..... ........G. F....A.V.. ....G...I. .......... .......... .......... ......L.I. ...F..V... .......F.. ... 
   ME9  ..SP...... T...V..... .......... F....AKV.. ....G...I. .......... .......... .......... ......L.M. ...F..V... .......F.. ... 
  ME10  ..SP...... T...V..... .......... F....AKV.. ....G...I. .......... .......... .......... ......L.M. ...F..V... .......F.. ... 
  ME11  ..SP...... T...V..... ........G. F....A.V.. ....G...I. .......... .......... .......... ......L.I. ...F..V... .......F.. ... 
  ME12  ..SP...... T...V..... .......... F....A.V.. ....G...I. .......... .....D.... .......... ......L.I. ...F..V... .......F.. ... 
  ME13  ..SP...... T...V..... .......... F....A.V.. ....G...I. .......... .....D.... .......... ......L.I. ...F..V... .......F.. ... 
   IE1  ..SP...... T...V..... .......... FP...A.... ....G...I. .......... .......... .......... ......L... ...F..V... .......... ... 
   IE2  ..SP...... T...V..... .......... FP...A.... ....G...I. .......... .......... .......... ......L... ...F..V... .......... ... 
   IE3  ..SP...... T...V..... .......... FP...A.... ....G...I. .......... .......... .......... ......L... ...F..V... .......... ... 
   IE4  ..SP...... T...V..... .......... FP...A.... ....G...I. .......... .......... .......... ......L... ...F..V... .......... ... 
   IE5  ..SP...ALG H...V..... .......... F....A.... ...HG...I. ........N. .......... .......... ......L.I. ...F..V... ....G..F.. ... 
   IE6  ..SP...ALG H...V..... .......... F....A.... ...HG...I. ........N. .......... .......... ......L.I. ...F..V... ....G..F.. ... 
   IE7  ..SP...ALG H...V..... .......... F....A.... ...HG...I. ........N. .......... .......... ......L.I. ...F..V... ....G..F.. ... 
   IE8  ..SP...ALG H...V..... .......... F....A.... ...HG...I. ........N. .......... .......... ......L.I. ...F..V... ....G..F.. ... 
   IE9  ..SP...... T...V..... .......... F....A.... ....G..KI. .......... .......... .......... ......L.I. ...F...... .......F.. ... 
  IE10  ..SP...... T...V..... .......... F....A.... ....G..KI. .......... .......... .......... ......L.I. ...F...... .......F.. ... 
  IE11  ..SP...... T...V..... .......... F....A.... ....G..KI. .......... .......... .......... ......L.I. ...F...... .......F.. ... 
  IE12  ..SP...... T...V..... .......... FP...A.... ....G...I. .......... .......... .......... ......L... ...F..V... .......... ... 
  IE13  ..SP...... T...V..... .......... FP...A.... ....G...I. .......... .......... .......... ......L... ...F..V... .......... ... 
  IE14  ..SP...... T...V..... .......... FP...A.... ....G...I. .......... .......... .......... ......L... ...F..V... .......... ... 
  IE15  ..SP...... T...V..... .......... FP...A.... ....G...I. .......... .......... .......... ......L... ...F..V... .......... ... 
  IE16  ..SP...... T...V..... .......... FP...A.... ....G...I. .......... .......... .......... ......L... ...F..V... .......... ... 
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(D) Pair F                                                                                                                                                       
 
 
 
         Fusion peptide                                       HR-1                                                                 HR-2   
        512        522       532        542         552        562        572        582        592       602         612        622   628 
 
 consB  RAVGIGAMFL GFLGAAGSTM GAASMTLTVQ ARQLLSGIVQ QQNNLLRAIE AQQHLLQLTV WGIKQLQARV LAVERYLKDQ QLLGIWGCSG KLICTTAVPW NASWSNKSL DEIWNNM 
   MF1  .......L.. .......... ....L...A. ..L....... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ......... NQ..... 
   MF2  .......L.. .......... ....L..... ..L....... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ......... NQ..... 
   MF3  .......L.. .......... ....L..... ..L....... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ......... NQ..... 
   MF4  .......L.. .......... ....L...A. ..L....... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ......... NQ..... 
   MF5  .......L.. .......... ....L..... ..L....... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ......... NQ..... 
   MF6  .T.....L.. .......... ....L..... ..L....... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ......... NQ..... 
   MF7  .T.....L.. .S........ ....L..... ..L....... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ......... NQ..... 
   MF8  .T.....L.. .S........ ....L..... ..L....... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ......... NQ..... 
   MF9  .T.....L.. .S........ ....L..... ..L....... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ......... NQ..... 
  MF10  .T.....L.. .S........ ....L..... ..L....... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ......... NQ..... 
  MF11  .T.....L.. .S........ ....L..... ..L....... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ......... NQ..... 
  MF12  .T.....L.. .......... ....L..... ..L....... .......... .......... .......... .......... .....R.... .......... ..G...... NQ..... 
  MF13  .T.....L.. .S........ ....L..... ..L....... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ......... NQ..... 
  MF14  .T.....L.. .S........ ....L..... ..L....... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ......... NQ..... 
  MF15  .T.....L.. .......... ....L..... ..L....... .......... .......... .......... .......... .....R.... .......... ..G...... NQ..... 
  MF16  .T.....L.. .......... ....L..... ..L....... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ......... NQ..... 
  MF17  .T.....L.. .......... ....L..... ..L....... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ......... NQ..... 
   IF1  .......... .......... ....L..... ..L....... .........G .......... .......... .......R.. .......... .......... ......... NQ..... 
   IF2  .......L.. .......... ....L..... ..L....... .......... .......... .......... .......... ......D... .......... ......... NQ..... 
   IF3  .......L.. .......... ....L..... ..L....... .......... .......... .......... .......... ......D... .......... ......... NQ..... 
   IF4  .......L.. .......... ....L..... ..L....... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ......... NQ..... 
   IF5  .......L.. .......... ....L..... ..L....... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ......... NQ..... 
   IF6  .......L.. .......... ....L..... ..L....... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ......... NQ..... 
   IF7  .T.....V.. .......... ....L..... ..L....... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ......... NQ..... 
   IF8  .T.....V.. .......... ....L..... ..L....... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ......... NQ..... 
   IF9  .......L.. ....SL.... ...T.P.... D.L......L RTQHM..... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ......... NQ..... 
  IF10  .......L.. ....SL.... ...T.P.... D.L....... RTQHM..... .......... .........I .D........ .......... R......... ..I...Q.. EQ..... 
 
                                                                                                                                                        
   
                         HR-2                                            Transmembrane region  
 
       629        639        649        659        669        679        689        699        709        719        729        739   745 
 
 
 consB  TWMEWDREIN NYTSLIHSLI EESQNQQEKN EQELLELDKW ASLWNWFNIT NWLWYIKLFI MIVGGLVGLR IVFAVLSIVN RVRQGYSPLS FQTRLPAPRG PDRPEGIEEE GGERDRD 
   MF1  .....E.... ..S...YT.. ....I..... .......... .N.....D.. K......I.. .......... ...T...... .......... ...H...... .......... ..D.... 
   MF2  .....E.... ..S...YT.. ....I..... G......... .N.....D.. K......I.. .......... ...T...... .......... ...H...... .......... ..D.... 
   MF3  .....E.... ..S...YT.. ....I..... G......... .N.....D.. K......I.. .......... ...T...... .......... ...H...... .......... ..D.... 
   MF4  .....E.... ..S...YT.. ....I..... .......... .N.....D.. K......I.. .......... ...T...... .......... ...H...... .......... ..D.... 
   MF5  .....E.... ..S...YT.. ....I..... G......... .N.....D.. K......I.. .......... ...T...... .......... ...H...... .......... ..D.... 
   MF6  .....E.... ..S...YT.. ....I...R. .......... .N.....D.. K......I.. .......... ...T...... .......... ...H...... ........K. ..D.... 
   MF7  .....E.... ..S...YT.. ....I..... .......... .N..S..D.. .......I.. .......... ...T...... .......... ...H...... .......... ..D.... 
   MF8  .....E.... ..S...YT.. ....I..... .......... .N..S..D.. .......I.. .......... ...T...... .......... ...H...... .......... ..D.... 
   MF9  .....E.... ..S...YT.. ....I..... .......... .N..S..D.. .......I.. .......... ...T...... .......... ...H...... .......... ..D.... 
  MF10  .....E.... ..S...YT.. ....I..... .......... .N..S..D.. .......I.. .......... ...T...... .......... ...H...... .......... ..D.... 
  MF11  .....E.... ..S...YT.. ....I..... .......... .N.....D.. K......I.. .......... ...T...... .......... ...H...... .......... ..D.... 
  MF12  .....E.... ..S...YT.. ....I..... ....S..... .N.....D.. K......I.. .......... ...T...... .......... ...H...... .......... ..D.... 
  MF13  .....E.... ..S...YT.. ....I..... .......... .N.....D.. K......I.. .......... ...T...... .......... ...H...... .......... ..D.... 
  MF14  .....E.... ..S...YT.. ....I..... .......... .N.....D.. K......I.. .......... ...T...... .......... ...H...... .......... ..D.... 
  MF15  .....E.... ..S...YT.. ....I..... ....S..... .N.....D.. K......I.. .......... ...T...... .......... ...H...... .......... ..D.... 
  MF16  .....E.... ..S...YT.. ....I..... .......... .N.....D.. K......I.. .......... ...T...... .......... ...H...... .......... ..D.... 
  MF17  .....E.... ..S...YT.. ....I..... .......... .N.....D.. K......I.. .......... ...T...... .......... ...H...... .......... ..D.... 
   IF1  .....EK... ..S...YT.. ....I..... .......... .N.....D.. K......I.. .......... ...T...... .......... ...H...... .......... ..D.... 
   IF2  .....E.... ..S...YT.. ....I..... .......... .N.....D.. .......I.. .......... .I.T...... .......... ...H...... .......N.. ..D...A 
   IF3  .....E.... ..S...YT.. ....I..... .......... .N.....D.. .......I.. .......... .I.T...... .......... ...H...... .......N.. ..D...A 
   IF4  .....E.... ..P...YT.. ....I..... .......... .N.....D.. K......I.. .......... ...T...... .......... ...H...... .......... ..D.... 
   IF5  .....E.... ..P...YT.. ....I..... .......... .N.....D.. K......I.. .......... ...T...... .......... ...H...... .......... ..D.... 
   IF6  .....E.... ..P...YT.. ....I..... .......... .N.....D.. K......I.. .......... ...T...... .......... ...H...... .......... ..D.... 
   IF7  .....E.... ..S...YT.. ....I..... .......... .N.....D.. K......I.. .......... ...T...... .......... ...H...... .......... ..D.... 
   IF8  .....E.... ..S...YT.. ....I..... .......... .N.....D.. K......I.. .......... ...T...... .......... ...H...... .......... ..D.... 
   IF9  .....E.... ..S...YT.. ....I..... .......... .N.....D.. K......I.. .......... ...T...... .......... ...H...... .......... ..D.... 
  IF10  .....E.... ..S...YT.. ....I..... .......... .N.....D.. K......I.. .......... ...T...... .......... ...H...... .......... ..D.... 
 
                                                                                                                                                    
 
 
 
                            
                                       LLP-2                                                                 LLP-1 
 
       746         756        766        776        786        796        806        816        826        836        846      856 858 
 
 consB  RSGRLVDGFL ALIWDDLRSL CLFSYHRLRD LLLIVTRIVE LLGRRGWEVL KYWWNLLQYW SQELKNSAVS LLNATAIAVA EGTDRVIEVL QRACRAILHI PRRIRQGLER ALL 
   MF1  ..IH...... TI....V... ........G. ........L. ........T. .......... .......... ....V.V... .........V ......V... .......F.. ... 
   MF2  ..SH...... TI..V.V... .......... ........L. ........T. .......... .......... ....V.V... .........V ......V... .......F.. ... 
   MF3  ..SH...... TI..V.V... .......... ........L. ........T. .......... .......... ....V.V... .........V ......V... .......F.. ... 
   MF4  ..IH...... TI....V... ........G. ........L. ........T. .......... .......... ....V.V... .........V ......V... .......F.. ... 
   MF5  ..SH...... TI..V.V... .......... ........L. ........T. .......... .......... ....V.V... .........V ......V... .......F.. ... 
   MF6  E.SH...... TI..V.V... .......... ........L. ........T. .......... .......... ....V.V... .........V ..T...V... ..G....F.. ... 
   MF7  ..SH...... TI..V.V... ........G. ........L. ........T. .......... .......... .F..I.V... .....I...V ..TG....N. .T.....F.. ... 
   MF8  ..SH...... TI..V.V... ........G. ........L. ........T. .......... .......... .F..I.V... .....I...V ..TG....N. .T.....F.. ... 
   MF9  ..SH...... TI..V.V... ........G. ........L. ........T. .......... .......... .F..I.V... .....I...V ..TG....N. .T.....F.. ... 
  MF10  ..SH...... TI..V.V... ........G. ........L. ........T. .......... .......... .F..I.V... .....I...V ..TG....N. .T.....F.. ... 
  MF11  ..SH...... TI..V.V... .......... ........L. ........T. .......... .......... ....V.V... .........V ..T...V... .......F.. ... 
  MF12  ..SH...... TIN.V.V... .......... ........L. ........T. .......... .......... ....V.V... .........V ..T...V... .......F.. ... 
  MF13  ..SH...... TI..V.V... .......... ........L. ........T. .......... .......... ....V.V... .........V ..T...V... .......F.. ... 
  MF14  ..SH...... TI..V.V... .......... ........L. ........T. .......... .......... ....V.V... .........V ..T...V... .......F.. ... 
  MF15  ..SH...... TIN.V.V... .......... ........L. ........T. .......... .......... ....V.V... .........V ..T...V... .......F.. ... 
  MF16  ..SH...... TI..V.V... .......... ........L. ........TP .......... .......... .F..I.V... .....I...V ..TG....N. .T.....F.. ... 
  MF17  ..SH...... TI..V.V... .......... ........L. ........TP .......... .......... .F..I.V... .....I...V ..TG....N. .T.....F.. ... 
   IF1  ..SH...... TI..V..... .......... ........L* ........T. .......... .......... .F..I.V... .....I...V ..TG....N. .T.....F.. ... 
   IF2  Q.SH...... TI..V.V... .......... ........L. ........T. .......... .......... .F..I.V... .....I...V ..TG....N. .T.....F.. ... 
   IF3  Q.SH...... TI..V.V... .......... ........L. ........T. .......... .......... .F..I.V... .....I...V ..TG....N. .T.....F.. ... 
   IF4  ..SHS..... TI..V..... .......... ........L. ........T. .......... .....S.... .F..I.V... .....I...V ..TG....N. .T.....F.. ... 
   IF5  ..SHS..... TI..V..... .......... ........L. ........T. .......... .....S.... .F..I.V... .....I...V ..TG....N. .T.....F.. ... 
   IF6  ..SHS..... TI..V..... .......... ........L. ........T. .......... .....S.... .F..I.V... .....I...V ..TG....N. .T.....F.. ... 
   IF7  ..SH...... TI..V..... ..L.H..... ........L. ........TF .......... .......... .F..I.V... .....I...V ..TG....N. .T.....F.. ... 
   IF8  ..SH...... TI..V..... ..L.H..... ........L. ........TF .......... .......... .F..I.V... .....I...V ..TG....N. .T.....F.. ... 
   IF9  ..IH...... TI....V... ........G. ........L. ........T. .......... .......... ....V.V... .........V ......V... .......F.. ... 
  IF10  ..IH...... TI....V... ........G. ........L. ........T. .......... .......... ....V.V... .........V ......V... .......F.. ... 
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(E) pair G 
 
        Fusion peptide                                       HR-1                                                                HR-2   
      512        522       532        542         552        562        572        582       592       602         612        622   628                                 
 consB  RAVGIGAMFL GFLGAAGSTM GAASMTLTVQ ARQLLSGIVQ QQNNLLRAIE AQQHLLQLTV WGIKQLQARV LAVERYLKDQ QLLGIWGCSG KLICTTAVPW NASWSNKSL DEIWDNM 
   MG1  .......V.. .......... ....I..... ..L....... .......... .......... .......... .......Q.. .......... .......... ......RT. NN..... 
   MG2  .......V.. .......... ....I..... ..L....... .......... .......... .......... .......Q.. .......... .......... ......RT. NN..... 
   MG3  .......V.. .......... ....I..... ..L....... .......... .......... .......... .......Q.. .......... .......... ......RT. NN..... 
   MG4  .......V.. .......... ....I..... ..L....... .......... .......... .......... .......Q.. .......... .......... ......RT. NN..... 
   MG5  .......V.. .......... ....I..... ..L....... .......... .......... .......... .......Q.. .......... .......... ......RT. NN..... 
   MG6  .......V.. .......... ....I..... ..L....... .......... .......... .......... .......Q.. .......... .......... ......RT. NN..... 
   MG7  .......V.. .......... ....I..... ..L....... .......... .......... .......... .......Q.. .......... .......... ......TT. NN..... 
   MG8  .......V.. .......... ....I..... ..L....... .......... .......... .......... .......Q.. .......... .......... ......RT. NN..... 
   MG9  .T.....V.. .......... ....I..... ..L....... .......... .......... .......... .......Q.. .......... .......... ......RT. NN..... 
  MG10  .......V.. .......... ....I..... ..L....... .......... .......... .......... .......Q.. .......... .......... ......RT. NN..... 
  MG11  .......V.. .......... ....I..... ..L....... .......... .......... .......... .......Q.. .......... .......... ......TT. NN..... 
  MG12  .T.....V.. .......... ....I..... ..L....... .......... .......... .......... .......Q.. .......... .......... ......RT. NN..... 
  MG13  .......V.. .......... ....I..... ..L....... .......... .......... .......... .......Q.. .......... .......... ......RT. NN..... 
  MG14  .T.....V.. .......... ....I..... ..L....... .......... .......... .......... .......Q.. .......... .......... ......RT. NN..... 
  MG15  .T.....V.. .......... ....I..... ..L....... .......... .......... .......... .......Q.. .......... .......... ......RT. NN..... 
  MG16  .T.....V.. .......... ....I..... ..L....... .......... .......... .......... .......Q.. .......... .......... ......RT. NN..... 
  MG17  .......V.. .......... ....I..... ..L....... .......... .......... .......... .......Q.. .......... .......... ......RT. NN..... 
  MG18  .......V.. .......... ....I..... ..L....... .......... .......... .......... .......Q.. .......... .......... ......RT. NN..... 
  MG19  .......V.. .......... ....I..... ..L....... .......... .......... .......... .......Q.. .......... .......... ......RT. NN..... 
  MG20  .......V.. .......... ....I..... ..L....... .......... .......... .......... .......Q.. .......... .......... ......RT. NN..... 
   IG1  .......V.. .......... ....I..... ..L....... .......... .......... .......... .......Q.. .......... .......... ......RT. SS..... 
   IG2  .......V.. .......... ....I..... ..L....... .......... .......... .......... .......Q.. .......... .......... ......RT. SS..... 
   IG3  .......V.. .......... ....I..... ..L....... .......... .......... .......... .......Q.. .......... .......... ......RT. SS..... 
   IG4  .......V.. .......... ....I..... ..L....... .......... .......... .......... .......Q.. .......... .......... ......RT. SS..... 
   IG5  .......V.. .......... ....I..... ..L....... .......... .......... .......... .......Q.. ........P. .......... ......RT. SS..... 
   IG6  .......V.. .......... ....I..... ..L....... R......... .......... .......... .......Q.. .......... .......... ......RT. SS..... 
   IG7  .......V.. .......... ....I..... ..L....... .......... .......... .........I .......Q.. .......... .......... ......RT. SN..... 
   IG8  .......V.. .......... ....I..... ..L....... .......... .......... .......... .......Q.. .......... .......... ......RT. SN..... 
   IG9  .......V.. .......... ....I..... ..L....... .......... .......... .......... .......Q.. .......... .......... ......RT. SN..... 
  IG10  .......V.. .......... ....I..... ..L....... .......... .......... .......... .......Q.. .......... .......... ......RT. SN..... 
  IG11  .......V.. .......... ....I..... ..L....... .......... .......... .......... .......Q.. .......... .......... ......RT. SN..... 
  IG12  .......V.. .......... ....I..... ..L....... .......... .......... .......... .......Q.. .......... .......... ......RN. SN..... 
  IG13  .......V.. .......... ....I...A. ..L....... .......... .......... .......... .......Q.. .......... .......... ......RT. SS..... 
  IG14  .......V.. .......... ....I..... ..L....... .......... .......... .......... .......Q.. .......... .......... ......RTP SS..... 
  
                        HR-2                                          Transmembrane region  
 
        629        639        649        659        669        679        689        699        709        719        729        739   745                              
 consB  TWMEWDREIN NYTSLIHSLI EESQNQQEKN EQELLELDKW ASLWNWFNIT NWLWYIKLFI MIVGGLVGLR IVFAVLSIVN RVRQGYSPLS FQTRLPAPRG PDRPEGIEEE GGERDRD 
   MG1  .....EK..S ......YT.. .......... .....A.... .......D.. K......I.. ....S..... ...T...L.. .......... ...H..T... .......... ....... 
   MG2  .....EK..S ......YT.. .......... .....A.... .......D.. K......I.. ....S..... ...T...L.. .......... ...H..T... .......... ....... 
   MG3  .....EK..S ......YT.. .......... .....A.... .......D.. K......I.. ....S..... ...T...L.. .......... ...H..T... .......... ....... 
   MG4  .....EK..S ......YT.. .......... .....A.... .......D.. K......I.. ....S..... ...T...L.. .......... ...H..T... .......... ....... 
   MG5  .....EK..S ......YT.. .......... .....A.... .......D.. K......I.. ....S..... ...T...L.. .......... ...H..T... .......... ....... 
   MG6  .....EK..S ......YT.. .......... .....A.... .......D.. K......I.. ....S..... ...T...L.. .......... ...H..T... .......... ....... 
   MG7  .....EKQ.S .....LY... .......... .....A.... .......D.. K......I.. ....S..... ...T...L.. .......... ...H..T... .......... ....... 
   MG8  .....EK..S ......YT.. .......... .....A.... .......D.. K......I.. ....S..... ...T...L.. .......... ...H..T... .......... ......E 
   MG9  .....EK..S ......YT.. .......... .....A.... .......D.. K......I.. ....S..... ...T...L.. .......... ...H..T... .......... ......E 
  MG10  .....EK..S ......YT.. .......... .....A.... .......D.. K......I.. ....S..... ...T...L.. .......... ...H..T... .......... ....... 
  MG11  .....EKQ.S .....LY... .......... .....A.... .......D.. K......I.. ....S..... ...T...L.. .......... ...H..T... .......... ....... 
  MG12  .....EK..S ......YT.. .......... .....A.... .......D.. K......I.. ....S..... ...T...L.. .......... ...H..T... .......... ......E 
  MG13  .....EK..S ......YT.. .......... .....A.... .......D.. K......I.. ....S..... ...T...L.. .......... ...H..T... .......... ......E 
  MG14  .....EK..S ......YT.. .......... .....A.... .......D.. K......I.. ....S..... ...T...L.. .......... ...H..T... .......... ......E 
  MG15  .....EK..S ......YT.. .......... .....A.... .......D.. K......I.. ....S..... ...T...L.. .......... ...H..T... .......... ......E 
  MG16  .....EK..S ......YT.. .......... .....A.... .......D.. K......I.. ....S..... ...T...L.. .......... ...H..T... .......... ......E 
  MG17  .....EK..S ......YT.. .......... .....A.... .......D.. K......I.. ....S..... ...T...L.. .......... ...H..T... .......... ......E 
  MG18  .....EK..S ......YT.. .......... .....A.... .......D.. K......I.. ....S..... ...T...L.. .......... ...H..T... .......... ....... 
  MG19  .....EK..S ......YT.. .......... .....A.... .......D.. K......I.. ....S..... ...T...L.. .......... ...H..T... .......... ......E 
  MG20  .....EK..S ......YT.. .......... .....A.... .......D.. K......I.. ....S..... ...T...L.. .......... ...H..T... .......... ......E 
   IG1  .....EK..S ......YT.. .......... .....A.... .......D.. K......I.. .......... .I.T...L.. .......... ......T... ...S...... ....... 
   IG2  .....EK..S ......YT.. .......... .....A.... .......D.. K......I.. .......... .I.T...L.. .......... ......T... ...S...... ....... 
   IG3  .....EK..S ......YT.. .......... .....A.... .......D.. K......I.. .......... .I.T...L.. .......... ......T... .G.S...... ....... 
   IG4  .....EK..S ......YT.. .......... .....A.... ......LD.. K......I.. .......... .I.T...L.. .......... ......T... ...S...... ....... 
   IG5  .....EK..S ..A...YT.. .......... .....A.... .......D.. K......I.. .......... .I.T...L.. .......... ......T... ...S...... ....... 
   IG6  ..V..EK..S ......YT.. .......... .....A.... .......D.. K......I.. .......... .I.T...L.. .......... ......T... ...S...... ....... 
   IG7  .....EK..S ......YT.. .......... .....A.... .......D.. K......I.. .......... ...T...L.. .......... ......T... ...S...... ....... 
   IG8  .....EK..S ......YT.. .......... .....A.... .......D.. K......I.. .......... ...T...L.. .......... ......T... ...S...... ....... 
   IG9  .....EK..S ......YT.. .......... .....A.... .......D.. K......I.. .......... ...T...L.. .......... ......T... ...S...... ....... 
  IG10  .....EK..S ......YT.. .......... .....A.... .......D.. K......I.. .......... T..T...L.. .......... ....P.T... ...S...... ....... 
  IG11  .....EK..S ......YT.. .......... .....A.... .......D.. K......I.. .......... T..T...L.. .......... ....P.T... ...S...... ....... 
  IG12  .....EK..S ......YT.. .......... .....A.... .......D.. K......I.. .........G ...T...L.. .......... ....P.T... ...S...... ....... 
  IG13  .....EK..S ......YT.. .......... .....A.... .....R.D.. K......M.. ......I... ...T...L.. .......... ......T... ...S...... ....... 
  IG14  .....EK..S ......YT.. .......... .....A.... .......D.. K......M.. ......I... ...T...L.. .......... ......T... ...S...... ....... 
   
                                                                                                          
                                     LLP-2                                                                 LLP-1 
       746         756        766        776        786        796        806        816        826        836        846      856 858 
  
consB  RSGRLVDGFL ALIWDDLRSL CLFSYHRLRD LLLIVTRIVE LLGRRGWEVL KYWWNLLQYW SQELKNSAVS LLNATAIAVA EGTDRVIEVL QRACRAILHI PRRIRQGLER ALL 
   MG1  ..S......F ....V..... .......... .......... ..EH....I. .......... .......... .F........ .....A.... ...Y...I.. .T........ ... 
   MG2  ..S......F ....V..... .......... .......... ..EH....I. .......... .......... .F........ .....A.... ...Y...I.. .T........ ... 
   MG3  ..S......F ....V..... .......... .......... ..EH....I. .......... .......... .F........ .....A.... ...Y...I.. .T........ ... 
   MG4  ..S......F ....V..... .......... .......... ..EH....I. .......... .......... .F........ .....A.... ...Y...I.. .T........ ... 
   MG5  ..S......F ....V..... .......... .......... ..EH....I. .......... .......... .F........ .....A.... ...Y...I.. .T........ ... 
   MG6  ..S......F ....V..... .......... .......... ..EH....I. .......... .......... .F........ .....A.... ...Y...I.. .T........ ... 
   MG7  ..S......F ....V..... .......... .......... ..EH....I. .......... .......... .F........ .....A.... ...Y...I.. .T........ ... 
   MG8  ..S......F ....V..... .......... .......... ..EH....I. .......... .......... .F........ .....A.... ...Y...I.. .T........ ... 
   MG9  ..S......F ....V..... .......... .......... ..EH....I. .......... .......... .F........ .....A.... ...Y...I.. .T........ ... 
  MG10  ..S......F ....V..... .......... .......... ..EH....I. .......... .......... .F........ .....A.... ...Y...I.. .T........ ... 
  MG11  ..S......F ....V..... .......... .......... ..EH....I. .......... .......... .F........ .....A.... ...Y...I.. .T........ ... 
  MG12  ..S......F ....V..... .......... .......... ..EH....I. .......... .......... .F........ .....A.... ...Y...I.. .T........ ... 
  MG13  ..S......F ....V..... .......... .......... ..EH....I. .......... .......... .F........ .....A.... ...Y...I.. .T........ ... 
  MG14  ..S......F ....V..... .......... .......... ..EH....I. .......... .......... .F........ .....A.... ...Y...I.. .T........ ... 
  MG15  ..S......F ....V..... .......... .......... ..EH....I. .......... .......... .F........ .....A.... ...Y...I.. .T........ ... 
  MG16  ..S......F ....V..... .......... .......... ..EH....I. .......... .......... .F........ .....A.... ...Y...I.. .T........ ... 
  MG17  ..S......F ....V..... .......... .......... ..EH....I. .......... .......... .F........ .....A.... ...Y...I.. .T........ ... 
  MG18  ..S......F ....V..... .......... .......... ..EH....I. .......... .......... .F........ .....A.... ...Y...I.. .T........ ... 
  MG19  ..S......F ....V..... .......... .......... ..EH....I. .......... .......... .F........ .....A.... ...Y...I.. .T........ ... 
  MG20  ..S......F ....V..... .......... .......... ..EH....I. .......... .......... .F........ .....A.... ...Y...I.. .T........ ... 
   IG1  ..Y......F ....V..... .......... .......... ...H....I. .......... .......... .F........ .....A.... ...Y...I.. .A........ ... 
   IG2  ..Y......F ....V..... .......... .......... ...H....I. .......... .......... .F........ .....A.... ...Y...I.. .A........ ... 
   IG3  ..C......F ....V..... .......... .......... ...H....I. .......... .......... .F........ .....A.... ...Y...I.. .A........ ... 
   IG4  ..C......F ....V..... .......... .......... ...H....I. .......... .......... .F........ .....A.... ...Y...I.. .T........ ... 
   IG5  ..C......F ....V..... .......... .......... ...H....I. .......... .......... .F........ .....A.... ...Y...I.. .T........ ... 
   IG6  .PC......F ....V..... .......... .......... ...H....I. .......... .......... .F........ .....A.... ...Y...I.. .T........ ... 
   IG7  ..C......F ....V..... .......... .......... ...H....I. .......... .......... .F........ .....A.... ...Y...I.. .T........ ... 
   IG8  ..C......F ....A..... .......... ..M....... ...H....I. .......... .......... .F........ .....A.... ...Y...I.. .T........ ... 
   IG9  ..C......F ....A..... .......... ..M....... ...H....I. .......... .......... .F........ .....A.... ...Y...I.. .T........ ... 
  IG10  ..Y......F ....V....P .......... .......... ...H....I. .......... .......... .F........ .....A.... ...Y...I.. .A........ ... 
  IG11  ..Y......F ....V....P .......... .......... ...H....I. .......... .......... .F........ .....A.... ...Y...I.. .A........ ... 
  IG12  ..Y......F ....V..... .......... .......... ...H....I. .......... .......... .F........ .....A.... ...Y...I.. .T........ ... 
  IG13  ..Y......F ....V..... .......... .......... ...H....I. .......... .......... .F........ .....A.... ...Y...I.. .T........ ... 
  IG14  ..Y......F ....V..... .......... .......... ...H....I. .......... .......... .F........ .....A.... ...Y...I.. .T........ ... 
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Figure 20: Multiple alignments of the deduced amino acid sequences encoded by gp41 
gene of HIV-1 from five mother-infant pairs after perinatal transmission.  The letter M 
indicates mother sequences and the letter I indicates infant sequences.  The sequences are 
aligned to consensus B (cons B) on top.  Dots replace amino acid agreement with cons B, 
dashes represent gaps, and asterisks represent stop codons.  The functional motifs of gp41 
are indicated above the alignment. 
 
 
 
 
 
3.1.3. Variability of env gp41 sequences of epidemiologically linked mother-infant 

pairs 

The degree of genetic variability of the env gp41 sequences from five mother-infant 

pairs was determined on the basis of pairwise comparison of the nucleotide and deduced 

amino acid sequences.  The minimum, median and maximum nucleotide and deduced 

amino acid distances are shown in Table 4.  Some of the hypermutated and severely 

defective clones were not included in the distance calculation.  The nucleotides distances 

ranged between 0% and 5.2 % with a median of 0.97 % for mothers, 0% to 4.8 % with a 

median of 1.26 % for infants.  The amino acid distances ranged from 0% to 5.96 % with a 

median of 1.16 % for mothers and from 0% to 6.89 % with a median of 2.04 % for 

infants.  Overall, the infants’ nucleotides  and amino acid sequences were slightly more 

variable than mothers’ sequences.  The nucleotide and amino acid distances of gp41 

sequences between epidemiologically unlinked individuals were also determined.   

Epidemiologically unlinked individuals had a median nucleotide distance of  9.01% with 

a maximum of 15.91% and a median amino acid distance of 13.65% with a maximum 
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distance of 40.2%, respectively.  These distances are significantly higher than 

epidemiologically linked mother-infant pairs which ranged from 0% to 6.07% with a 

median of 1.85% (nucleotides) and 0% to 6.89% with a median of 3.23% (amino acids 

(Table 2).  No errors were found to be made by TaKaRa LA Taq polymerase used in this 

study when  a known HIV-1 env gp41 sequence from NL4-3 was used for PCR 

amplifications and DNA sequencing.  

 
 
Table 4: Distances in the gp41 sequences within mother sets, within infant sets and 
between mother-infant pair sets 
 
 

 
Distances are expressed as percent nucleotides (for nucleotide sequences) or percent 
amino acids (for amino acid sequences). Totals were calculated for all pairs taken 
together. 
 
 
 

Patient Within mothers Within infants Between mother-infants
Nucleotides 

 Min Median Max Min Median Max Min Median Max 
B 0 1.86 5.2 0 0.38 2.13 0 1.76 5.2 
D 0 1.72 3.99 0 2.05 3.65 0 1.82 3.99 
E 0 1.36 2.65 0 2.55 4.8 0 2.65 6.07 
F 0 1.17 2.05 0 1.31 2.35 0 1.66 2.35 
G 0 0.56 1.23 0 0.97 1.46 0 1.44 2.78 

Total 0 0.97 5.2 0 1.26 4.8 0 1.85 6.07 
Amino acids 

 Min Median Max Min Median Max Min Median Max 
B 0 2.34 5.04 0 0.58 4.44 0 2.04 5.04 
D 0 0.87 5.96 0 3.53 6.89 0 3.23 6.89 
E 0 2.04 4.44 0 2.04 5.66 0 2.64 5.66 
F 0 2.34 4.13 0 2.03 3.53 0 2.34 4.13 
G 0 0.29 1.75 0 1.75 2.94 0 2.19 4.44 

Total 0 1.16 5.96 0 2.04 6.89 0 3.23 6.89 
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3.1.4. Dynamics of env gp41 sequence evolution in mother-infant pairs 

We next examined the population genetic parameters using the Watterson model 

and the program COALESCE assuming a constant population size using a Kimura two-

parameter model of sequence evolution [159, 174].  The genealogical structure of a 

sample from a population contains information about that population’s history.  The 

mathematical theory relating a genealogy to the structure of its underlying population is 

called coalescent theory.  The genetic diversity parameter, θ, estimated as nucleotide 

substitutions per site per generation for each patient’s HIV-1 population is shown in 

Table 5.  The levels of genetic diversity among mother sets, as estimated by Watterson 

and Coalesce methods, ranged from 0.01 to 0.02 and 0.01 to 0.03, respectively.  Among 

infant sets, the levels of genetic diversity ranged from 0.01 to 0.03 when estimated by 

both Watterson and Coalesce methods.  The HIV-1 populations found in the mothers 

displayed overall same genetic diversity (0.02) when compared to HIV-1 populations 

found in the infants (0.02).  However, HIV-1 population in infant D was more diverse 

than those found in his mother.  It is possible this diversity could have arisen to escape 

the anti-retroviral drugs (Table 1) that was administered to infant D (having symptomatic 

AIDS and having failed ZDV therapy but currently on ddC).   
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Table 5: Population genetic parameters for the gp41 sequences within mother sets and 
within infant sets 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
           N= Number of gp41 clones sequenced 
           θW= genetic diversity estimated by the method of Watterson 
           θc = genetic diversity estimated by Coalesce 
           Totals were calculated as averages of all values 
 
 
 
3.1.5.  Rates of accumulation of non-synonymous and synonymous substitutions 

Substitution is one of the most frequent and important factors in producing mutants.  

Once substitution mutations arise, their relative frequencies in the population will change 

over following generations.  HIV-1 displays extensive genetic variation within individual 

hosts, particularly in the env gene [26] making it one of the fastest evolving organisms. 

Natural selection is assumed to operate mainly at the amino acid sequence level because 

most of the important biological functions in the organisms seem to be performed mainly 

by proteins.  The rate of synonymous substitutions (dS) may be more or less similar to 

mutation rate, whereas the rate of nonsynonymous substitutions (dN) may vary according 

to the type and strength of natural selection.  If positive selection occurs, dN will be 

expected to be faster than dS and the opposite can be expected in case of negative 

Patient Mother sets Infant sets 
 N θW θc N θW θc 

B 14 0.02 0.03 14 0.01 0.01 
D 14 0.02 0.03 20 0.03 0.03 
E 13 0.02 0.03 13 0.01 0.01 
F 17 0.01 0.01 8 0.01 0.01 
G 20 0.01 0.02 15 0.01 0.02 

Total 78 0.02 0.02 70 0.01 0.02 
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selection.  Although several methods have been proposed to calculate the rate of dN and 

dS [162-164], these models assume that all sites in the sequence are under the same 

selection pressure.  It is likely that since different sites in a protein have varying 

functional and structural roles, the selection pressure acting on them might not be 

uniform.  A maximum likelihood model was used to analyze evolutionary processes 

acting on gp41 gene, considering the codon instead of the nucleotide as a unit of 

evolution.  The viral population in all the patient pairs studied showed a dN/dS ratio of 

more than 1 which is indicative of positive selection pressure (Table 6).  Interestingly, the 

viral population in infants consistently showed more selection pressure than their 

respective mothers indicating that adaptive evolution in these patients was probably 

influenced not only by the immune system but also by the fact that these patients were 

under antiretroviral therapy (Table 1). 

Table 6: Analysis of coding sequences: dN/dS ratios in the gp41 sequences within 
mother sets and within infant sets. 

 
 
N= Number of gp41 clones sequenced; P1= proportion of conserved codons as a percent; 
P2= proportion of neutral codons as a percent; P3= proportion of positively selected 
codons as a percent; dN/dS= dN/dS ratio at P3 sites.  Totals were calculated as the 
average of all values. 
 
 

 Mother sets  Infant sets 
Pair N P1 P2 P3 dN/dS Pair N P1 P2 P3 dN/dS
B 14 85.24 0.0 14.76 6.04 B 14 69.66 21.07 9.27 13.02 
D 14 78.06 20.28 1.65 7.88 D 20 55.33 40.10 4.57 21.97 
E 13 55.72 0 44.27 6.77 E 13 15.73 70.44 13.83 5.36 
F 17 0 96.2 3.7 1.93 F 8 65.53 0.0 34.47 3.79 
G 20 95.71 3.29 1.00 3.85 G 15 0 99.58 0.41 16.21 

Total 78 62.95 23.95 13.08 5.29 Total 70 41.25 53.13 12.51 12.07 
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3.1.6. Analysis of functional domains of env gp41 in mother-infant isolates 

Env is synthesized as a fusion-incompetent precursor (gp160) that is processed by 

cellular protease into a receptor binding surface subunit (gp120) and a fusogenic 

transmembrane subunit (gp41).  The gp41 is found as a homotrimeric glycoprotein 

complex in the envelope of HIV-1 interacting non-covalently with gp120 on the exterior 

of the virus particle.  The gp120 binding to CD4 and co-receptors activate gp41 fusion 

function. gp41 is comprised of an extraviral domain (ectodomain), a membrane spanning 

region and an  unusually long (around 150 amino acids) endodomain within the virus.  

The ectodomain of gp41 consists of an amino-terminal fusion domain, N- and C- terminal 

heptad repeats, HR-1 and HR-2, respectively.  The ectodomain exists in at least two 

conformations, a pre-hairpin intermediate and a fusion-active hairpin strucuture.  The two 

heptad repeat regions self-assemble into a thermostable six-helix bundle, consisting of a 

trimeric coiled-coil interior (HR-1) with a three exterior helices (HR-2) packed in the 

grooves of the trimer in an antiparallel manner representing the fusion-active 

conformation of gp41 [81, 82].  The endodomain encodes a Tyr-based motif that is 

required for optimal viral infectivity  and two lentivirus lytic peptides (LLPs) which 

inhibits Ca2+-dependent T-cell activation [85-88].   A leucine zipper motif between the 

two LLP’s, LLP-1 and LLP-2, has been reported to play an important role in HIV-1 

replication and pathogenesis [175].  There are four sites in gp41 for N-linked 

glycosylation which have been variously described as being required for biological 

activity [89] and largely dispensible for viral replication [90]. 
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The gp41 amino terminus is a highly hydrophobic region called the fusion peptide 

(FP), which makes the initial contact of the glycoprotein with the target membrane and 

can fuse biological membranes by itself [80] .  A Valine (Val) 513→ Glutamic acid 

(Glu), Leucine (Leu) 520→ Arginine (Arg), Alanine (Ala) 526→ Glu, Leu 538 →Arg, 

Glutamine (Gln) 541→ Leu mutation has been shown to completely abolish syncytium 

formation and formation of infectious virus [176].   Examination of the five mother-infant 

pairs’ gp41 sequences in this study showed a change of Val 513→ Gln in some clones of 

pair B, Val 513→ Serine (Ser) in some clones of infant D, and Val 513→Methionine 

(Met) in some clones of pair E (Figure 20).  All the other critical residues in this 

important motif were highly conserved. 

  While non-conservative mutations in the leucine/isoleucine backbone 

(Isoleucine (Ile) 574→ Aspartic acid (Asp)) of HR1 abrogate viral infectivity, expression, 

oligomerization, and localization of the fusion protein complexes remains unaffected 

[177-179].  None of the patients under study harbored clones that had the Ile 574→Asp 

mutation (Figure 20).  Mutational studies have revealed other mutations that can affect 

fusion activity include Val 571→Glu, and Gln 576→Glu [180].  These mutations are 

well tolerated suggesting the potential for emergence of viruses that could be resistant to 

agents targeting this domain.  Leu 564 and Val 569 are important determinants of 

conserved packing interactions between the amino- and carboxy- terminal helices of gp41 

and the high degree of sequence conservation at Glycine (Gly) 571 and Arg 578 could be 

the result of selection pressures imposed by prefusogenic conformations of gp41 to 

maintain inter-helical packing interactions and hence, the structural integrity of the trimer 
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of hairpins [181].  All the clones analyzed in this study showed conservation of the above 

described residues, although changes were observed in the flanking residues.  These 

changes include Asparagine (Asn) 554→Serine (Ser) and Arginine (Arg) 558→lysine 

(Lys) in pair D (Figure 20 B).  Several substitutions, including Glutamine (Gln) 

544→Leu in pair B, infant E, pairs F and G, Histidine (His) 565→Arg in pair B, Lys 

589→Arg in pairB, Lys 589→Gln in pair G in HR1 motif and Asn 625→ Asp in all pairs 

except F, Asp 633→ Glu in all pairs, Asn 637→Gly/Ser in pair B, D/G in pair D, Ser in 

pair G in HR2 motif were observed (Figure 20). 

Proteins containing amino acid motifs of the type N-X-S/T are subject to co-

translational glycosylation as they emerge from membrane-bound ribosomes.  HIV-1 

gp41 typically contains three or four sites for N-glycan attachment located within a short 

stretch (612-642 residues) of the C-terminal half of the ectodomain.  There is a growing 

body of evidence demonstrating that N-linked glycosylation can serve to modulate the 

exposure of HIV-1 proteins to immune surveillance in patients [182, 183].  We examined 

our sequences for substitutions in these glycosylation sites and found that there was a 

relatively high degree of conservation, except for the following changes.  In the first 

glycosylation site (612-614), all the clones from mother D had an Asn 612→Ser change 

while all the clones of pair E had an Ala 613→Threonine (Thr) change (Figure 20).  

Interestingly, a recent report found this Ala 613→Thr change occurred in env genes 

derived from brains of patients with AIDS [184].  It is likely that variants in patient E 

harboring this change might also predispose to neurotropism.  In glycosylation site 2 

(617-619), all the clones of pair G had a Lys 618→Arg and Ser 619→Thr change (Figure 
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20 E).  All the clones showed absolute conservation in glycosylation site 3 (627-629), 

(Figure 20).  The fourth glycosylation site (638-640) was conserved in almost all the 

clones except Thr 640→Ser and Thr 640→Proline (Pro) in pair F (Figure 20).  These 

changes in the glycosylation sites might have some effect on immune surveillance by 

allowing the variants to undergo O-linked glycosylation instead of N-linked 

glycosylation.  

Next the membrane spanning domain (MSD) of gp41 that anchors Env on the 

lipid bilayer was examined.  Several studies have indicated that the MSD is involved in 

membrane fusion as the glycosylphosphatidylinositol-anchored Env of HIV-1, which 

lacks the MSD and endodomain could not induce syncytia [185, 186].   A recent report 

[187] found that the well-conserved glycine residues that form the GXXXG motif (where 

G, glycine; X, any amino acid) found at the helix-helix interface of MSD α-helix, 

tolerated mutations without affecting fusion function.  The mother-infant sequences in 

this study showed a high conservation of the GXXXG motif except in all clones of 

mother G where there was a Gly 693→Ser change (Figure 20).  Like glycine, serine also 

has a stabilizing effect on the helix structure. It is possible that this change seen in clones 

from mother G is an escape mutation without compromising the function. 

Further, important motifs in the endodomain of gp41 was analyzed.  The 

membrane-proximal tyrosine–based sorting motif is important for endocytosis from the 

plasma membrane through interactions with clathrin adapter AP-2 [188] and polarized 

budding from a localized region of the lymphocyte plasma membrane.  A dileucine 

(amino acids 856-857) motif critical association with AP-1 clathrin adaptor and transport 
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of Env precursors through the trans-Golgi network to the cell surface is found at the C-

terminal end of gp41 [189].  This dileucine motif is preceded by an acidic amino acid 

(Glu 853) which is thought to expose the motif allowing it to be recognized by adapters 

[190].  The sequences from five HIV-1 infected mother-infant pairs show a high degree 

of conservation in both the dileucine motif and the preceding acidic amino acid (Glu 853) 

indicating that Env trafficking in these clones were not affected.  Piller et al. [161] 

performed a comprehensive mutational analysis of the conserved domains in the 

endodomain and found that there was a pronounced reduction of glycoprotein 

incorporation upon deletion of the conserved region of P(846)RRIR(850) or replacement 

of the central RR with KK.  While our mother-infant pairs’ sequences did not have any of 

these changes, several substitutions including Arg 846→Valine (Val) in most of the 

clones from pair D,  a Arg 846→Thr in some clones from pair F, and all clones from pair 

G were seen (Figure 20).  The α-helical motifs of LLP-1 and LLP-2 have been implicated 

in virus-mediated cytopathicity by binding to calmodulin, a critical mediator of secondary 

messenger calcium in cytoplasmic signal transduction cascades, in T-cells [191].  Upon 

analyzing the five mother-infant pairs’ sequences, changes were observed in these motifs 

including, Ser 768→Gly in pair D, Leu 775→Phenylalanine (Phe) in pair E, Thr 

780→Ala in pair E, Val 783→Leu in pair F, Ala 836→ Arg in all pairs, Ala 837→ 

Isoleucine (Ile) in pairs B and D, Ala 837→Thr in pair F and His 843→ Leu in almost all 

clones analyzed (Figure 20). 
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3.1.6.1.  Analysis of epitopes targeted by HIV-1 fusion inhibitors in sequences   

            from mother-infant pairs  

A new class of anti-HIV-1 drugs known as entry or fusion inhibitors are under 

clinical development [192, 193].  T20 (enfuvirtide, Trimeris, Durham, NC) is a fusion 

inhibitor and has now been licensed by the Food and Drug Administration.  This is a 36-

mer synthetic peptide corresponding to the overlapping regions within HR2 [194] of Env 

gp41 and exerts its antiviral activity by interacting with a target sequence within HR1 that 

inhibits association with native HR2.  The T20 sensitive region lies between positions 

548-550 (amino acids Gly, Ile, Val).  Selection for resistant viruses have been seen 

during serial in vitro passage in the presence of T20 and mapped to this motif [195].  

Examination of our all the mother-infant clones showed a sensitive motif to T20, except 

two clones in infant D (ID) that have a Val 550→Ala (ID 10, 11) or Ile 549→Thr (ID15) 

(Figure 20).  Poveda et al., [196] studied the evolution of genotypic and phenotypic 

resistance to T20 in HIV-infected patients and found that there was a clear relationship 

between selection of single changes at the GIVQQQNNLL motif and loss of 

susceptibility to T20.   Moreover, such changes were rare in the clones in this study, 

except in mother-infant pair D sequences and some clones in infant E (IE12-16) had a 

Asn 554→Ser and two clones in infant F (IF9 and10) a Asn 554→Gln change due a 

frame shift, indicating that these patients might be resistant to T20 treatment (Figure 20).  

A recent study found that NeoR6, an aminoglycoside- arginine conjugate, inhibits HIV-1 

replication by interfering with the fusion step and that the resistant isolates had a Ser 

669→Arg and a Phe 671→Tyrosine (Tyr) change in the HR2 region [197].  All the 
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sequences from mothers and infants in this study showed no change, indicating 

sensitivity to NeoR6, except for pairs D and F sequences that had a Ser 669→Asn 

substitution (Figure 20).  Human monoclonal anti-gp41 antibody, 2F5, is known to 

prevent membrane fusion and neutralizes a broad range of HIV-1 primary isolates [198].  

The 2F5 epitope on gp41 includes the sequence ELDKWA, with the core residues, DKW, 

being critical for antibody binding.  A high degree of conservation of these epitopes was 

found in the five mother-infant pairs' sequences, except pair G that had a Glu 663→Ala 

change, suggesting susceptibility of these clones to neutralization by 2F5 (Figure 20).  

3.1.6.2.  Analysis of immunological epitopes of gp41 in sequences from mother-  

              infant pairs 

Evasion of the host cytotoxic T-lymphocytes (CTL) response through mutation of 

key epitopes is a major challenge for both natural and vaccine-induced immune control of 

HIV-1.  Immunodominant responses generally are effective but HIV-1 generates variants 

that expose CTLs to a large pool of mutants impairing immune responsiveness.  Escape 

from CTL control is indicated by a mutation that occurs in the T-cell epitope and 

becomes fixed in the virus population, resulting in an in vivo competitive advantage for 

the virus with reduction of the T-cell response to the wild-type epitope.  Escape mutants 

can arise early or late in HIV-1 infection [199, 200], and can also be transmitted [201].  

Geels et al. [202] have described two epitope clusters (residues 770-780 and 835-843) in 

HIV-1 infected patients over a period of 80 months that showed non-fixation of 

mutations.  In the epitope encompassing residues 770-780, variant residues (Ile 777→Val 

and Val 778→Ile) were seen late (49 months) in infection, whereas in the other epitope 
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(883-843), Ala 836→Thr and Tyr 838→Phe occurred early in infection. In the clones that 

I analyzed from five HIV-1 infected mothers and their infants, Ile 777 and Val 778 were 

conserved across the board.  However, several changes were observed, including a Cys 

838→ Leu (pair B), a Cys to Gly/Trp (pair D), a Cys to Phe (pair E), or Cys to Gly (pair 

F) (Figure 20).  These changes in the mother and infant clones suggest that these escape 

variants evolved to escape immune responses and influence transmission.  In another 

study, infected mothers were found to transmit HIV-1 to their infants despite a strong 

CTL response to epitope 557-565 (RAIEAQQHL), suggesting generation of escape 

variants in the mothers [203].  Mother-infant sequences in the current investigation 

showed a high conservation of this epitope with few substitutions in pair B (His 

564→Arg) and in pair D (Arg 557→Lys), which may result in escape variants 

influencing transmission (Figure 20). However, there is a limitation to this analysis 

because HLA haplotypes for patients in this study is not known.   

3.1.7. Phylogenetic analysis of rev sequences from mother-infant pairs 

The nucleotide sequences of the rev gene (75 bp for exon 1 and 273 bp for exon 2) 

were aligned using Clustal X [155], adjusted by hand and then translated into 

corresponding amino acid sequences (25 amino acids for exon 1 and 91 amino acids for 

exon 2).  A model of evolution was optimized for the entire nucleotide sequence data set 

using the Huelsenbeck and Crandall approach [156].  Likelihood scores for different 

models of evolution were calculated using PAUP*, and a χ2 test was performed by 

Modeltest 3.06 [157].  The model of choice was incorporated into PAUP* to estimate a 

neighbor-joining tree.  Bootstrap values were based on 1000 neighbor-joining searches.  
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The tree was generated for the nucleotide sequences from the six mother-infant pairs, and 

the reference HIV-1 sequence NL4-3 was used as an out-group for the tree display 

(Figure 21).  Using Modeltest and the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) [158], all the 

null hypotheses were rejected except Likelihood settings from best-fit model (TVM+G) 

for both coding exons of rev selected by AIC in Modeltest Version 3.06.  The base 

frequencies for rev exon 1 (rev 1) were as follows: freq A = 0.3024, freq C= 0.2386, freq 

G= 0.2951, freq T= 0.1639 and the  five rate categories were as follows: R (A-C)= 

2.2476, R (A-G)= 5.9955, R (A-T)= 1.2788, R (C-G)= 0.2131,R (C-T)= 5.9955, R (G-

T)= 1.0000.  The base frequencies for rev exon 2 (rev 2) were as follows: freq A= 0.2825, 

freq C= 0.2488,  freq G= 0.2778, freq T= 0.1909 and the five rate categories were R (A-

C)= 1.8785, R (A-G)= 4.0350, R (A-T)= 0.8665, R (C-G)= 0.8838, R (C-T)= 4.0350, R 

(G-T)= 1.0000.  The rate heterogeneity was taken into account using a gamma 

distribution with a shape parameter (α) of the distribution estimated from the data via 

maximum likelihood.  The gamma distribution shape parameter was α = 1.2949 for rev1 

and α = 1.4849 for rev2.  Similarly, a model of evolution was optimized for the data set 

from each pair.  These models were used to estimate corrected pairwise nucleotide 

distances for the data sets from each pair using PAUP*.  Mean character amino acid 

distances were also determined using the Jukes-Cantor model.  Then the minimum, 

maximum and median nucleotide and amino acid distances were calculated (Table 7).  

The dynamics of HIV-1 evolution was assessed using techniques of population genetics.  

The distribution of coalescence times, that is the times at which two of the sampled 

individuals have a common ancestor, depends on the effective population size.  In 
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population genetics, genetic diversity is defined as θ= 2Neµ, where Ne is the effective 

population size and µ is the per nucleotide mutation rate per generation.  The differences 

in genetic diversity was examined using the Watterson estimate based on segregating 

sites and Kuhner estimate assuming constant population size, using the program 

Coalesce, which is part of the Lamarc software package 

(http://evolution.genetics.wasington.edu/lamarc.html).  To analyze the evolutionary 

processes acting upon the rev gene, the ratio of nonsynonymous (dN) to synonymous 

(dS) substitutions was estimated by a maximum likelihood model using codeML, which 

is part of the PAML package [165].  The Nielsen and Yang [166] model considers the 

codon instead of the nucleotide as the unit of evolution and thus incorporates three 

distinct categories of sites.  The first category represents the sites in a protein that are 

invariable or conserved (p1, dN/dS = 0), because amino acid alterations that are 

deleterious are removed by negative selection.  The second category represents sites that 

are neutral (p2, dN/dS =1), at which dN and dS are fixed at the same rate.  The third 

category represents sites that are under positive selection, where dN have a higher 

fixation than dS (p3, dN/dS maybe >1) [166].  The sequences were handled with the 

Wisconsin package, version 10.1(Genetics Computer Group). 

First a phylogenetic analysis was performed by constructing a neighbor-joining 

tree of the 149 rev sequences from the six mother-infant pairs for rev 1 (not shown) and 

rev 2 (Figure 21).  The phylogenetic analysis showed that the rev sequences for exon 2 

isolated from six mother-infant pairs formed well-discriminated clusters for each pair.  

This analysis suggests that epidemiologically linked sequences were closer to each other 
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than epidemiologically unlinked sequences and that there was no PCR product cross 

contamination.  Moreover, the sequences from most mother-infant pairs intermingled 

within a particular pair, except for pair G where the sequences formed distinct subcluster. 

The intermingling of sequences in most pairs further indicates that the isolates from 

mother-infant pairs were closely related and were unable to form separate clusters, 

although there were patient specific signature sequence motifs seen in most of patients 

(Figure 21).  
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Figure 21: Phylogenetic analyses of rev 2 sequences. Phylogenetic tree analysis of rev 
exon 2 sequences from six mother-infant pairs (B, C, D, E, F, G). The neighbor-joining 
tree is based on the distances calculated between the nucleotide sequences from the six 
mother-infant pairs. Each terminal node of the tree represents one rev exon 2 sequence. 
The sequences are labeled with the clone number. The numbers on the branch points 
indicate the percent occurrence of branches over 1,000 bootstrap resamplings of the data 
set.  The sequences from each mother formed distinct clusters and are well discriminated 
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and in confined subtrees.  This indicates that the variants from the same mother-infant 
pairs are closer to each other than to other sequences and that there was no PCR cross 
contamination. These data are supported by high bootstrap values. 
 
 

 

3.1.8.   Analysis of coding potential of rev sequences from mother-infant pairs 

The multiple alignments of the deduced amino acid sequences of both exons 1 and 

2 of HIV-1 rev gene from the six mother-infant pairs are shown in figure 22.  Since Rev 

is encoded by two exons, the frequencies of rev intact open reading frames (ORF) was 

calculated for exons 1 and 2 sequences.  Of the 149 analyzed rev 1 clones analyzed, 144 

contained intact open reading frames, with a frequency of 96.64%.  The frequencies of 

rev 1 intact ORF in mother and infant isolates was also examined and found to be 98.64% 

and 94.67%, respectively.  There were 5 sequences that lacked initiation codons, 4 were 

from infant D and only 1 from mother E.  The frequencies of rev intact ORF in exon 2 

were 92.52% from the 149 clones analyzed as 136 had intact open reading frames.  The 

mothers and infants set displayed 93.24% and 89.13% frequencies of conservation of 

open reading frames respectively.  Again, of the 13 dysfunctional clones; 5 had a changed 

initiation codon and all of them were from infant isolates.  Several sequences contained 

stop codons and frame-shift mutations.  Each mother-infant pair displayed similar amino 

acid sequence pattern that were not seen in epidemiologically unlinked sequences (Figure 

22).  There were also motifs which were specific to each patient pair analyzed in this 

study.  Several amino acid motifs, including leucine (Leu) at position 13, lysine (Lys) at 

14, serine (Ser) at 30, glycine (Gly) at 57, and tryptophan (Trp) at 58 were found to be 

present in most of the sequences analyzed. 
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rev exon 1 rev exon 2 

                                            Multimerization domain                                   NLS/RBD                                Multimerization domain NES 
         1                         25 

  NL43    MAGRSGDSDE ELIRTVRLIK LLYQS 

  MB1(3)  .......... ..LK.I.... .....        

  MB5(2)  .......... ..LK...... R.... 

  MB6     .......... ..LK...P.. I.... 

  MB7     .......... ..LK...... R..R. 

  MB8     ........G. ..LK...... I.... 

  MB9     .......... ..LK...... RP... 

  MB10    .......... ..LK...... I.... 

  IB1(10) .......... ..LK...... I.... 

  IB12    .......... ..LK...... T.... 

  IB13    .......... ..LK...... I...G 

  IB14    ........G. ..LK...... I.... 

  MD1(9)  .......... N.LK...... F.... 

  MD11(4) .......N.. N.LK...... F.... 

  ID1(7)  .......... N.LK...... F.... 

  ID8(5)  .......... N.LK..K... F.... 

  ID13(3) I....R.... N.LK...... F.... 

  ID17    I......... N.LK...... F.... 

  ID18    .......... N.LK...... F..P. 

  MF1(2)  .......N.K ..LL...F.. ..... 

  MF4(2)  .......N.. .PLL...F.. ..... 

  MF7(2)  .......N.. G.LL.D.F.. ..... 

  MF10(2) .......N.. ..LL...F.. .P... 

  MF13(5) .......N.. ..LL...F.. ..... 

  MF14    ....C..N.. ..LL...F.. ..... 

  IF1     .......NG. ..LL...F.. ..... 

  IF2(9)  .......N.. ..LL...F.. ..... 

  ME1(10) .......... ..LK...... F.... 

  ME11    ........G. ..LK...... F.... 

  ME12(2) ...K...... ..LK...... F.... 

  ME14    T......... ..LK...... F.... 

  IE1(3)  ......N... ..LK...... ..... 

  IE5(2)  .......... ..LK...... F.... 

  IE8(5)  .......... ..LK...... ..... 

  IE13    .......... ..LK...... Y.... 

  MC1(5)  .......... ..LK...... ..... 

  MC7     .......... D.LK...... ..... 

  MC8(2)  .......... T.LK...... ..... 

  MC10(2) .......... ..LK...... F.... 

  MC13    .......... ..LK...... S.... 

  IC1(3)  .......... ..LK...... F.... 

  IC4(3)  .......... ..LK...... ..... 

  IC8     .......... ..LE...... ..... 

  IC9(2)  .......... D.LK...... ..... 

  IC11(2) .......... T.LK...... ..... 

  IC13(2) .......... ..LK...... F..R. 

  IC14    .......... .PLK...... ..... 

  MG1(7)  .......... D.L..I.I.. F.... 

  MG8(5)  .......... D....I.I.. F.... 

  MG13    .......... D.P..I.I.. F.... 

  MG14    .......... D.L..I.V.. F.... 

  IG1(10) .......... D.L..I.I.. F.... 

  IG11    .......... D.L..I.I.R F.... 

  IG12    ......G... G.L..I.I.. F.... 
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NL43     DPPPNPEGTR QARRNRRRRW RERQRQIHSI SERILSTYLG RSAEPVPLQL PPLERLTLDC NEDCGTSGTQ GVGSPQILVE SPTVLESGTK E.. 
 MB1     ....TT.... .......... .....H.RLD CG...D.... .P.....P.. .......... .......... ...G...... Y.A....... ... 
 MB2     ....ST.... .......... .....H.R.. .GW..D.... .P......R. .......... .......... .......... ..AA...... ... 
 MB3(2)  ....ST.... .......... .....H.R.. .GWL.D.... .PE....... .......... H......... .......... ..A....... ... 
 MB4     ....ST.... .......... .....H.RV. .GW..D.... .PE....... .......... .......... .......... ..A....... ... 
 MB5     ....ST.... .......... .....H.RV. .GW..D.... .PE....... .......... .......... .......... ..A....... ... 
 MB6     ....ST.... .......... .....H.RLD **WL.D.... .PE....... .......... H......... .......... ..A....... ... 
 MB8     ....ST.... .......... .....H.R.. .G.L.D.... .PE....... .......... H......... .......... ..A....... ... 
 MB9     ....ST.... .......... .....H.R.. .G...D.... .P.....P.. .......... .......... .......... Y.A....... ... 
 MB10    ....ST.... ......KEGP .......R.. .GWL.D.... .PE....... .......... H......... .......... ..A....... ... 
 IB1(2)  ....ST.... .......... .....H.RA. .GW..D.... .PE....... .......... .......... ......T... ..A....... ... 
 IB3(4)  ....ST.... .......... .....H.RA. .GW..D.... .PE....... .......... .......... .......... ..A....... ... 
 IB4(2)  ....ST.... .......... .....H.RV. .GW..D.... .PE....... .......... .......... .......... ..A....... ... 
 IB6(2)  ....ST.... .......... .....H.RV. .GW..D.... .PE....... .......... .......... .......IGG ISCSIGVRN* R*. 
 IB10    ....ST.... .......... .....HTRA. .GW..D.... .PE....... .......... .......... .......... ..A....... ... 
 IB11    N...ST.... .......... .....H.RA. .GW..D.... .PE....... .......... .......... .......... ..A....... ... 
 IB12    ....ST.... .......... .....H.QA. .G*..D.... .PE....... .......... .......K.. E.R....... ..A..K.... ... 
 MC1     ....S..... .......... .....H.RTL .GW...NF.. .PE...TF.. ..I..H.... D......... ...N..V... P......... ... 
 MC2     ....S..... .......... .......RTL .GW...NF.. .PE...TF.. ..I....... D......... ...N..V... P......... ... 
 MC3(2)  ....S..... .......... .....H.RTL .GW...NF.. .PE....F.. ..I....... D......... ...N..V... P......... ... 
 MC4     ....S..... .......... .....H.RTL GGW...NF.. .PE....F.. ..I....... D......... E..N..V... P......... ... 
 MC5     ....S..... .......... .....H.RTL .GW...NF.V DLRSLFLFSY HR.RD.L.IV TRIVELL.RR .WEILKYWWN LLQYWSQEL. *.. 
 MC6     ....AQR.PE .......... .......RTL .GW...NF.. .PE....F.. ..I....... D......... ...N..V... P......... ... 
 MC7     ....S..... .......... .....H.RTL .GW...NF.. .PE....F.. ..I....... D......... ...N..V... P......... ... 
 MC9     ....S..... .......... .....H.RTL .GW...NF.. .PE....F.. ..I....... D......... ...N..V... P......... ... 
 IC1(3)  ....S..... .......... .......RTL .GW...NF.. .PE....F.. ..I....... D......... ...N..V... P......... ... 
 IC2     ....SS.... .......... .......RTL .GW...NF.. .PE...SF.. ..I....... .......... .......... .......... ... 
 IC3(3)  ....SS.... .......... .......RTL .GW...NF.. .PE....F.. ..I....... D......... ...N..V... P......... ... 
 IC7     ....S..... .......... .......RTL .GW...NF.. .PE..D.F.. ..I....... D......... ...N..V... P......... ... 
 IC8     ....S.G... .......... .......RTL .GW...NF.. .PE....F.. ..I....... D......... ...N..V... P......... ... 
 MD1(2)  ....S..... .......... .......QT. .GW....... .PE.....R. .......... ..E....... .......S.. .S......A. ... 
 MD2     ....S..... .......... .......QT. .GW....... .PE.....R. .......... .......... .......S.. .S......A. ... 
 MD3(5)  ....S..... .......... .......QT. .GW....... .PE.S...R. ...G...... ..E....... .......S.. .S......A. K.. 
 MD4(3)  ....S..... .......... .......QT. ..W....... .PE.S...R. .......... ..E....... .......S.. .S......A. K.. 
 ID1(2)  .......... .......... .......QT. ..W....... .PE.....R. .......... ...S...... .......S.. .S...D..A. ... 
 ID2(2)  .......... .......... .......QT. .GW....... .PE.....R. .......... .......... .......S.. .S...D..A. ... 
 ID3     .......... ......K... ...R...QT. .GW....... .PE.....R. .......... ...S...... .......S.. .S......A. ... 
 ID4(2)  ....S..... .......... .......QT. .GW....... .PE.....R. .......... .......... .......S.. .S...D..A. ... 
 ID6     ....S..... .......... .......QT. .GW.....P. .PE...S.R. ........N. .......... .......S.. .S...D..A. ... 
 ID7     ....D..... .....Q.... .......QT. ..W....... .PE.....R. ......A... .......... .......S.. .S...D..A. ... 
 ID9(2)  .......... .......... .......QT. ..W....... .PE.....R. .......... .......... .......S.. .S......A. ... 
 ID10    .......... .......G.. .......QT. .GW....... .PE.....R. .......... ...S...... .......S.G .S...D..A. ... 
 ID12    .......... .......... .......QT. .GW....... .PE.S...R. .......... .......... .......S.. .S......AT ... 
 ID14(3) .......... .......... .......QT. ..W....... .PE.....R. .......... ...S...... .......S.. .S......A. ... 
 ID17    .......... .......... .......QT. .GW....... .PE.....R. .......... ...S...... .......S.. .S......A. ... 
 ID18    .......... .......... .......QT. ..W....... .PE.....R. .......... ..YS...... .......S.. .S......A. ...
 MF1(2)  ....S.A... .......... .Q.......F .GW..NN... .R........ ...G...... ...S...... ...N...... .......... ... 
 MF2(2)  ....S..... .......... .Q.....Q.F .GW..NN... .R........ .......... ...S...... ...N...... .......... ... 
 MF5     ....S..... ......K... .Q...R.Q.F .GW..NN... .R........ .......... ...S...... ...N...... .......... ... 
 MF6(2)  ....S.A... .......... .Q.....Q.F .GW..NN... .R........ ...G...... ...S...... ...N...... .......... ... 
 MF8     ....S..... .......... .Q.....Q.F .GW..NN... .R........ .......... ...S...... ...N...... .......... ... 
 MF9(2)  ....S.A... .......... .Q.....Q.F .GW..NN*.. .R........ .......... ...S...... ...N...... .......... ... 
 MF10    ....S..... .......... .Q.....Q.F .GW..NN... .R........ .......... ...S...... ...N...... .......... ... 
 MF11    ....S.A... .......... .Q.....Q.F .GW..NN*.. .R........ .......... ...S...... ...N...... .......... ... 
 MF12(2) ....S..... .......... .Q.....Q.F .GW..NN... .R........ .......... ...S...... ...N...... .......... ... 
 IF1     ....S.A... .......... .Q.......F .GW..NN... .R........ ...G...... ...S...... ...N...... .......... ... 
 IF2(2)  ....S..... .......... .Q.....Q.F .GW..NN... .......... .......... ...S...... ...N...... .......... ... 
 IF4(2)  ....S.A... .......... .Q.....Q.F .GW..NN... .......P.P .......... ...S...... ...NL..... .......... ... 
 IF6     ....S..... .......... .Q.....Q.F .GW..NN... .......... .......... ...SV..... ...N...... .......... ... 
 IF7(2)  N...S..... .....Q.... .Q..ST.Q.F .GW..NN... .R........ .......... .K.S...... ...N...... .......... ... 
 IF9     TL..S....P TGPKGNP.MK G*DRDRDRPS H*WMD.*Q.S G.TCGACASS ATTA*E.YS* L*RGFWNFWD AG.GKPSNIG GISYSIGVRN *R* 
 IF10    N...S...DP DRPQRESKNE GV....RQTQ .LVDGFLTII WVDVRSLCLF SYHRLRD.LL IVTRILELLG RR.WETLKYW WNLLQYWSQE LK* 
 ME1(4)  ....SQ.... .......... .......K.. .GW..D.... .......... ......S... S.G......R ...D...... .......... G.. 
 ME2(2)  ....SQ.... .......... .......K.. .GW..D.... .......... ......S... S.G......R ...D...... .......... ... 
 ME4     ....SQ.... .......... .......K.. .GW..D.... ........H. ......S... SA.......R ...D...... .......... ... 
 ME6(2)  ....SQ.... .......... .......K.. .GW..D.... ...G....H. ......S... SA.......R ...D...... .......... ... 
 ME8(2)  ....SQ.... .......... .......K.. .GW..D.... .......... ...G..S..S S.GS.....R ...D...... .......... ... 
 ME9(2)  ....SQ.... .......... .......K.. .GW..D.... .......... ......S... S.G......R ...D...... ......P... ... 
 IE1(7)  ....SQ.... .......... .......K.. .GW..D.... .......... ......S... S........R ...D...... .......... ... 
 IE2(4)  ....SQ.... .......... .......K.. .GCLRTP... .......... ......S... S........R ...D...... ...E...... ... 
 IE3(2)  ....SQ.... .......... .......K.. .GW..D.... .......... ......S... S........R ..ED...... .......... ... 
 MG1(7)  .......... .......... .......Q.. .GW..R.H.. .P........ .......... .......... ...D...... ..AI...... ... 
 MG8(2)  .......... .......... .....K.Q.. .GW..R.H.. .P........ .......... .......... ...D...... ..AI...... ... 
 IG1(7)  .......... .V........ .K.....L.. .GW..R.H.. .P........ .......... .......... ...D...... ..AI...... ... 
 IG4     .......... .V........ ......TL.. .GW..R.H.. .P........ .......... .......... ...D...... ..AI...... ... 
 IG7     .......... .V........ .......L.. .GW..R.H.. .P........ .......... .......... ...D...... ..AI...... ... 
 IG8(2)  .......... .V........ .K.....L.. .GW..R.H.. .P........ .......H.. .......... ...D...... ..AI...... ... 
 IG11    .......... .V........ .......L.. .GW..R.H.. .P........ .......... .......... ...D...... ..AI...... ... 

 
Figure 22 : Multiple sequence alignment of deduced amino acids for rev exon 1 and rev exon 
2 from mother-infant pairs. Each pair has been indicated by the letters B to G, prefixed by M 
(mother) or I (infant). Clone numbers are indicated by numerals and identical number of 
sequences indicated in parenthesis. In the alignment, the top sequence, NL4-3, represents the 
clade B reference sequence. In the sequences, amino acids identical to NL4-3 are denoted by 
dots (.), and stop codons by asterixs (*). 
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3.1.9. Variability of rev sequences of epidemiologically linked mother-infant   
                       pairs 
 

Degree of genetic variability of the rev sequences from the six mother-infant pairs 

was determined by pairwise comparison of nucleotide and amino acid sequences for exon 

1 and exon 2, as shown in Table 7.  For rev exon 1, the nucleotide sequences varied in 

mothers from 0 to 15.69% (median 2.70%), in infants from 0 to 7.07% (median 1.35%) 

and between mother-infant pairs from 0 to 20.40% (median 2.70%).  The amino acid 

distances from exon 1 in mothers ranged from 0 to 12.83% (median 4.09%), in infants 

from 0 to 12.83% (median 4.09%) and between mother-infant pairs from 0 to 12.83% 

(median 4.09%).  For rev exon 2, the nucleotide sequences varied in mothers from 0 to 

11.29% (median 1.10%), in infants from 0 to 6.14% (median 0.36%) and between 

mother-infant pairs from 0 to 10.38% (median 1.19%).  Similarly, the amino acid 

sequence variability of exon1 in mothers ranged from 0 to 19.44% (median 3.36%), in 

infants from 0 to 23.87% (4.5%) and between mother-infant pairs from 0 to 27.90% 

(median 4.6%).  In general, there was a low degree of variability within mothers, within 

infants and between mother-infant pairs.   

The nucleotide distances of rev exon 1 and exon 2 sequences between 

epidemiologically unlinked individuals was also determined.  The epidemiologically 

unlinked rev exon 1 mothers-infant sequences had a median distance of 11.36% and 

maximum of 29.65% for nucleotides and median of 17.52% and maximum of 39.02% for 

amino acids, whereas rev exon 2 sequences had a median of 10.52% and maximum of 

21.23% for nucleotides and a median of 18.1% and maximum of 39.43% for amino acids.  
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These data demonstrate that epidemiologically linked individuals’ sequences are closer to 

each other than epidemiologically unlinked individuals’ sequences.  
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Table 7 : Nucleotide and Amino acid distances in the rev sequences within mother sets, within infant sets and between mother-infant pairs.  

rev exon 1 rev exon 2 
Nucleotide distances 

Within mothers Within infants Between  
mothers-infants 

Within mothers Within infants Between  
mothers-infants 

 
Patient 

Min Median Max Min Median Max Min Median Max Min Median Max Min Median Max Min Median Max 
B 0 5.54 8.54 0 0 2.74 0 2.70 9.88 0 3.81 11.29 0 0.74 5.06 0 1.91 10.38 
C 0 4.89 15.69 0 2.13 4.92 0 4.90 20.40 0 0.81 2.87 0 1.31 3.99 0 1.51 4.11 
D 0 2.78 2.81 0 2.75 6.31 0 4.17 10.28 0 0.74 3.46 0 1.55 4.03 0 2.68 5.98 
E 0 2.71 5.53 0 1.35 4.16 0 1.36 6.99 0 1.48 3.01 0 1.50 5.31 0 1.84 5.76 
F 0 2.70 6.90 0 1.35 2.34 0 1.34 6.90 0 0.73 2.60 0 4.51 6.14 0 2.27 6.66 
G 0 1.36 2.74 0 0 7.07 0 1.33 7.08 0 0 0.36 0 1.10 1.86 0 1.48 3.38 

Total 0 2.70 15.69 0 1.35 7.07 0 2.70 20.40 

 

0 1.10 11.29 0 0.36 6.14 0 1.91 10.38 
Amino acid distances 

Within mothers Within infants Between  
mothers-infants 

Within mothers Within infants Between  
mothers-infants 

Patient 

Min Median Max Min Median Max Min Median Max Min Median Max Min Median Max Min Median Max 
B 0 8.36 12.83 0 0 8.36 0 4.09 12.83 0 5.66 19.44 0 1.11 23.87 0 4.6 27.90 
C 0 4.09 8.36 0 4.09 12.83 0 4.09 12.83 0 1.11 8.02 0 2.22 17.41 0 2.22 17.41 
D 0 0 4.09 0 4.09 12.83 0 4.09 12.83 0 2.22 4.50 0 3.36 9.22 0 4.5 10.44 
E 0 0 8.36 0 4.09 8.36 0 4.09 12.83 0 3.36 8.02 0 1.11 8.02 0 2.22 11.68 
F 0 4.09 12.83 0 0 4.09 0 4.09 12.83 0 1.12 5.66 0 4.5 11.68 0 3.36 11.68 
G 0 4.09 8.36 0 0 12.83 0 4.09 12.83 0 0 1.11 0 1.11 3.36 0 2.22 5.66 

Total 0 4.09 12.83 0 4.09 12.83 0 4.09 12.83 

 

0 3.36 19.44 0 4.5 23.87 0 4.6 27.90 
Distances are expressed as percent nucleotides (for nucleotide sequence) or percent amino acid (for amino acid sequence). Totals were calculated for all the pairs taken together. 
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3.1.10.   Dynamics of rev sequence evolution in mother-infant pairs 
 

The distribution of coalescence times (times at which two sampled individuals have 

a common ancestor) depends on the effective population size. However, coalescence 

times cannot be directly observed but can be inferred from the accumulation of mutations 

per site per generation which is a measure of genetic diversity.  The estimates of genetic 

diversity were determined for the rev exon 1 and exon 2 sequences from the six mother-

infant pairs using the Watterson model based on segregating sites and the program 

Coalesce, as shown in Table 8.  The viral populations found in mothers and infants 

displayed similar estimates of genetic diversity of 0.03 and 0.02, respectively, except 

mothers B and F in rev exon 1.  This is also reflected in the Coalesce total estimates of 

0.26 for mothers set and 0.052 for infants set.  A similar estimates of genetic diversity 

(0.02) was seen in rev exon2, except mother B (0.038) which showed greater genetic 

diversity than viral population in its corresponding infant’s (IB=0.022).  
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Table 8 : Population genetic parameters for rev sequences within mother sets and within infant sets. 

 

 

 

rev exon 1 rev exon 2 Patient 
Within mothers Within infants 

Patient 
Within mothers Within infants 

 N θW θc N θW θc  N θW θc N θW θc 
B 10 0.05 0.05 13 0.01 0.09 B 10 0.04 0.04 13 0.02 0.01 
C 9 0.03 0.03 9 0.04 0.04 C 9 0.02 0.02 9 0.02 0.03 
D 13 0.012 0.002 18 0.03 0.09 D 13 0.02 0.02 18 0.02 0.04 
E 14 0.02 0.02 13 0.02 0.02 E 14 0.02 0.02 13 0.02 0.01 
F 14 0.03 0.03 10 0.004 0.002 F 14 0.01 0.01 10 0.04 0.04 
G 14 0.02 0.02 12 0.03 0.06 G 14 0.01 0.01 12 0.01 0.02 

TOTAL 74 0.03 0.03 75 0.02 0.05 TOTAL 74 0.02 0.02 75 0.02 0.03 
N= number of clones analyzed, θW= genetic diversity estimated by the method of Watterson,  θc= genetic diversity estimated 
by Coalesce. Totals were calculated as average of all values. 
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3.1.11. Rates of accumulation of non-synonymous and synonymous substitutions in 

rev sequences 

A maximum likelihood model was used to estimate dN and dS for rev exon 1 and 

exon 2 by the method of Nielsen and Yang [166]. This method considers the codon not 

the nucleotide as unit of evolution, as shown in Table 9.  A dN/dS value of greater than 1 

suggests positive selection. For rev exon 1, both mother and infant sequences showed 

positive selection pressure. In rev exon 1, proportion of conserved p1 sites in most 

mothers were 0%, except mothers C and G.  Also most of the neutral p2 sites in mothers 

showed a proportion of 0% except, mothers B and E.  In p3 sites that code for positively 

selected codons, the proportion for mothers ranged from 0% (mother E) to 100.0% 

(mothers D, F) with an average of 48%.  The infant populations showed an average of 

51% at the p3 site. The highest dN/dS values were associated with lowest proportion of 

positively selected sites both in most mother and infant sets. This analysis indicates that 

for rev exon 1, both mothers and infants were under positive selection pressure.  The 

infants were under marginally increased selection pressure than mothers as seen from the 

proportion of p3 sites.  For rev exon2, which has nearly all of the functional domains of 

Rev, most of the mothers and infants sequences showed positive selection, except infants 

C and F.  Mothers were under more selection pressure than infants as seen from the fact 

that average proportion of p3 sites as well as dN/dS was higher than infants.  The 

majority of sites for both exons of rev was under positive selection or had neutral 

selection.  
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Table 9 : dN/dS ratios in rev sequences within mother sets and within infant sets. 
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3.1.12.  Analysis of functional domains of Rev in mother-infant isolates 

Rev has two main functional domains. The NH2-terminal domain contains an 

arginine-rich sequence that serves both as the nuclear localization signal (NLS) [204] and 

the RNA binding domain (RBD) [205].  This region is flanked by sequences that promote 

Rev multimerization [206]. The second essential domain within Rev is located near the 

CH2-terminus and has been mapped to residues 75 to 93 and is known to promote nuclear 

export (NES) [207].  In addition, there are three leucine (Leu) residues at positions 78, 81 

and 83 that are critical for Rev function and mutation of any of these leucines eliminates 

Rev activity [98]. 

The Rev NLS is an arginine- rich sequence (35- RQARRNRRRRWRERQRQ-

51).  Four arginine (Arg) residues (at positions 35, 39, 40 and 44) participate in base-

specific contacts with the high affinity binding site in stems IIB and IID of RRE, whereas 

other residues, Threonine (Thr) at position 34 and the Arg at 38, 41-43, 46 and 48, 

contact the sugar-phosphate backbone [103].  Single and double amino acid changes in 

the NLS from R 38→Aspartic acid (D) and R39→Leucine (L) can prevent both nuclear 

import [98] and RNA binding [208].  Also, replacement of an R at positions 35, 38, 39, or 

44, the T at 34, or the Asparagine (N) at 40 abolishes the in vitro RNA binding potential 

of Rev [100,209].  Examination of six mother-infant pairs’ rev sequences in this study 

showed that the NLS/RBD were highly conserved (Figure 22).  Some substitutions, 

including R44→Lysine (K), R45→Glutamic acid (E), and R46→Glycine (G) in one 

clone of mother B and R44→K in one clone of infant D and mother F were observed. 
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Next the nuclear export signal (NES) domain required for RNP complex 

formation involving Rev-RRE interaction necessary for mRNA export was examined. 

Mutational analyses have demonstrated that disruption of the leucine rich domain at 

positions 78, 81 and 83 yields dominant negative (M10) Rev proteins.  These localize in 

the nucleus, bind with RRE-containing RNA, and multimerize, but fail to facilitate the 

export of these mRNAs from the nucleus to the cytoplasm [210].  These leucines were 

highly conserved in the six mother-infant pairs’ rev sequences.  

Further, the domains responsible for Rev multimerization and Rev-RRE 

interactions was analyzed.  Mutational analysis indicates that L18 in rev exon 1 and 

Isoleucine (I) 55 in rev exon 2 mediate Rev dimerization, whereas L12, Valine (V) 16, 

and L60 form trimer assembly [211].  In addition, two regions of Rev (residues 12-22 and 

52-60) join to create two composite protein surfaces for interaction with other Rev 

molecules.  Mutations in any of the aliphatic residues, including I at positions 19, L at 22, 

I at 52, or I at 59 reduce the affinity of Rev monomers to bind RRE stem-loop IIB, 

although these residues lie outside the RBD of Rev [211].  Furthermore, Raman 

spectroscopic studies suggest that the two regions of Rev implicated in multimerization 

are composed of a pair of alpha-helices, comprising of residues 9-24 and 34-62 [212].  

The two alpha-helices contact each other over a limited region to form short anti-parallel 

coiled coil region with an intramolecular interface defined by I 19/L 22 and I 52/I 59.  

Thomas et al. [206] have shown that multimerization deficient mutants acted in a trans-

dominant manner and that I 55 is the functionally important residue that produces a 

multimerization deficient mutant [206].  Examination of mother-infant rev exon 1 and rev 
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exon 2 sequences showed that the critical residues required for multimerization were 

mostly conserved, except I 55 was substituted by a L 55 in mother-infant pair C and by a 

phenylalanine (F) in pair F (Figure 22). 

3.1.12.1.  Analysis of immunologic determinants in rev sequences from mother-

infant pairs   

The cytotoxic T lymphocyte (CTL) and T helper cell responses are important 

components of the immune response during the course of HIV-1 infection.  Bobbit et al., 

[213] have demonstrated that when Rev activity was reduced by altering amino acids, 

especially L60→F, HIV-1-infected cells were more resistant to anti-Gag and anti-Env 

CTL killing, suggesting that Rev influence CTL killing. Moreover, HIV-1-infected 

asymptomatic individuals were found to have a lower level of Rev activity, including 

lower levels of Gag and greater resistance to anti-Gag CTL killing [213].  In the clones 

from 6 mother-infant pairs analyzed, the sequences showed a high conservation of L 60, 

except in some clones from infant E (Figure 22).  It has been shown that regions with 

high epitope motif density were less variable than regions with low epitope motif 

density[214].  In Rev there are three high epitope motif dense regions [215], namely 

RTVRLIKLLY (region 14-23 of rev exon 1, the multimerization domain), ISERILSTY 

(region 55-63 of rev exon 2, the multimerization domain) and SAEPVPLQLP (region 67-

76, the NES). Interestingly, variability within these three CTL epitope clusters was 

observed, which were mostly patient specific. However, the CTL epitope ISERILSTY in 

the multimerization domain contained substitutions at positions Glu 57→Gly and Arg 

58→Trp in most of sequences analyzed. The possibility exists that these changes give 
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rise to CTL escape variants without compromising on Rev function but influencing 

transmission. 
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3.1.13. Phylogenetic analysis of Rev-Responsive Element (RRE) sequences from 

mother-infant pairs 

Since RRE sequences are present within the env gp41 gene, we first aligned the 

gp41 nucleotide sequences using Clustal X [155] and  adjusted by hand and then selected 

RRE sequences from nucleotides 7748 to 7993 for further analyses.  A model of 

evolution was optimized for the entire nucleotide sequence data set using the 

Huelsenbeck and Crandall approach [156].  Likelihood scores for different models of 

evolution were calculated using PAUP*, and a χ2 test was performed by Modeltest 3.06 

[157].  The model of choice was incorporated into PAUP* to estimate a neighbor-joining 

tree.  Bootstrap values were based on 1000 neighbor-joining searches.  The tree was 

generated for the nucleotide sequences from the six mother-infant pairs, and the reference 

HIV-1 sequence NL4-3 was used as an outgroup for the tree display. The phylogenetic 

analysis by constructing a neighbor-joining tree of the 157 RRE sequences from the five 

mother-infant pairs and the reference strain NL4-3 (subtype-B) is shown in Figure 23.  

Phylogenetic reconstructions of the mothers’ viral sequences showed distinct clusters 

corresponding to their respective mother-infant pair and from the NL4-3 control strain, 

indicating absence of PCR product contamination and establishing epidemiological 

linkage between the transmitting mother and her infant, and proving that there were no 

sample mix-ups. The mother and infant sequences were generally intermingled. The 

intermingling of mother and infant sequences in most pairs indicate that the recipient 

strain still retained identity to the one or few transmitting variant found in the mothers. 
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Figure 23: Phylogenetic analysis of 157 RRE sequences from five mother-infant pairs (B, 
D, F, E, G).  The neighbor-joining tree is based on the distances calculated between the 
nucleotide sequences from the six mother-infant pairs. Each terminal node of the tree 
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represents one RRE sequence. The sequences are labeled with the clone number. The 
numbers on the branch points indicate the percent occurrence of branches over 1,000 
bootstrap resamplings of the data set.  The sequences from each mother formed distinct 
clusters and are well discriminated and in confined subtrees, indicating that the variants 
from the same mother-infant pairs are closer to each other than to other sequences and 
that there was no PCR cross contamination. These data are supported by high bootstrap 
values 
 
 

 

3.1.14.  Multiple alignments of RRE sequences from mother-infant pairs 

The multiple alignments for the RRE sequences compared with HIV-1 NL43 are 

shown in Figure 24.  Several changes in the primary sequence of RRE from HIV-1 

infected mother-infant pairs was observed.  Some of these changes were seen in clones 

from all the mother-infant pairs studied while other changes were patient specific.  The 

RRE structure consists of four distinct stem loops; A (nucleotides 11 to 46 and 

nucleotides 206 to 244), C (nucleotides 118 to 132), D (nucleotides 143 to 170), E 

(nucleotides 175 to 199) and one branched stem loop B (nucleotides 50 to 113) 

surrounding a central single stranded bubble [96].  Mutational analyses of RRE have 

suggested that Rev function requires the presence of a core element composed of stem 

loop A linked to the branched stem loop B [97].  It has been further suggested that the 

branched stem loop B is necessary and sufficient for binding Rev in the absence of any 

other structures [216].   Stem loop A which extends from nucleotides (nt) 11 to 46 and nt 

206 to 244 showed patient specific changes.  T 20→A transversion was seen in most 

clones of pair D and mother E (Figure 24).  Most clones of infant E and pair G showed a 

T 20→G transversion.  In the nucleotide region 206 to 244 of stem loop A, we observed 

A 207→G transition in all clones of the five mother-infant pairs’ sequences analyzed.  
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Stem loop B (nt 50-113) forms branches and houses the high affinity Rev binding site.  

RRE sequences in this region from five mother-infant pairs was examined.  There was a 

change of nucleotides (TGCA, 61- 64) to GCAG in almost all the clones in the five 

mother-infant pairs (Figure 24).  Further A 108→G transition in all clones and  patient 

specific change such as A 96→T in pairs B, F, G and infant E was observed.  In stem 

loop C, a G 118→A transition was observed in almost all clones.  Stem loop D displayed 

an A 160→G in clones of pair B and D. Similarly stem loop E showed an A 191→G in 

all the clones except a few clones in mother E.   
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            Stem- loop A                           Stem -loop B                   Stem- loop C  Stem loop D  
    
   1          11         21         31         41         51         61         71          81        91         101        111        121        131        141      150 
NL43  ..CAGTGGGA ATAGGAGCTT TG.TTCCTTG GGTTCTTGGG AGCAGCAGGA AGCACTATGG GCTGCACGTC AAT.GACGCT GACGGTACAG GCCAGACAAT TATTGTCTGA TATAGTGCAG CA.GCAGAAC AATTTGCTGA GGGCTATTGA  
 MB1  CA........ .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAGTC.. .......... .......... .......T.. .........G .........A .......... ........A. ..........  
 MB2  .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... .......... .......... .......T.. .........G .........A .......... ........A. ..........  
 MB3  .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... .......... .......... .......T.. .........G .........A .......... ........A. ..........  
 MB4  .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... .......... .......... .......T.. .........G C........A .......... ........A. ..........  
 MB5  .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... .......... .......... .......T.. .........G .........A .......... ........A. ..........  
 MB6  .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... .......... .......... .......T.. .........G .........A .......... ........A. ..........  
 MB7  CA........ ..T....... .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... .......... .......... .......T.. .........G .........A .......... ........A. ..........  
 MB8  CA........ .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... .......... .......... .......T.. .........G .........A .......... ........A. ..........  
 MB9  CA........ ..T....... .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... .......... .......... .......T.. .........G .........A .......... ........A. ..........  
MB10  .CG....... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... .......... .......... .......T.. .........G .........A .......... ........A. ..........  
MB11  .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... .......... .......... .........C .......... .......... .......... .......... ..........  
MB12  .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... .......... .......... .......T.. .........G .........A .......... ........A. ..........  
MB13  .A........ .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... .......... .......... .......T.. .........G .........A .......... ........A. ..........  
MB14  .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... .......... .......... .......T.. .........G .........A .......... .......CA. ..........  
MB15  .......... .......... .......... .......... ...C...... .......... ..GCAG.... .......... .......... .......T.. .........G .........A .......... ........A. ..........  
MB16  .......... .......... .......... .......... ...C...... .......... ..GCAG.... .........G T......... .......T.. .........G .........A .......... ........A. ..........  
MB17  .......... .......... .......... .......... ...C...... .......... ..GCAG.... .......... .......... .......T.. .........G .........A .......... ........A. ..........  
MB18  .......... .......... .......... .......... ...C...... .......... ..GCAG.... .......... .......... .......T.. .........G .........A .......... ........A. ..........  
 IB1  .......... .......... .......... .......... ...C...... .......... ..GCAG.... .......... .......... .......T.. .........G .......... .......... ........A. ..........  
 IB2  .......... .......... .......... .......... ...C...... .......... ..GCAG.... .......... .......... .......T.. .........G .......... .......... ........A. ..........  
 IB3  .......... .......... .......... .......... ...C...... .......... ..GCAG.... .......... .......... .......T.. .........G .......... .......... ........A. ..........  
 IB4  .......... .......... .......... .......... ...C...... .......... ..GCAG.... .......... .......... .......T.. .........G .........A .......... ........A. ..........  
 IB5  .......... .......... .......... .......... ...C...... .......... ..GCAG.... .......... .......... .......T.. .........G .........A .......... ........A. ..........  
 IB6  .......... .......... .......... .......... ...C...... .......... ..GCAG.... .......... .......... .......T.. .........G .........A .......... ........A. ..........  
 IB7  .......... .......... .......... .......... ...C...... .......... ..GCAG.... .......... .......... .......T.. .........G .........A .......... ........A. ..........  
 IB8  .......... .......... .......... .......... ...C...... .......... ..GCAG.... .......... .......... .......T.. .........G .........A .......... ........A. ..........  
 IB9  .......... .......... .......... .......... ...C...... .......... ..GCAG.... .......... .......... .......T.. .........G .........A .......... ........A. ..........  
IB10  .......... .......... .......... .......... ...C...... .......... ..GCAG.... .......... .......... .......T.. .........G .........A .......... ........A. ..........  
IB11  .......... .......... .......... .......... ...C...... .......... ..GCAG.... .......... .......... .......T.. .........G .........A .......... ........A. ..........  
IB12  .......... .......... .......... .......... ...C...... .......... ..GCAG.... .......... .......... .......T.. .........G .........A .......... ........A. ..........  
IB13  .......... .......... .......... .......... ...C...... .......... ..GCAG.... .......... .......... .......T.. .........G .........A .......... ........A. ..........  
IB14  .......... .......... .......... .......... ...C...... .......... ..GCAG.... .......... .......... .......T.. .........G .........A .......... ........A. ..........  
 MD1  ..AC...... C........A .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... ....A..... .......... .......... .........G .........A ........GT ...C...... A.........  
 MD2  ..AC...... C........A .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... ....A..... .......... .......... .........G .........A ........GT ...C...... A.........  
 MD3  ..AC...... C........A .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... ....A..... .......... .......... .........G .........A ........GT ...C...... A.........  
 MD4  ..AC...... C........A .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... ....A..... .......... .......... .........G .........A ........GT ...C...... A.........  
 MD5  .......... C........A .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAGT... ....A..... .......... .......... .........G .........A ........G. T...CTG... A.........  
 MD6  .......... C........A .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAT.... ....A..... .......... .......... .........G .........A ........GT ...C...... A......C..  
 MD7  .......... C........A .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... ....A..... .......... .......... .........G .........A ........GT ...C...... A.........  
 MD8  ..AC...... C.C......A .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCTG.... ....A..... .......... .......... .........G A........A ........G. ...C...... AA........  
 MD9  ..AC...... C.T......A .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCGGTA.. ....C..... .......... .......... .........G G........A ........G. ...C...... AA........  
MD10  ..AC...... C.G......A .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCTG.... ....A..... .......... .......... .........G A........A ........G. ...C...... AA........  
MD11  ..AC...... C.C......A .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCGG.... ....T..... .......... .......... .........G C........A ........G. ...C...... AA........  
MD12  ..AC...... C.T......A .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCGGT... ....C..... .......... .......... .........G G........A ........G. ...C...... AA........  
MD13  ..AC...... C.C......A .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCTG.... ....A..... .......... .......... .........G A........A ........G. ...C...... AA........  
MD14  .......... C........A .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAGTA.. ....A..... .......... .......... .........G .........A ........GT ...C...... A.........  
 ID1  .......... C........A .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... ...CA..... .......... .......... .........G .........A ........GT ...C...... A.........  
 ID2  .AT....... C.G.AGC..A .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... ....A..... .......... .......... .........G .........A ........GT ...C...... A.........  
 ID3  .......... C........A ..G....... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... ....A..... .......... .......... .........G .........A ........GT ...C...... A.........  
 ID4  .AT....... C.G.AGC..A .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... ....A..... .......... .......... .........G .......... ........GT ...C...... A.........  
 ID5  .AT....... C.G.AGC..G .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... ....A..... .......... .......... .........G .........A ........GT ...C...... A.........  
 ID6  .......... C........A .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... ....A..... .......... .......... .........G .........A ........GT ...C...... A.........  
 ID7  .......... C........G .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... ....A..... .......... .......... .........G .........A ........GT ...C...... A...C.....  
 ID8  ..AC...... C........A .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.A.. ....A..... .......... .....G.... .........G .........A ........GT ...C...... A.........  
 ID9  .AT....... C.G.AGC..A .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... ....A..... .......... .......... .........G .........A ........GT ...C...... A.........  
ID10  .AT....... C.G.AGC..G .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... ....A..... .......... .......... .........G .....C...A ........GT ...C...... A.........  
ID11  .AT....... C.G.AGC..G .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... ....A..... .......... .......... .........G .....C...A ........GT ...C...... A.........  
ID12  .AT....... C.G..GC..G .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... ....A..... .......... .......... .........G .........A ........GT ...C...... A.........  
ID13  .AT....... C....G...G ..G....... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... ....A..... .......... .......... .........G .........A ........GT ...C...... A.........  
ID14  ..A....... C........G .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... ....A..... .......... .......... .........G .......... ........GT ...C...... A.........  
ID15  .......... C........A .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.A.. ....A..... .......... .......... .........G ..C......A ........GT ...C...... A.........  
ID16  .......... C........A .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... ....A..... .......... .......... .........G .........A ........GT ...C...... A.........  
ID17  .GT....... C.G.AGC..G .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... ....A..... .......... .......... .........G .........A ........GT ...C...... A.........  
ID18  .GT....... C.G.AGC..G .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... ....A..... .......... .......... .........G .........A ........GT ...C...... A.........  
ID19  .GT....... C.G.AGC..A .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.A.. ....A..... .......... .......... .........G .........A ........GT ...C...... A.........  
ID20  .GT....... C.G.AGC..A .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.A.. ....A..... .......... .......... .........G .........A ........GT ...C...... A.........  
 ME1  .......... .........A .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... ....C..... .......... .......... .........G .........A .......... .......... ..........  
 ME2  .A........ .........A .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... ....C..... .......... .......... .........G .........A .......... .......... ..........  
 ME3  .A........ .........A .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... ....C..... .......... .......... .........G .........A .......... .......... ..........  
 ME4  .......... .........A .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... ....C..... .......... .......... .........G .........A .......... .......... ..........  
 ME5  .......... .........A .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... ....C..... .......... .......... .........G .........A .......... .......... ..........  
 ME6  .......... .........A .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... ....C..... .......... .......... .........G .........A .......... .......... ..........  
 ME7  .......... .........A .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... ....C..... .......... .......... .........G .........A .......... .......... ..........  
 ME8  .A........ .........A .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... ....C..... .......... .......... .........G .........A .......... .......... ..........  
 ME9  .A........ .........A .......C.. .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... ....C..... .......... .......... .........G .........A ......A... .......... ..........  
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ME10  .A........ .........A .......C.. .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... ....C..... .......... .......... .........G .........A ......A... .......... ..........  
ME11  .A........ .........A .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... ....C..... .......... .......... .........G .........A .......... .......... ..........  
ME12  .......... .........A .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... ....C..... .......... .......... .........G .........A .......... .......... ..........  
ME13  .A........ .........A .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... ....C..... .......... .......... .........G .........A .......... .......... ..........  
 IE1  .A..T..... .........G .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... ....C..... .......... .....G.T.. .........G .........A .......... .......... ..........  
 IE2  .A..T..... .........G .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... ....C..... .......... .....G.T.. .........G .........A .......... .......... ..........  
 IE3  .A..T..... .........G .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... ....C..... .......... .....G.T.. .........G .........A .......... .......... ..........  
 IE4  .A..T..... .........G .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... ....C..... .......... .....G.T.. .........G .........A .......... .......... ..........  
 IE5  .A........ .........G .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... ....C..... .......... .......T.. .........G .........A .......... .......... ..........  
 IE6  .A........ .........G .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... ....C..... .......... .......T.. .........G .........A .......... .......... ..........  
 IE7  .A........ .........G .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... ....C..... .......... .......T.. .........G .........A .......... .......... ..........  
 IE8  .A........ .........G .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... ....C..... .......... .......T.. .........G .........A .......... .......... ..........  
 IE9  .A........ .........G .......... .......... .......... .......... ..CCAT.... ....C..... .......... ....A..T.. .........G A........A ......A... .......... ..........  
IE10  .A........ .........G .......... .......... .......... .......... ..CCAT.... ....C..... .......... ....A..T.. .........G A........A ......A... .......... ..........  
IE11  .A........ .........G .......... .......... .......... .......... ..CCAT.... ....C..... .......... ....A..T.. .........G A........A ......A... .......... ..........  
IE12  .......... .........G .......... .......... .......... ...G...... ..GCAG.... ....C..... .......... .......T.. ..G......G .........A ........G. .......... ..........  
IE13  .......... .........G .......... .......... .......... ...G...... ..GCAG.... ....C..... .......... .......T.. ..G......G .........A ........G. .......... ..........  
IE14  .......... .........G .......... .......... .......... ...G...... ..GCAG.... ....C..... .......... .......T.. ..G......G .........A ........G. .......... ..........  
IE15  .......... .........G .......... .......... .......... ...G...... ..GCAG.... ....C..... .......... .......T.. ..G......G .........A ........G. .......... ..........  
IE16  .......... .........G .......... .......... .......... ...G...... ..GCAG.... ....C..... .......... .......T.. ..G......G .........A ........G. .......... ..........  
 MF1  .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... .T........ .....C.... .......T.C .........G A........A .......... .......... .A........  
 MF2  .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... .T........ .......... .......T.C .........G .......... .......... .......... .A........  
 MF3  .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... .T........ .......... .......T.C .........G .......... .......... .......... .A........  
 MF4  .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... .T........ .....C.... .......T.C .........G A........A .......... .......... .A........  
 MF5  .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... .T........ .......... .......T.C .........G .......... .......... .......... .A........  
 MF6  .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... .T........ .......... .......T.C .........G C........A .......... .......... .A........  
 MF7  .......... .......... .......... ...C...... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... .T........ .......... .......T.C .........G .........A .......... .......... .A........  
 MF8  .......... .......... .......... ...C...... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... .T........ .......... .......T.C .........G .........A .......... .......... .A........  
 MF9  .......... .......... .......... ...C...... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... .T........ .......... .......T.C .........G .........A .......... .......... .A........  
MF10  .......... .......... .......... ...C...... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... .T........ .......... .......T.C .........G .........A .......... .......... .A........  
MF11  .......... .......... .......... ...C...... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... .T........ .......... .......T.C .........G .........A .......... ........A. .A........  
MF12  .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... .T........ .......... .......T.C .........G .........A .......... .......... .A........  
MF13  .......... .......... .......... ...C...... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... .T........ .......... .......T.C .........G .........A .......... ........A. .A........  
MF14  .......... .......... .......... ...C...... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... .T........ .......... .......T.C .........G .........A .......... ........A. .A........  
MF15  .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... .T........ .......... .......T.C .........G .........A .......... .......... .A........  
MF16  .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... .T........ .......... .......T.C .........G .........A .......... .......... .A........  
MF17  .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... .T........ .......... .......T.C .........G .........A .......... .......... .A........  
 IF1  .......... .........A .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... .T........ .......... .......T.C .........G .........A .......... .......... .A.......G  
 IF2  .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... .T..A..... .......... .......T.C .........G .........A .......... .......... .A........  
 IF3  .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... .T..A..... .......... .......T.C .........G .........A .......... .......... .A........  
 IF4  .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... .T..A..... .......... .......T.C .........G .........A .......... .......... .A........  
 IF5  .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... .T..A..... .......... .......T.C .........G .........A .......... .......... .A........  
 IF6  .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... .T..A..... .......... .......T.C .........G .........A .......... .......... .A........  
 IF7  .......... .........G .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... .T........ .......... .......T.C .........G .........A .......... .......... .A........  
 IF8  .......... .........G .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... .T........ .......... .......T.C .........G .........A .......... .......... .A........  
 IF9  .......... .......... .......... .......... .T..TT.... .......... ..GC.G..A. .....C.... .......... .A.....TC. .........G ...T....TA .GCA..C... ...A...... .A........  
IF10  .......... .......... .......... .......... .T..TT.... .......... ..GC.G..A. .....C.... .......... .A.....TC. .........G .........A .GCA..C... ...A...... ..........  
 MG1  .......... .........G .......... .......... ......G... .......... ..GCAG.... ....A..... .......... .......T.. .........G .........A .......... ...C...... ..........  
 MG2  .......... .........G .......... .......... ......G... .......... ..GCAG.... ....A..... .......... .......T.. .........G .........A .......... ...C...... ..........  
 MG3  .......... .........G .......... .......... ......G... .......... ..GCAG.... ....A..... .......... .......T.. .........G .........A .......... ...C...... ..........  
 MG4  .......... .........G .......... .......... ......G... .......... ..GCAG.... ....A..... .......... .......T.. .........G .........A .......... ...C...... ..........  
 MG5  .......... .........G .......... .......... ......G... .......... ..GCAG.... ....A..... .......... .......T.. .........G .........A .......... ...C...... ..........  
 MG6  .......... .........G .......... .......... ......G... .......... ..GCAG.... ....A..... .......... .......T.. .........G .........A .......... ...C...... ..........  
 MG7  .......... .........G .......... .......... ......G... .......... ..GCAG.... ....A..... .......... .......T.. .........G .........A .......... ...C...... ..........  
 MG8  .......... .........G .......... .......... ......G... .......... ..GCAG.... ....A..... .......... .......T.. .........G .........A .......... ...C...... ..........  
 MG9  .......... .........G .......... .......... ......G... .......... ..GCAG.... ....A..... .......... .......T.. .........G .........A .......... ...C...... ..........  
MG10  .......... .........G .C........ .......... ......G... .......... ..GCAG.... ....C..... .......... .......TC. .........G .........A .......... ...C...... ..........  
MG11  .......... .........G .......... .......... ......G... .......... ..GCAG.... ....T..... .......... .......T.. .........G A........A .......... ...C...... ..........  
MG12  .......... .........G .A........ .......... ......G... .......... ..GC.G.... ....A..... .......... .......TG. .........G C........A .......... ...C...... ..........  
MG13  .......... .........G .A........ .......... ......G... .......... ..GCAG.... ....C..... .......... .......TG. .........G A........A .......... ...C...... ..........  
MG14  .......... .........G .......... .......... ......G... .......... ..GC.G.... ....T..... .......... .......TC. .........G G........A .......... ...C...... ..........  
MG15  .......... .........G .C........ .......... ......G... .......... ..GCTG.... ....T..... .......... .......T.. .........G .........A .......... ...C...... ..........  
MG16  .......... .........G .......... .......... ......G... .......... ..GCTG.... ....C..... .......... .......TC. .........G G........A .......... ...C...... ..........  
MG17  .......... .........G .......... .......... ......G... .......... ..GCGG.A.. ....A..... .......... .......TC. .........G .........A .......... ...C...... ..........  
MG18  .......... .........G .......... .......... ......G... .......... ..GCAG.... ....A..... .......... .......TG. .........G .........A .......... ...C...... ..........  
MG19  .......... .........G .......... .......... ......G... .......... ..GCAG.... ....C..... .......... .......TC. .........G G........A .......... ...C...... ..........  
MG20  .......... .........G .......... .......... ......G... .......... ..GCAG.... ....A..... .......... .......TC. .........G G........A .......... ...C...... ..........  
 IG1  .......... .........G .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... ....A..... .......... .......T.. .........G .........A .......... ...C...... ..........  
 IG2  .......... .........G .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... ....A..... .......... .......T.. .........G .........A .......... ...C...... ..........  
 IG3  .......... .........G .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... ....A..... .......... .......T.. .........G .........A .......... ...C...... ..........  
 IG4  .......... .........G .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... ....A..... .......... .......T.. .........G .........A .......... ...C...... ..........  
 IG5  .......... .........G .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... ....A..... .......... .......T.. .........G .........A .......... ...C...... ..........  
 IG6  .......... .........G .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... ....A..... .......... .......T.. .........G .........A .G........ ...C...... ..........  
 IG7  .......... .........G .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... ....A..... .......... .......T.. .........G .........A .......... ...C...... ..........  
 IG8  .......... .........G .......... .......... ...G...... .......... ..GCAG.... ....A..... .......... .......T.. .........G .........A .......... ...C...... ..........  
 IG9  .......... .........G .......... .......... ...G...... .......... ..GCAG.... ....A..... .......... .......T.. .........G .........A .......... ...C...... ..........  
IG10  .......... .........G .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... ....A..... .......... .......T.. .........G .........A .......... ...C...... ..........  
IG11  .......... .........G .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... ....A..... .......... .......T.. .........G .........A .......... ...C...... ..........  
IG12  .......... .........G .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... ....A..... .......... .......T.. .........G .........A .......... ...C...... ..........  
IG13  .......... .........G .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... ....A..... .....C.... .......T.. .........G .........A .......... ...C...... ..........  
IG14  .......... .........G .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... ....A..... .......... .......T.. .........G .........A .......... ...C...... ..........  
IG15  .......... .........G .......... .......... .......... .......... ..GCAG.... ....A..... .......... .......T.. .........G .........A .......... ...C...... ..........  
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         Stem loop A     Stem loop E 
 
 
     151         161        171       181        191        201        211        221        231         241      
NL43  GGCGCAACAG CATCTGTTGC AACTCACAGT CTGGGGCATC AAACAGCTCC AGGCAAGAAT CCTGGCTGTG GAAAGATACC TAAAGGATCA ACAGCTCCT.  
 MB1  .......... .G........ .......... .......... ..G.....T. .....G..G. .......C.. .......... ...G...... ..........  
 MB2  .......... .G........ .......... .......... ..G.....T. ........G. .......C.. .......... ...G...... ..........  
 MB3  .......... .G........ .......... .......... ..G.....T. ........G. .......C.. .......... ...G...... ..........  
 MB4  .......... .G........ .......... .......... ..G.....T. ........G. .......C.. .......... ...G...... ..........  
 MB5  .......... .G........ .......... .......... ..G.....T. ........G. .......C.. .......... ...G...... ..........  
 MB6  .......... .G........ .......... .......... ..G.....T. ........G. .......C.. .......... ...G...... ..........  
 MB7  .......... .G........ .......... .......... ..G.....T. ........G. .......C.. .......... ...G...... ..........  
 MB8  .......... .G........ .......... .......... ..G.....T. T.......G. .......C.. .......... ...G...... ..........  
 MB9  ..T....... .G........ .......... .......... ..G.....T. ........G. .......C.. .......... ...G...C.. ..........  
MB10  .......... .G........ .......... .......... ..G.....T. ........G. .......C.. .......... ...G...... ..........  
MB11  .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ..........  
MB12  .......... .G........ .......... .......... ..G.....T. ........G. .......C.. .......... ...G...... ..........  
MB13  .......... .G........ .......... .......... ..G.....T. ........G. .......C.. .......... ...G...... ..........  
MB14  .......... .G........ .......... .......... ..G.....T. ........G. .......C.. .......... ...G...... ..........  
MB15  .......... .G........ .......... .......... ..G.....T. ........G. .......C.. .......... ...G...... ..........  
MB16  .......... .G........ .......... .......... ..G.....T. ........G. .......C.. .......... ...G...... ..........  
MB17  .......... .G........ .......... .......... ..G.....T. ........G. .......C.. .......... ...G...... ..........  
MB18  .......... .G........ .......... .......... ..G.....T. ........G. .......C.. .......... ...G...... ..........  
 IB1  .......... .G........ .......... .......... ..G.....T. ........G. .......C.. .......... ...G...... ..........  
 IB2  .......... .G........ .......... .......... ..G.....T. ........G. .......C.. .......... ...G...... ..........  
 IB3  .......... .G........ .......... .......... ..G.....T. ........G. .......C.. .......... ...G...... ..........  
 IB4  .......... .G........ .......... .......... ..G.....T. ........G. .......C.. .......... ...G...... ..........  
 IB5  .......... .G........ .......... .......... ..G.....T. ........G. .......C.. .......... ...G...... ..........  
 IB6  .......... .G........ .......... .......... ..G.....T. ........G. .......C.. .......... ...G...... ..........  
 IB7  .......... .G........ .......... .......... ..G.....T. ........G. .......C.. .......... ...G...... ..........  
 IB8  .......... .G........ .......... .......... ..G.....T. ........G. .......C.. .......... ...G...... ..........  
 IB9  .......... .G........ .......... .......... ..G.....T. ........G. .......C.. .......... ...G...... ..........  
IB10  .......... .G........ .......... .......... ..G.....T. ........G. .......C.. .......... ...G...... ..........  
IB11  .......... .G........ .....G.... .......... ..G.....T. ........G. .......C.. .......... ...G...... ..........  
IB12  ......G... .G........ .......... .......... ..G.....T. ........G. .......C.. .......... ...G...... ..........  
IB13  .......... .G........ .......... .......... ..G.....T. ........G. .......C.. .......... ...G...... ..........  
IB14  .......... .G........ .......... .......... ..G.....T. ........G. .......C.. .......... ...G...... ..........  
 MD1  .......... ..C....... .G........ .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... .......C.. .......A..  
 MD2  .......... ..C....... .G........ .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... .......C.. .......A..  
 MD3  .......... ..C....... .G........ .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... .......C.. .......A..  
 MD4  .......... ..C....... .G........ .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... .......C.. .......A..  
 MD5  .......... ..C....... .C........ .......... .G.GCAG... ........G. .......... .G........ .......C.. .......A..  
 MD6  .......... ..C....... .G........ .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... .......C.. .......A..  
 MD7  .......... ..C....... .G........ .......... ..G....... .....G..G. .......... .......... .......C.. .......A..  
 MD8  .......... ..C....... .T........ .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .G........ .......C.. .......A..  
 MD9  .......... ..C....... .T........ .......... ..G....... ........G. A......... .C........ .......C.. .......A..  
MD10  .......... ..C....... .T........ .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .G........ .......C.. .......A..  
MD11  .......... ..C....... .T........ .......... ..G....... ........G. G......... .T........ .......C.. .......A..  
MD12  .......... ..C....... .T........ .......... ..G....... ........G. G......... .C........ .......C.. .......A..  
MD13  .......... ..C....... .T........ .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .G........ .......C.. .......A..  
MD14  .......... ..C....... .G........ .......... ..G....... .....G..G. .......... .......... .......C.. .......A..  
 ID1  A......... ..C....... .G........ .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... .......... .......A..  
 ID2  .......... ..C....... .G........ .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... .......C.. .......A..  
 ID3  A......... ..C....... .G........ .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... .......... .......A..  
 ID4  .......... ..C....... .G.....T.. .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... .......C.. .......A..  
 ID5  .......... ..C....... .G........ .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... .......C.. .......A..  
 ID6  .......... ..C....... .G........ .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... ......GC.. .......A..  
 ID7  A......... ..C....... .G........ T......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... .......... .......A..  
 ID8  A.......G. ..C....... .G........ .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... .......... .......A..  
 ID9  .......... ..C....... .G........ .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... .......C.. .......A..  
ID10  A......... ..C....... .G........ .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... .......... .......A..  
ID11  A......... ..C....... .G........ .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... .......... .......A..  
ID12  A......... ..C....... .G........ .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... .......... .......A..  
ID13  A......... ..C....... .G...G.... .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... .......C.. .......A..  
ID14  .......... ..C....... GG........ .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... .......C.. .......A..  
ID15  .......... ..C....... .G.....C.. .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... .......C.. .......A..  
ID16  .......... ..C....... .G........ .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... .......C.. .......A..  
ID17  A......... ..C....... .G........ .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... .......... .......A..  
ID18  A......... ..C....... .G........ .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... .......... .......A..  
ID19  A......... ..C....... GG........ .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... .......... .......A..  
ID20  A......... ..C....... GG........ .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... .......... .......A..  
 ME1  .......... .......... ......T... .......... .......... ........G. ......C... .......... .......... ..........  
 ME2  .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ........G. .......... .......... .......... ..........  
 ME3  .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ........G. .......... .......... .......... ..........  
 ME4  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. A......... .......... .......... ..........  
 ME5  .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ........G. .......... .......... .......... ..........  
 ME6  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. A......... .......... .......... ..........  
 ME7  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. A......... .......... .......... ..........  
 ME8  .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ........G. .......... .......... .......... ..........  
 ME9  .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ........G. .......... .......... .......... ..........  
ME10  .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ........G. .......... .......... .......... ..........  
ME11  .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ........G. .......... .......... .......... ..........  
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ME12  .......... .......... ......T... .......... .......... ........G. ......C... .......... .......... ..........  
ME13  .......... .......... ......T..C .......... .......... ........G. .......... .......... .......... ..........  
 IE1  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... ..G....... ...G...... ..........  
 IE2  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... ..G....... ...G...... ..........  
 IE3  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... ..G....... ...G...... ..........  
 IE4  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... ..G....... ...G...... ..........  
 IE5  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... ...G...... ..........  
 IE6  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... ...G...... ..........  
 IE7  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... ...G...... ..........  
 IE8  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... ...G...... ..........  
 IE9  ......C... .......... .......... .......... ..G..C.... ......A.G. ..G.....G. A...A....T ...G...... .........G  
IE10  ......C... .......... .......... .......... ..G..C.... ......A.G. ..G.....G. A...A....T ...G...... .........G  
IE11  ......C... .......... .......... .......... ..G..C.... ......A.G. ..G.....G. A...A....T ...G...... .........G  
IE12  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... ...G...... ..........  
IE13  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... ...G...... ..........  
IE14  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... ...G...... ..........  
IE15  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... ...G...... ..........  
IE16  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... ...G...... ..........  
 MF1  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... .......... ..........  
 MF2  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... .......... ..........  
 MF3  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... .......... ..........  
 MF4  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... .......... ..........  
 MF5  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... .......... ..........  
 MF6  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... .......... ..........  
 MF7  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... .......... ..........  
 MF8  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... .......... ..........  
 MF9  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... .......... ..........  
MF10  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... .......... ..........  
MF11  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... .......... ..........  
MF12  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... .......... ..........  
MF13  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... .......... ..........  
MF14  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... .......... ..........  
MF15  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... .......... ..........  
MF16  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... .......... ..........  
MF17  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... .......... ..........  
 IF1  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... ...GA..... ..........  
 IF2  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... .......... ..........  
 IF3  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... .......... ..........  
 IF4  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... .......... ..........  
 IF5  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... .......... ..........  
 IF6  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... .......... ..........  
 IF7  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... .......... ..........  
 IF8  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... .......... ..........  
 IF9  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... .......... ..........  
IF10  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... .......... .....A.... .......... .......... ..........  
 MG1  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... ..C....... ..........  
 MG2  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... ..C....... ..........  
 MG3  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... ..C....... ..........  
 MG4  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... ..C....... ..........  
 MG5  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... ..C....... ..........  
 MG6  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... ..C....... ..........  
 MG7  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... ..C....... ..........  
 MG8  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... ..C....... ..........  
 MG9  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... ..C....... ..........  
MG10  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. G......... .......... ..C....... ..........  
MG11  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. G......... .......... ..C.A..... ..........  
MG12  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. A......... .......... ..C.A..... ..........  
MG13  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... ..C.A..... ..........  
MG14  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. T......... .......... ..C....... ..........  
MG15  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. T......... .......... ..C....... ..........  
MG16  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... ..C.A..... ..........  
MG17  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. A......... .......... ..C....... ..........  
MG18  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... ..C.A..... ..........  
MG19  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... ..C.A..... ..........  
MG20  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. A......... .......... ..C....... ..........  
 IG1  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... ..C....... ..........  
 IG2  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... ..C....... ..........  
 IG3  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... ..C....... ..........  
 IG4  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... ..C....... ..........  
 IG5  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... ..C....... ..........  
 IG6  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... ..C....... ..........  
 IG7  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... .......... ......C... .......... ..C....... ..........  
 IG8  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. ......C... .......... ..C....... ..........  
 IG9  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. ......C... .......... ..C....... ..........  
IG10  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... ..C....... ..........  
IG11  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... ..C....... ..........  
IG12  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. .T........ .......... ..C....... ..........  
IG13  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .......... ..C....... ..........  
IG14  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .........T ..C....... ..........  
IG15  .......... .......... .......... .......... ..G....... ........G. .......... .........T ..C....... ..........  
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Figure 24: Multiple alignments of nucleotide sequences of HIV-1 RRE from five mother-infant pairs after perinatal 
transmission. Each pair has been indicated by the letters B to G, prefixed by M (mother) or I (infant). Clone numbers are 
indicated by numerals and identical number of sequences indicated in parenthesis. In the alignment, the top sequence, NL4-
3, represents the clade B reference sequence. In the sequences, amino acids identical to NL4-3 are denoted by dots (.), and 
stop codons by asterixs(*).  The regions that form stem loop structures are indicated on top of the alignment. 
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3.1.15. Variability of RRE sequences of epidemiologically linked and   

             unlinked mother-infant pairs 

The degree of genetic variability of the RRE sequences from the five mother-

infant pairs  was determined on the basis of pairwise comparison of the nucleotide 

sequences. The minimum, maximum and median nucleotide distances were calculated 

and are shown in table 10.  The variability in mother sets ranged from 0% to 5.4% with a 

median of 1.2 % while the variability in infant sets ranged from 0% to 2.0% with a 

median of 0.75%.  Overall, the mothers’ nucleotides sequences were slightly more 

variable than infants’ sequences. The nucleotide distances of RRE sequences between 

epidemiologically unlinked individuals was also determined.  Epidemiologically unlinked 

individuals had a median nucleotide distance of 5.49% and maximum of 23.6%.  These 

distances are significantly higher than epidemiologically linked mother-infant pairs, 

which ranged from 0% to 5.4% with a median of 1.2%.   No errors were found to be 

made by TaKaRa LA Taq polymerase used in this study when a known HIV-1 gp41 

sequence from NL4-3 was used for PCR amplifications and DNA sequencing.  
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Table 10:  Genetic variability in the RRE sequences within mother sets, within infant sets 
and between mother-infant pair sets. 
 

% Distancesa 
Patient Within mother set Within infant set Between mother-infant set
 Min Median Max Min Median Max Min Median Max 
B 0.0 0.8 5.4 0.0 0.37 1.13 0.0 0.82 5.4 
D 0.0 1.3 2.3 0.0 0.29 1.15 0.0 0.86 2.3 
E 0.0 1.2 3.4 0.0 0.24 1.99 0.0 1.23 3.4 
F 0.0 0.92 3.3 0.0 1.1 2.0 0.0 1.19 3.3 
G 0.0 2.0 3.2 0.0 0.41 1.23 0.0 1.24 3.2 
Total 0.0 1.2 5.4 0.0 0.75 2.0 0.0 1.2 5.4 

 
a Expressed as percent nucleotides 
Total is calculated for all the pairs taken together 
 
 
 
3.1.16.  Dynamics of HIV-1 RRE sequence evolution in mother-infant pairs 

Population genetic parameters was determined using the Watterson model and the 

program Coalesce assuming a fixed population size using a Kimura two-parameter model 

of sequence evolution [159,174].  The genealogical structure of a sample from a 

population contains information about that population’s history.  The mathematical 

theory relating a genealogy to the structure of its underlying population is called 

coalescent theory.  The genetic diversity parameter, θ, estimated as nucleotide 

substitutions per site per generation for each patient’s HIV-1 population is shown in table 

11.  The HIV-1 populations found in the mothers displayed overall greater genetic 

diversity when compared to HIV-1 populations found in the infants.  The levels of 

genetic diversity among mother sets, as estimated by Watterson and Coalesce methods, 

ranged from 0.01 to 0.03 and 0.01 to 0.04, respectively.  Among infant sets, the levels of 
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genetic diversity ranged estimated by Watterson and Coalesce methods ranged from 0.01 

to 0.03 and 0.01 to 0.07, respectively.  The HIV-1 populations found in the mothers 

displayed overall greater genetic diversity (0.03) when compared to HIV-1 populations 

found in the infants (0.02).   

 

Table 11 : Dynamics of  RRE sequence evolution and rates of accumulation of non-

synonymous and synonymous substitutions within mother sets and within infant sets. 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
θW = Genetic diversity estimated by the method of Watterson 
θC = Genetic diversity estimated by COALESCE 
dN/dS= ratio of non-synonymous to synonymous substitutions 
Totals were calculated as averages of all values 
 
 
 
 
3.1.17.  Structural analysis of RRE sequences from mother-infant pairs 
 

The effect of sequence variation on RRE secondary structure can be determined 

using the Vienna RNA Package which employs the Zuker algorithm [217] and yields a 

single optimal structure.  RRE forms a secondary structure consisting of four distinct 

stem-loops (A, C, D, and E) and one branched stem-loop (B) surrounding a central single 

stranded bubble [97].  Multiple Rev monomers also bind with low affinity to stem-loop A 

Patient Mother sets Patient Infant sets 
 θW θC dN/dS  θW θC dN/dS 

B 0.03 0.03 9.47 B 0.02 0.02 41.44 
D 0.02 0.04 1.43 D 0.03 0.07 30.00 
E 0.02 0.03 4.03 E 0.01 0.01 1.23 
F 0.01 0.01 0.47 F 0.01 0.01 1.48 
G 0.01 0.04 3.08 G 0.01 0.01 0.50 

Total 0.02 0.03 3.70 Total 0.02 0.02 14.93 
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(Figure 25) [218].  Current data suggest that variation in RRE- both primary and 

secondary structures- can affect its function and may also be important in viral 

pathogenesis and disease progression [219].  Therefore an analysis of the conservation of 

residues to study primary structure and the effect of sequence variation on RRE 

secondary structure using the RNAalifold program [220] in the Vienna RNA Package 

which employs the Zuker algorithm [217] and yields a single optimal structure was 

carried out.   

The predicted RRE structures for sequences isolated from mother-infant pairs are 

shown in Figure 26.  For reference and getting a perspective, a RRE structure of NL4-3 

sequence was also generated (Figure 25).  The structures retained the essential stem-loop 

formation except for pair D and pair F.  Mother D showed an extra branch in stem-loop E 

much similar to the branched stem-loop B.  Infant D on the other hand did not show the 

typical branched stem-loop B formation.  Instead, the RRE structure for infant D showed 

a stem-loop structure similar to stem-loop A with three single stranded bubbles.  Mother 

F showed an extra branch between stem-loops C and D while infant F had a single 

stranded bubble in place of stem- loop C. 
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Figure 25: RRE secondary structure of HIV-1 NL4-3 sequence.  The individual stem 
loops are labeled A to E respectively.   
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Figure 26 (A):  Predicted RRE structures for consensus sequences from HIV-infected mothers.  The secondary structures were 
generated using the RNAalifold program [220] in the Vienna RNA Package which employs the Zuker algorithm [217] and 
yields a single optimal structure.  The mother sets are labeled MB (mother B), MD (mother D), ME (mother E), MF (mother 
F), and MG (mother G). The individual stem loops are labeled A to E respectively.       
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Figure 26 (B):  Predicted RRE structures for consensus sequence of HIV-infected infants.  The secondary structures were 
generated using the RNAalifold program [220] in the Vienna RNA Package which employs the Zuker algorithm [217] and 
yields a single optimal structure.  The infant sets are labeled IB (infant B), ID (infant D), IE (infant E), IF (infant F), and IG 
(infant G). The individual stem loops are labeled A to E respectively.
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3.1.18.  Rates of accumulation of dN and dS in the RRE sequences 

Substitution is one of the most frequent and important factors in producing 

mutants.  Once substitution mutations arise, their relative frequencies in the population 

will change over following generations.  HIV-1 displays extensive genetic variation 

within individual hosts, particularly in the env gene [26] making it one of the fastest 

evolving of all organisms.  Natural selection is assumed to operate mainly at the amino 

acid sequence level because most of the important biological functions in the organisms 

seem to be performed mainly by proteins.  However, RRE is located immediately 

downstream of the junction between gp120 and gp41 and upstream to the tat, rev, nef 

second splice acceptor.  The rate of synonymous substitutions (dS) may be more or less 

similar to mutation rate, whereas the rate of nonsynonymous substitutions (dN) may vary 

according to the type and strength of natural selection.  If positive selection occurs, dN 

will be expected to be faster than dS and the opposite can be expected in case of negative 

selection.  Although several methods have been proposed to calculate the rate of dN and 

dS [162-164], these models assume that all sites in the sequence are under the same 

selection pressure.  It is likely that since different sites in a protein have varying 

functional and structural roles, the selection pressure acting on them might not be 

uniform.  Also since RRE sequence is within env gp41 region, selection pressure acting 

on env might influence RRE sequence variation.  Therefore a maximum likelihood model 

was used to analyze evolutionary processes acting on RRE region, considering the codon 

instead of the nucleotide as unit of evolution.  The viral population in all the patient pairs 

studied showed a dN/dS ratio of more than 1 which is indicative of positive selection 
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pressure except infant G which had a dN/dS value of 0.50 (Table 11).  Interestingly, the 

viral population in infants consistently showed more selection pressure (14.93) than their 

respective mothers (3.70), indicating that adaptive evolution in these patients was 

probably influenced not only by the immune system but also the fact that these patients 

were under antiretroviral therapy (Table 1).  It is also interesting to note that the selection 

pressure acting on RRE, a cis-acting element that binds to Rev, which mediates the post-

entry event: transport of unspilced and singly spliced viral mRNAs across the nuclear 

membrane is comparable to selection pressure on gp41 (mothers- 5.29; infants- 12.07), 

which is a surface protein essential for viral entry.  
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3.2.  Mechanisms of HIV-1 infection in neonates 
 

3.2.1. Replication kinetics of HIV-1 isolates in adult and cord blood    

        mononuclear cells   

Infants progress to clinical AIDS much faster than adults and even faster than their 

own mothers from whom they contracted the infection in the first place.  The question is: 

why do infected infants have higher levels of viremia and progress more rapidly to AIDS 

than adults?  The possibility exists that an enhanced replication of HIV-1 occurs in 

neonatal mononuclear cells than adult cells contributes to a higher level of viremia and 

faster disease progression.  To address these issues, the following investigation was 

carried out: a) Is there a difference in HIV-1 replication kinetics in neonatal and adult 

blood lymphocytes and monocytes/macrophages, b)  If so, is it influenced at the level of 

HIV-1 entry events, including  difference in levels of receptor/coreceptor expression in 

neonatal vs. adult cells, c) Is there difference in proliferative capabilities between 

neonatal vs. adult mononuclear cells, and c) Do post-entry events of HIV-1 infection, 

including reverse transcription and nuclear import of post-integration complex (PIC) 

and/or HIV-1 gene expression influence rates of HIV-1 replication in cord vs. adult cells?   

The kinetics of HIV-1 replication in immature (cord) and mature (adult) mononuclear 

cells was studied.  Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) and cord blood 

mononuclear cells (CBMC) were isolated by a single step Ficoll-Hypaque method as 

described in Materials and Methods.  To separate lymphocytes from 

monocytes/macrophages (M/M), one of the three following methods were used.  This was 

done to standardize the best technique to procure the requisite number of cells needed to 
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carry out the study.  First, we plated 4 X 106 PBMC and CBMC in 48 well culture plates 

in RPMI with 15% fetal bovine serum (FBS).  After 12 to 16 h, M/M adhered to the 

plates and peripheral blood lymphocytes (PBL) and cord blood lymphocytes (CBL) were 

separated and stimulated with phytohemagglutinin (PHA; 2 µg/ml) for 24 h.  The cells 

were washed and cultured in RPMI with 10% FBS, pencillin-streptomycin, 10 U/ml of 

interleukin-2.  The M/M after day 1 of isolation contain mostly immature monocytes 

[221] and were allowed to differentiate into MDM after culture for 7 days in macrophage 

media (RPMI with 15 % FBS, penicillin-streptomycin, 100 U/ml of MCSF).  Secondly, 

we separated lymphocytes on anti-CD3 Microbeads and M/M on anti-CD14 microbeads.  

Thirdly, we isolated untouched CD4 T cells and CD14 monocytes through negative 

slection kit.  The purity of T-cells (>96%) was determined by FACS analysis of CD3 and 

CD4 markers and MDM (>95%) by CD14 markers. T-cells isolated on anti-CD3 

antibody microbeads are likely to be activated by CD3 antibodies, so they were not 

stimulated with PHA.  The anti-CD3 beads dissociates from the cells after 2 days of 

culture before infected with HIV-1.  The purified untouched CD4 T-cells were stimulated 

by PHA before infection.   

Four primary HIV-1 isolates (2449, 2759, 2101, 2758) and two laboratory adapted 

R5 (BaL) and X4 (NL4-3) viruses were compared for their infectivity and replication 

kinetics in cord and adult blood mononuclear cells (MDM and lymphocytes). The results 

of a representative experiment are shown in Figure 27.  The R5 primary isolates (2449, 

2759) along with BaL replicated more efficiently in cord blood MDM compared with 

adult MDM, whereas NL4-3 and primary X4 (2758) failed to replicate in MDM (Figure 
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27B).  All R5 and X4 isolates replicated with better efficiency in CBL as compared to 

PBL (Figure 27A).   
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Figure 27 (A): Replication of HIV-1 primary isolates in adult (PBL) and cord blood lymphocytes (CBL). Pure population of 
lymphocytes (1 X 106; prestimulated with PHA for 48 h) obtained from adult and cord blood were infected with 50,000 RT 
counts of HIV-1 isolates.  At different time points the virus production was assayed in culture supernatant by detection of RT 
activity as described in Materials and Methods.  The control cells were mock infected with normal cell culture supernatant (not 
shown).  Each experiment was done in triplicate.  Results of a representative experiment shown (n=20). 
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Figure 27 (B): Replication of HIV-1 primary isolates in adult and cord blood MDM.  Pure population of MDM  (0.5 X 106) 
obtained from adult and cord blood were infected with 100,000 RT counts of HIV-1 isolates.  At different time points the virus 
production was assayed in culture supernatant by detection of RT activity as described in Materials and Methods.  The control 
cells were mock infected with normal cell culture supernatant (not shown).  Each experiment was done in triplicate.  Results of 
a representative experiment shown (n=20). 
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3.2.2. Cellular proliferation capabilities of cord and adult blood mononuclear  

           cells by 3H-thymidine incorporation 

Sperduto et al. [222] have shown an increased susceptibility to neonatal 

monocytes/macrophages of HIV-1 compared with adult cells and suggested that it was 

due to increased replication/proliferation of neonatal monocytes/macrophages as 

compared with adult.  However, monocytes and macrophages are non-dividing resting 

cells and are not expected to proliferate or replicate efficiently.  Moreover, Krishnan et 

al. [223] have found that PBMC from adult blood proliferate better than neonatal (cord) 

blood response to virus and mitogens.   

3H-thymidine uptake in MDM and PHA-stimulated lymphocytes from cord and 

adult blood in uninfected cells and in HIV-1BaL infected cells (72 h post-infection) was 

determined.  There was no evidence of increased proliferation in cord blood lymphocytes 

and MDM as compared with adult blood lymphocytes and MDM.  On the contrary, we 

found a slight increase in 3H-thymidine uptake by adult cells as compared with cord 

blood cells in control (uninfected) cells, although there was very little uptake in MDM 

because they are non-dividing cells and do not proliferate (Figure 28).  

The slight increase in 3H-thymidine uptake after HIV-1 infection reflects viral 

DNA synthesis.  This experiment suggested that the difference in viral replication 

kinetics between cord and adult blood mononuclear cells (Figure 27) is not due to 

difference in cell proliferative capabilities. 
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Figure 28: Proliferative capacities of immature (cord) and mature (adult) mononuclear cells.  Pure population of MDM  (0.5 X 
106) and Lymphocytes (1 X 106; prestimulated with PHA for 48 h) obtained from adult and cord blood were infected with 
20,000 RT counts of HIV-1BaL.  Cultured cells were harvested 72 h later, and 3H-thymidine pulse incorporation into DNA was 
assayed as described in Materials and Methods.  The control cells were mock infected with normal cell culture supernatant.  
Results of a representative experiment are shown (n=3) 
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3.2.3.  Levels of HIV-1 receptor (CD4) and co-receptor (CXCR4 and CCR5)  

           expression in adult and cord blood mononuclear cells 

To establish a concordance between HIV-1 replication and determinants of HIV-1 

entry, the expression of CD4, CXCR4 and CCR5 on cord blood and adult blood 

mononuclear cells was studied by FACS analysis.   

A representative experiment is shown in Figure 29.   There was no significant 

difference in the expression of CD4, CXCR4 and CCR5 on cord blood lymphocytes and 

MDM as compared to adult blood lymphocytes and MDM.  As expected there was higher 

level of CCR5 expression in MDM and CXCR4 in lymphocytes.  These cells also 

showed reciprocal expression of CXCR4 and CCR5, respectively.  Thus, expression level 

of CD4, CXCR4 and CCR5 being similar, the differential replication of HIV-1 in cord 

blood mononuclear cells as compared to adult blood mononuclear cells is likely not 

influenced at the level of entry.  This suggests that events after the virus enters the host 

are probably influencing replication.  
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Figure 29:  Expression of HIV-1 receptor (CD4) and co-receptors (CXCR4, CCR5) in 
cord and adult blood mononuclear cells (n=10).  Pure population of MDM  (0.5 X 106) 
and Lymphocytes (1 X 106; prestimulated with PHA for 48 h) obtained from adult and 
cord blood, were assayed for expression of CD4, CXCR4 and CCR5 by flow cytometry 
as described in Materials and Methods.  Cells stained with isotype served as controls. 
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3.2.4. Analysis of post-entry events following HIV-1 infection of cord and adult   

          blood monocyte-derived macrophages (MDMs) 

It was observed that HIV-1 replicates more efficiently in cord blood mononuclear 

cells when compared to adult blood mononuclear cells.  As described in the preceding 

sections, no significant difference in the level of expression of CD4 and CXCR4/CCR5 in 

cord and adult blood mononuclear cells was found (Figure 29).  These cell types also did 

not differ in their proliferative capacities (Figure 28).  In addition, we have shown that 

macrophage-tropic (R5) HIV-1 is transmitted from mother to infant [37]. Macrophages 

thus become critical for transmission and disseminating HIV-1 infection to other cell 

types.  Therefore, it was decided to determine if post-entry events of HIV-1 infection in 

MDM influence the increased replication of HIV-1 in cord as compared to adult cells.  A 

comparative analysis of post-entry events, including initial reverse transcription (R/U5), 

strand switching (U3/R), second strand transfer full length DNA (LTR/gag) and 

translocation of PIC into the nucleus (2LTR) was carried out.  

MDMs were infected with two laboratory adapted HIV-1 isolates, BaL (R5) and 

NL4-3 (X4) and two primary isolates (R5 and X4 isolates).  Since the accumulation of 

full length viral DNA in infected macrophages reaches a peak between 36 and 48 h post-

infection [121], samples were collected at 48 h post-infection.  Cells were lysed, DNA 

extracted and analyzed by PCR using primers designed according to a generally accepted 

model of retroviral reverse transcription [119, 121], including R/U5, R/U3, and 2LTR. 

R/U5 is indicative of strong-stop DNA synthesis as a result of reverse transcription, U3/R 

of first strand transfer.  2LTR DNA circles are formed exclusively in the nucleus [114] 
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and thus provide a useful marker for detecting successful nuclear transport of the HIV-1 

DNA [119].  

The results of these experiments presented in Figure 30 clearly demonstrate that the 

reverse transcription steps (R/U5) were positive for all laboratory adapted and primary, 

R5 and X4 isolates with no significant difference between cord and adult MDM.  This 

was expected because the coreceptors (CCR5 and CXCR4) were present on the isolated 

MDMs as determined by FACS analysis (Figure 29).  There was some difference in the 

synthesis of first strand transfer (U3/R).  Further no significant difference in DNA 

synthesis (LTR/gag), and in formation of 2LTR between cord and adult MDM (Figure 

30) was seen.  PCR of housekeeping gene, α-tubulin was performed for the standardizing 

DNA template concentration.  No significant difference in the amount of post-entry 

events PCR products made in the cord blood MDM as compared with adult blood MDM 

(Figure 30).  These results suggest that post-entry events of  HIV-1 infection downstream 

of reverse transcription and nuclear import of PIC may be contributing to the accelerated 

rate of viral replication in cord blood mononuclear cells as compared with adult blood 

mononuclear cells. 
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Figure 30:  Comparative analysis of post- entry events of HIV-1 infection in cord and adult MDM (n= 10).  Pure population of 
MDM (0.5 X 106) were infected with 100,000 RT counts of HIV-1 isolates.  The infected cells were lyzed 48 h post-infection 
and DNA extracted.  PCR was done to amplify steps of reverse transcription (RU5, RU3, LTR/gag) and transport of PIC into 
nucleus (2LTR) as described in Materials and Methods.  PCR of  α-tubulin was performed for standardizing DNA template 
concentration.  Lane 1: BaL (R5), Lane 2: 2449 (primary R5 isolate), Lane 3: NL4-3 (X4), Lane 4: 2101 (primary X4 isolate), 
Lane 5: Mock.  Results of a representative experiment (n=10) is shown. 
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3.2.5.  Level of HIV-1 gene expression in adult and cord blood mononuclear 

cells 

Since there was no difference in the expression levels of HIV-1 receptor/ 

coreceptors (Figure 29), proliferative capabilities of cell types (Figure 28), and immediate 

post-entry events in cord and adult blood mononuclear cells (Figure 30), it was decided to 

investigate the levels of HIV-1 gene expression in these cells that might influence the 

differential HIV-1 replication.  The levels of HIV-1 LTR driven gene expression was 

determined by using a single-cycle replication competent pseudovirus (HIV-NL-Env–

Luc) that measures transcriptional activity of HIV-1 LTR (promoter) driven luciferase 

expression.  The single-cycle replication competent pseudovirus, HIV-NL-Env–

Luc+R+/HIV-NL-Env–Luc+R–, is HIV-1 NL4-3 containing a stop codon in the env gene 

and either vpr+ (R+) or vpr– (R–) and luciferase cloned in the place of the nef gene.  This 

recombinant virus is enveloped with a murine leukemia virus amphotropic enevelope, 

SV-A-MLV, and is not dependent on CD4, CCR5, or CXCR4 expression for entry into 

the target cells. It can infect a variety of cell types with similar efficiency [170].  Since it 

only replicates for one cycle, it represents the transcriptional activity measured by 

luciferase expression.  

Equal amount of reverse transcriptase counts (100,000 RT cpm) of the HIV-NL-

Env–Luc viruses were used to infect lymphocytes and MDM isolated from adult and cord 

blood.   HIV-1 gene expression was measured as described in Materials and Methods.  As 

shown in Figure 31B there was a 2.5-fold increase (P<0.001) in luciferase activity in cord 

blood lymphocytes as compared with adult blood lymphocytes.  Moreover this effect was 
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more profound in MDM, where a 16-fold increase (P<0.001) was observed in HIV-1 

gene expression in cord blood MDM as compared with adult blood MDM (Figure 31A).  

The HIV-1 gene expression data here correlates with the data of HIV-1 replication 

kinetics in figure 27.  This implicates the increased viral transcriptional activity in cord 

blood mononuclear cells as compared with adult blood mononuclear cells contribute to an 

accelerated viral replication in cord blood mononuclear cells as compared with adult 

blood mononuclear cells. 

 3.2.5.1.  Dose response of HIV-1 gene expression  

 The effect of HIV-NL-Env–Luc virus dose on the level of HIV-1 gene expression in 

cord and adult blood mononuclear cells was tested to determine linearity of luciferase 

activity detection.  Incremental doses of the single-cycle replication competent 

amphotropic HIV-NL-Env–Luc virus (25 X 103 - 150 X 103 cpm RT activity) were used 

to infect cord and adult lymphocytes and MDM.  Luciferase activity was measured as 

described in Materials and Methods.  A linear relationship between increasing doses of 

HIV-NL-Env–Luc virus and Luciferase activity (Figure 32). 
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                                                     (A)                                                                                            (B) 
Figure 31(A, B): HIV-1 gene expression in adult and cord blood MDM (A) and Lymphocytes (B).  Pure population of MDM  
(0.5 X 106) and lymphocytes (1 X 106; prestimulated with PHA for 48 h) obtained from adult and cord blood were infected 
with 100,000 RT counts of HIV-NL-Env-Luc.  Cultured cells were harvested 72 h later and luciferase activity was assayed in 
cell lysate as described in Materials and Methods.  The control cells were mock infected with normal cell culture supernatant. 
Each experiment was done in triplicate.  Results of a representative experiment shown (n=15).  
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                                                           (A)                                                                                                  (B) 
Figure 32 (A, B): Dose response of HIV-1 gene expression in adult and cord blood Lymphocytes and MDM.  Pure population 
of MDM  (0.5 X 106) and Lymphocytes (1 X 106; prestimulated with PHA for 48 h) obtained from adult and cord blood were 
infected with various doses of HIV NL-Env-Luc.  Cultured cells were harvested 72 h later and luciferase activity was assayed 
in cell lysate as described in materials and methods. The control cells were mock infected with normal cell culture supernatant.  
Results of a representative experiment shown (n=3). 
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3.2.5.2. Ribonuclease protection assay (RPA) to estimate HIV-1 promoter   

             driven luciferase transcription 

To determine if upregulation of HIV-1 gene expression in cord mononuclear cells 

as compared with adult mononuclear cells is due to increased LTR driven transcription, 

ribonuclease protection assay (RPA)  was performed to estimate luciferase mRNA from 

cord and adult MDM infected with NL-Env–Luc+R+ and NL-Env–Luc+R– viruses.  The 

probe used was a 305-bp riboprobe (antisense to luciferase mRNA) generated by in vitro 

transcription of Cla1-linearized pGEM-Luciferase plasmid employing SP6 RNA 

polymerase (Promega Biotech) as described in Materials and Methods.  After 

hybridization of the antisense luciferase RNA probe with luciferase mRNA in the cell 

lysate, the unhybridized RNA and riboprobe were digested with RNase.  The protected 

bands were precipitated, dissolved in gel-loading buffer, and electrophoresed on a 7% 

denaturing polyacrylamide gel.  Bands were visualized by autoradiography and 

quantified by densitometric analysis.  We observed a significant increase (approximately 

12-fold) in luciferase mRNA driven by HIV-1 LTR (promoter) in cord blood MDM 

compared with adult blood MDM (Figure 33).  The RPA result correlates with the gene 

expression data.   
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                                                                                                                                  (A) 

 
                                                                                                                                   (B)  

                                                                                                                                   (C) 
Figure 33: Luciferase RNA expression during HIV-1 gene expression in adult and cord 
blood and MDM(A).  Pure population of MDM  (0.5 X 106) obtained from adult and cord 
blood were infected with 100,000 RT counts of HIV NL-env-Luc.  Cultured cells were 
harvested 72 h later and ribonuclease protection assay was performed in cell lysate as 
described in Materials and Methods.  The control cells were mock infected with normal 
cell culture supernatant. (B) panel shows tubulin RNA control.  (C) Densitometric 
analysis of RPA autoradiograph.  Results of a representative experiment shown (n= 10) 
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3.3.  Intervention strategies to prevent HIV-1 infection 

3.3.1.  Inhibition of HIV-1 infection by liposomes incorporating Gal-Cer 

The effect of liposomes incorporating Gal-Cer on HIV-1 replication was studied 

in A3.01 cell line.  Various concentrations of Gal-Cer liposomes (12.8 µM to 256 µM) 

with increasing amount of Gal-Cer (0 to 20%) on the liposomes were mixed with 25,000 

cpm of HIV-1 NL4-3 to allow for liposome-virus binding for 1 h followed by addition of  

1 X 106 A3.01 T-cells/ml to the virus-liposome mixture for adsorption of virus to cells.  

At the end of adsorption period, the mixture was centrifuged and cell pellet washed with 

RPMI to remove unadsorbed and unbound virus.  The cells were resuspended in RPMI 

with 10% FBS to make up the volume to 1ml and seeded into 48 well tissue culture 

plates.  Samples were collected every 2 days and assayed for virus production by RT 

assay.  The results of a representative experiment are shown in Figure 34.  It was found 

that there was a dose-dependent inhibition of HIV-1 replication as a result of inhibition of 

HIV-1 entry.  It was found that 25.6 µM of 20% Gal-Cer liposomes showed the best 

inhibition (94.1%) of HIV-1 entry on day 7 post-infection. 
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Figure 34:  Effect of Gal-Cer containing liposomes on HIV-1 replication in A3.01 cells.  Varying concentrations of Gal-Cer 
liposomes were mixed with 25,000 cpm HIV-1 NL4-3 and then used to infect 1 X 106 cells/ml A3.01 cells.  There was a dose 
dependent inhibition of HIV-1 replication from day 5 to day 9 as a result of inhibition of HIV-1 entry into the cells.  Virus 
unbound to the liposomes was able to infect cells and peaked at a later time point.  The purpose of the experiment was to see 
whether Gal-Cer liposomes can inhibit HIV-1 entry into lymphocytes and the results clearly show that the liposomes can 
reduce HIV-1 entry and replication in a lymphocyte cell line. 
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3.3.2. Inhibition of HIV-1 infection by liposomes incorporating Gal-Cer   

          analogs (Gal-3-Sat and Gal-4-Sat) 

The effect of liposomes incorporating Gal-Cer on HIV-1 replication was studied in 

A3.01 T-cell line.  It was hypothesized that increasing the spacer length between the 

carbohydrate moiety and the lipid group might increase the stability of the liposomes.  It 

might also make the carbohydrate extend further out from the surface of the liposomes 

making them more accessible to the virus.  With this in mind, analogs of Gal-Cer were 

synthesized and incorporated on liposomes as described before in materials and methods.  

Galactosyl–3–saturated (Gal-3-Sat) at concentrations ranging from 0-20% and 

Galactosyl–4–saturated (Gal-4-Sat) liposomes (5% and 20%) were synthesized.  

Different amounts (12.8 µM to 256 µM) of Gal–3–Sat and Gal–4–Sat liposomes were 

mixed with 25,000cpm of NL4-3 to allow for liposome-virus binding.  After 1 h, 1 X 106 

cells/ml A3.01 cells were added to the virus-liposome mixture for adsorption of virus to 

cells.  At the end of adsorption period, the mixture was centrifuged and pellet washed 

with RPMI to remove unadsorbed and unbound virus.  The pellet was suspended in 

RPMI with 10% FBS to make up the volume to 1 ml and seeded to 48 well tissue culture 

plates.  Samples were collected every 2 days and viral counts estimated by RT assay.  

The results of representative experiments are shown in Figure 35 and 36 respectively.  A 

dose dependent inhibition of HIV-1 replication with maximum inhibition (69.1%) 

obtained at 25.6µM of 20% Gal-3-Sat liposomes was observed.  This was comparable to 

the level of inhibition seen with Gal-Cer liposomes.  For Gal-4-Sat, 12.8 µM of 5% Gal-
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4-Sat showed the maximum inhibition (40%) of HIV-1 replication.  It appeared that 

increasing the spacer length did not improve anti HIV-1 properties of these liposomes. 
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Figure 35:  Effect of Gal-3-Sat containing liposomes on HIV-1 replication in A3.01 cell line.  Varying concentrations of Gal-3-
Sat liposomes were mixed with 25,000 cpm HIV-1 NL4-3 and then used to infect 1 X 106 cells/ml A3.01 cells.  There was a 
dose-dependent inhibition of HIV-1 replication from day 5 to day 9 as a result of inhibition of HIV-1 entry into the cells.  
Virus unbound to the liposomes was able to infect cells and peaked at a later time point.  The purpose of the experiment was to 
see whether Gal-3-Sat liposomes can inhibit HIV-1 entry into lymphocytes and the results clearly show that the liposomes can 
reduce HIV-1 entry and replication in a lymphocyte cell line. 
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Figure 36: Effect of Gal-4-Sat (G4S) containing liposomes on HIV-1 replication in A3.01 cells.  Varying concentrations of 
G4S liposomes were mixed with 25,000 cpm HIV-1 NL4-3 and then used to infect 1 X 106 cells/ml A3.01 cells.  There was a 
dose dependent inhibition of HIV-1 replication from day 5 to day 9 as a result of inhibition of HIV-1 entry into the cells.  Virus 
unbound to the liposomes was able to infect cells and peaked at a later time point.  The purpose of the experiment was to see 
whether G4S liposomes can inhibit HIV-1 entry into lymphocytes and the results clearly show that the liposomes can reduce 
HIV-1 entry and replication in a lymphocyte cell line but not as effectively as Gal-Cer and Gal-3-Sat liposomes. 
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3.3.3.  Inhibition of HIV-1 infection by glycolipid conjugates 

The effect of glycolipid conjugates (GalSph, GlcSph, LacSph, CelloSph, MeliSph, 

LacPalm, CelloPalm, MeliPalm) on HIV-1 replication in A3.01 T-cell line was studied.  

Briefly, 20 µg/ml of each ligand was coated onto NeutrAvidin plates.  After blocking 

unbound biotin sites on the plate, 15,000 cpm of HIV-1 NL4-3 was added and allowed to 

bind to the ligands at 250C/1h for 1 hour.  After 1h, 1 X 106 cells/ml A3.01 T-cells were 

added to the wells for virus-cell adsorption and incubated for 2h at 370C.  The 

unadsorbed and/or unbound virus was washed off and cells were fed with complete 

RPMI media containing 10% fetal bovine serum.  Samples were collected every two days 

and assayed for virus production by RT assay.  The results of inhibition of HIV-1 

replication by glycolipid conjugates, including GalSph (42.98% inhibition), GlcSph 

(30.56%), LacSph (35.47%), CelloSph (66.50%), MeliSph (48.23%), Lac Palm 

(74.33%), CelloPalm (33.46%), MeliPalm (64.60%) as compared to CONH2 (negative 

control) at day seven post-infection are shown in (Figure 37).   A peak in viral production 

was seen on day 9 post-infection that occurred probably due to infection of unbound virus 

to A3.01 T-cells.  This experiment was conducted to determine initial inhibition of HIV-1 

replication due to inhibition of entry steps.  The reduction in virus production seen 

initially in the presence of all the glycolipid conjugates studied show that these ligands 

could be potential anti-HIV-1 compounds. 
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Figure 37: Effect of glycolipid conjugates on HIV-1 replication in A3.01 cell line.  Glycolipid conjugates were coated onto 
microtiter plates and adsorbed with 15,000 cpm of HIV-1 NL4-3.  This was followed by incubation with 1 X 106 cells/ml 
A3.01 cells for 2 h.  The cells were washed to remove unadsorbed virus and cultured for 9 to 11 days.  The glycolipid 
conjugates inhibited HIV-1 replication compared to the CONH2 control till day 7, but some unbound virus to the compounds 
was able to infect the cells and peaked at a later time point.  The purpose of the experiment was to see whether the glycolipid 
conjugates can inhibit HIV-1 entry into lymphocytes and the results clearly show that these compounds can reduce HIV-1 
entry and replication in a lymphocyte cell line. 180
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3.3.4.  Cytotoxicity profile of Gal-Cer, Gal-Cer-analogs incorporated   

            liposomes and glycolipid conjugates by MTT assay 

Compounds or agents that can be used as anti-infective agents have to pass two 

important tests.  It should be effective against the infectious organism and should be able 

to prevent infection at concentrations that are not toxic to the host.  The cytotoxicity 

profile of the liposomes and glycolipid conjugates was tested using the MTT assay as 

described in Materials and Methods.  The results of a representative experiment are 

shown in Figure 38.  It was found that the liposomes were not toxic to A3.01 T-cells at 

the concentrations they were most effective in inhibiting HIV-1 replication at level of 

entry.  The glycolipid conjugates showed a moderate toxicity to A3.01 T-cells (15 to 

30%).  As the concentrations of the glycolipid conjugates were reduced from 400 µg/ml 

to 5 µg/ml, the viability of cells increased indicating that there was some level of 

cytotoxicity at higher concentrations.  Thus at concentrations needed to inhibit HIV-1 

replication, these compounds were found to be non-toxic to A3.01 T-cells. 
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Figure 38:  Test for cytotoxicity of liposomes and glycolipid conjugates to A3.01 cells using MTT assay (n=3).  The liposomes 
and glycolipid conjugates were incubated with 1 X 106 cells/ml A3.01 cells for 2h.  This was the same time frame the cells 
were exposed to the compounds during the infection studies.  MTT (1 mg/ml) was added to the cells and incubated at 370C for 
4h.  The formazon reduction product was solubilized in acidic isopropanol and color intensity estimated at 570nm and 630nm.  
The results of a representative experiment are presented.  
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4. DISCUSSION 

In Greek mythology, Apollo conferred on Cassandra the clairvoyance but also 

added the caveat that no one would listen to her prophecy.  Thus, her warnings of the fall 

of Troy and the House of Agamemnon went unheeded.  But, we scientists are less 

farsighted.  The information and knowledge about mechanisms of HIV-1 infection, 

pathogenesis and disease progression has to be mined bit by bit and pieced together to 

build the whole picture. 

In this study, evidence is provided for the first time that the envelope 

transmembrane protein, gp41, and the regulatory protein (Rev) and its target sequence 

(RRE) are functionally conserved and maintained with limited heterogeneity following 

perinatal transmission.  This is important because gp41 is a surface transmembrane 

protein of HIV-1 that is essential for viral entry and could prove to be a critical target for 

development of antiviral strategies, especially when targeting gp120, the other essential 

surface protein, has not met with resounding success on account of its variability [224].  

Rev is essential for HIV-1 replication by virtue of the fact that it is helps to transport 

unspliced and singly spliced viral mRNA to the cytoplasm for translation of structural 

proteins [96-98].  It does this by binding to a cis-acting element, the Rev-responsive 

element (RRE) present on these mRNAs [216].  As the Rev open reading frame and RRE 

sequences are located within env gp41 open reading frame, it is important to observe how 

selection pressure and sequence variability in env gp41 may affect the evolution of Rev 

and RRE.  We and others [36, 38, 62, 64, 65] have shown that the minor subtypes of 
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HIV-1 in infected mothers with a macrophage-tropic (R5) phenotype are transmitted to 

the infants, and initially maintained in the infants with the same properties.   

Once the infant is infected mainly with R5 HIV-1, progression to clinical AIDS 

occurs much faster than adults and even its own mother from whom the infection was 

acquired [41].  The determinants for disease progression among neonates may include 

increased exposure to the virus, viral characteristics, and unique viral-host interactions.  

We explored the mechanisms resulting in increased viremia and differential disease 

progression following HIV-1 infection in neonates.  Since no animal model is currently 

available, cord blood mononuclear cells was used to study HIV-1 infection in infants as 

this closely represents the neonatal system.   A comparative analysis of HIV-1 replication 

kinetics was performed in cord and adult blood mononuclear cells (Figure 27).  The 

results show that HIV-1 replicates at a higher rate in cord blood mononuclear cells as 

compared to their adult counterparts (Figure 27).  Further, I provide evidence that entry 

determinants such as expression levels of receptors/coreceptors (CD4, CXCR4 and 

CCR5) [225] and early post-entry events including reverse transcription, transport of PIC 

into nucleus [226, 227] (Figures 29, 30) have very limited role in differential viral 

replication.  However, we found that there was a significant upregulation of HIV-1 gene 

expression in neonatal (cord) blood cells  as compared to adult cells (Figure 31), which 

most likely contribute to the differential replication kinetics in these cells.  I also 

demonstrate in this study the feasibility of liposomes incorporating glycolipids and 

glycolipid conjugates as potential anti-HIV-1 entry compounds to prevent host cell 

infection. 
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Taken together, the information obtained from this study may aid in the 

development of new, better, and effective strategies for the prevention and treatment of 

HIV-1 infection, especially in children. 

4.1.  Role of HIV-1 genes in perinatal transmission 

4.1.1.  Role of env gp41 in HIV-1 infection and transmission  

HIV-1 Env gp41 transmembrane protein is an excellent example of how multiple, 

complex functions can be packaged in a small molecule.  The gp41 region has multiple 

functions ranging from membrane fusion, endocytosis signals, and calmodulin binding 

that potentially affect critical cellular signal transduction pathways [228].  Along with 

structural elements that interact with assembling capsid precursors, these functions of 

gp41 suggest that this region plays an important role in both virus replication and 

pathogenesis and might also influence perinatal transmission.  The Env gp120 has been 

the focus of research since the discovery of HIV-1 as the etiology for AIDS, as it is 

essential for receptor/coreceptor binding.  The information gained from these studies has 

not been able to be translated into effective antivirals because of the highly variable 

nature of gp120 [224].  On the surface of HIV-1, non-covalently bound to gp120 is 

another protein called gp41, which is equally if not more important for viral infectivity 

[228].  To date, there has been no systematic study that analyzed the evolutionary 

dynamics of gp41 and the effect of adaptive evolution on perinatal transmission.  As 

such, the analysis of gp41 sequences carried out in this study may provide useful 

information related to the immune response and fusion inhibitors, like T20 [194, 229].  
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I analyzed env gp41 sequences form five mother-infant pairs following perinatal 

transmission.  I provide evidence for the maintenance of intact gp41 open reading frames 

with high frequency in mothers, of 82.93%, and in infants, of 86.67%, following perinatal 

transmission in the 157 analyzed sequences.  This is comparable with other regions of 

HIV-1 genome from same mother-infant pairs, including gag p17MA (86.2%) [70], vif 

(89.8%) [74], vpr (92.1%) [73], vpu (90.3%) [75], nef (86.7%) [72] and tat (90.9%) [71].  

The phylogenetic analysis demonstrated that the mothers’ viral sequences showed distinct 

clusters corresponding to their respective mother-infant pair and from the NL4-3 control 

strain, indicating absence of PCR product contamination [230] as shown in Figure 19.  

The mother and infant sequences were generally separated in distinct sub-clusters except 

for pair B and pair F, where the mother and infant sequences intermingled.  The 

separation of mother and infant sequences in most pairs indicate that the recipient variant 

still retained identity to the one or few transmitting variants found in the mothers.  

Similar conclusions were made based on env gp120 analysis [36]. Moreover, the distinct 

clustering of mother-infant pair sequences and confinement within subtrees also indicate 

that epidemiologically linked sequences were closer than epidemiologically unlinked 

sequences.  The phylogenetic analysis was strongly supported by high bootstrap values. 

Analysis of genetic variability, measured as nucleotide and amino acid distances, showed 

a low degree of variability in most mother-infant pairs (Table 4) and are comparable to 

sequence distances for other conserved genes such as gag [70], vif [74], and vpr [73], but 

lower than vpu [75] and env V3 [36] from the same mother-infant pairs.  Overall, the 

infants’ nucleotides as well as amino acid sequences were less variable than mothers’ 
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sequences.  In addition, the estimation of the mutation rate per generation per site (θ) 

(Table 5) showed that the mothers’ sequences displayed overall greater genetic diversity 

(0.02) when compared to HIV-1 populations found in the infants (0.01).  However, HIV-

1 population in infant D showed similar estimate of genetic diversity (0.03) as his mother 

(0.03).  This finding is interesting since infant D had symptomatic AIDS and failed ZDV 

therapy but was currently on ddC (Table 1).  Besides his CD4 T-cell count was 46 

cells/mm3 at the time of sampling. This kind of demographic when compared to his 

mother who was infected for 2 yr 6 mo and was asymptomatic indicates that the more 

rapid evolution of the virus in infected infants than adults is a critical determinant in 

disease progression (Table 1).   

Consistent with the critical role of gp41 in HIV-1 pathogenesis [228], it was found 

that there was a positive selection pressure (dN/dS, Table 6 ) on the gp41 sequences in 

infected mother-infant pairs to change but maintain the functional motifs.  These values 

are comparable to other HIV-1 genes from infected patients, including env gp120 [36], 

tat [71], vif [74] and vpr [73].  Further analysis of the dN/dS values show that the viral 

population in infants experienced more selective pressure than their respective mothers, 

suggesting that adaptive evolution in these infants was probably influenced both by the 

host immune response and by antiretroviral therapy (Table 1).  However, the low degree 

of genetic diversity and the increased selection pressure could be indicative of the fact 

that the virus was rapidly evolving to a more stable escape variant. 

The functional domains and motifs of the deduced amino acid sequences required 

for gp41 activity was also analyzed.  Evidence of conservation of the motifs that are 
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important for fusion including the hydrophobic fusion peptide, HR1, HR2, precursor 

(gp160) cleavage, and cell signaling is provided.  The gp41 amino terminus is a highly 

hydrophobic region bearing the FLG motif called fusion peptide (FP), which makes the 

initial contact of the glycoprotein with the target membrane and can fuse biological 

membranes by itself [80] .  A Val 513→ Glu, Leu 520→ Arg, Ala 526→ Glu, Leu 538→ 

Arg, and Gln 541→ Leu mutation completely abolish syncytium formation and formation 

of infectious virus [176].  This critical motif was found to be highly conserved in almost 

all the sequences analyzed (Figure 20).   

Crystallographic studies of peptide fragments from the HR1 and HR2  domains 

show that the HR1 forms a trimeric coiled coil, providing a hydrophobic interface for 

three HR2 peptides to pack as α-helices  in an antiparallel arrangement [81, 82].  Non 

conservative mutations in the leucine/isoleucine backbone (Ile 574→Asp) abrogate viral 

infectivity, though expression, oligomerization, and localization of the fusion protein 

complexes remain unaffected [177-179].  None of the patients under study harbored 

clones which had the Ile 574→Asp mutation.  Weng et al.,[180] described that diverse 

mutations, including non-conservative changes in hydrophobic cavities, are tolerated in 

several positions in the HR1 region, suggesting the potential for emergence of viruses 

that could be resistant to agents targeting this domain.  Substitutions at positions Leu 

555→ Ala, Leu 564→ Ala, Val 569→ Ala, Gly 571→ Ala, and Arg 578→ Ala have been 

found to severely impair membrane fusion activity by destabilizing the trimer of hairpin 

structures [181].   Leu 564 and Val 569 are important determinants of conserved packing 

interactions between the amino and carboxy terminal helices of gp41 and the high degree 
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of sequence conservation at Gly 571 and Arg 578 could be the result of selection 

pressures imposed by prefusogenic conformations of gp41 to maintain inter-helical 

packing interactions and hence, the structural integrity of the trimer of hairpins [181].  

Almost all the clones analyzed in this study showed conservation of these residues, 

although  changes were observed in the flanking residues (Figure 20).   

The membrane spanning domain (MSD) of gp41 anchors Env on the lipid bilayer 

and its amino acid sequences are highly conserved among independent isolates of HIV-1.  

A recent report [187] found that the well-conserved glycine residues that form the 

GXXXG motif (where G, glycine; X, any amino acid), found at the helix-helix interface 

of MSD α-helix, tolerated mutations without affecting fusion function.  In all the 

sequences in this study, the GXXXG motif was highly conserved except in all clones of 

mother G where there was a Gly 690→Ser change (Figure 20).  As serine residues also 

have a stabilizing effect on the helix structure like Gly, it is possible that this change seen 

in clones from mother G is an escape variant without compromising the functional 

activity.   

Proteins containing amino acid motifs of the type N-X-S/T are subject to co-

translational glycosylation as they emerge from membrane-bound ribosomes.  HIV-1 

gp41 typically contains three or four sites for N-glycan attachment located within a short 

stretch (612-642 residues) of the C-terminal half of the ectodomain.  There is a growing 

body of evidence demonstrating that N-linked glycosylation can serve to modulate the 

exposure of HIV-1 proteins to immune surveillance in patients [182, 183].  It was found 

that there was a relatively high degree of conservation of the four glycosylation sites in 
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all the sequences studied except for some changes in few clones.  In the first 

glycosylation site (612-614), all the clones from mother D had an Asn 612→Ser change, 

whereas all the clones of pair E had an Ala 613→Thr change (Figure 20).  Interestingly, a 

recent report found this Ala 613→Thr change in env genes derived from brains of 

patients with AIDS [184].  It is likely that variants in patient E harboring this change 

might also be predisposed to neurotropism following perinatal transmission causing CNS 

disorders, which is commonly seen in infected infants [231].  In the second glycosylation 

site  (617-619), most of the clones of pair B had a Ser 619→Thr change and all the clones 

of pair G had a Lys 618→Arg and Ser 619→Thr change (Figure 20).  All the clones in 

pair G had an Asn 628→Asp change in glycosylation site 3 (628-630) while the other 

patient sequences showed absolute conservation (Figure 20).  The fourth glycosylation 

site (638-640) was conserved in almost all the clones except Thr 640→ Ser and Thr 

640→Pro in pair F (Figure 20).  These changes in the glycosylation sites might have 

some effect on immune surveillance by allowing the variants to undergo O-linked 

glycosylation instead of N-linked glycosylation.   

A dileucine (amino acids 856-857) motif found at the C-terminal end of gp41 is 

critical for its association with AP-1 clathrin adaptor and transport of Env precursors 

through the trans-Golgi network to the cell surface [189].  This dileucine motif is 

preceded by an acidic amino acid (Glu 853), which is thought to expose the motif 

allowing it to be recognized by adapters [190].  The sequences from the five HIV-1 

infected mother-infant pairs analyzed in this study showed a high degree of conservation 
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in both the dileucine motif and the preceding acidic amino acid as a mutation of Leu 

856→ Ala has been reported to severely affect Env trafficking [189] (Figure 20).   

The endodomain encodes two lentivirus lytic peptides (LLPs) which are capable of 

binding and disturbing lipid bilayers, interacts with calmodulin and inhibits Ca2+- 

dependent T-cell activation [85-88].  A leucine zipper motif between the two LLP’s, 

LLP-1 and LLP-2, has been reported to play an important role in HIV-1 replication and 

pathogenesis [175]. The HIV-1 sequences in this study showed a high degree of 

conservation of essential residues (Figure 20).  This high level of conservation suggests 

that this leucine zipper motif could be a potential anti HIV-1target. 

There is a growing number of a new class of anti-HIV-1 drugs known variously as 

entry or fusion inhibitors under clinical development [192, 193].  T20 (enfuvirtide) from 

Trimeris (Durham, NC) has now been licensed by the Food and Drug administration.  It 

is a 36-mer synthetic peptide corresponding to overlapping regions within HR2 [194], 

which exerts its antiviral activity by interacting with a target sequence within HR1 that 

inhibits association with native HR2.  Selection for resistant viruses have been seen 

during serial in vitro passage in the presence of T20 [195].  All the clones analyzed in this 

study showed a sensitive motif to T20 except three clones in ID which had a Val 550→ 

Ala or Ile 549→Thr mutations (Figure 20).  Poveda et al.[196] studied the evolution of 

genotypic and phenotypic resistance to T20 in HIV-infected patients experiencing 

virologic failure and found that there was a clear relationship between selection of single 

changes at the GIVQQQNNLL motif and loss of susceptibility to T20.  Single 

substitutions exhibit a 5-to 10-fold reduction in susceptibility while double amino acid 
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substitutions were associated with higher levels of resistance [232].  Such changes were 

rare in the clones in this study except for patient pair D where HIV-1 sequences from 

both mother and her infant and four clones in infant E had a Asn 554→ Ser and two 

clones in infant F (IF9, 10) which had a Asn554→Gln change due a frame shift 

indicating that these patients might be resistant to T20 treatment (Figure 20).  Hexa-

arginine neomycin B conjugate (NeoR6) [233], a potent anti-HIV-1 aminoglycoside-

arginine conjugate (AAC), inhibits HIV-1 replication by interfering with the fusion step 

and that resistant isolates have been reported to have a Ser 669→Arg  and  Phe 671→Tyr 

change in the HR2 region [197].  In the current study all the sequences from mother-

infant pairs showed no change, indicating sensitivity to NeoR6, except for sequences 

from pairs D and F that had a Ser 669→Asn change (Figure 20).  Human monoclonal 

anti-gp41 antibody, 2F5, is reported to prevent membrane fusion  and neutralize a broad 

range of HIV-1 primary isolates  [198].  The 2F5 epitope on gp41 includes the sequence 

ELDKWA, with the core residues, DKW, being critical for antibody binding.  The 

present study found a high degree of conservation in all the sequences from the five 

mother-infant pairs, except patient pair G that had a Glu 663→Ala change, indicating 

susceptibility of these clones to neutralization by 2F5 (Figure 20).  

Evasion of the host cytotoxic T-lymphocytes (CTL) response through mutation of 

key epitopes is a major challenge for both natural and vaccine-induced immune control of 

HIV-1.  Escape from CTL control is indicated by a mutation that occurs in the T-cell 

epitope and becomes fixed in the virus population, resulting in an in vivo competitive 

advantage for viruses with this mutation and the reduction of the T-cell response to the 
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wild-type epitope.  Escape mutants can arise early or late in HIV-1 infection [199, 200], 

and can also be transmitted [201].  Two epitope clusters, residues 770-780 and 835-843, 

showed non-fixation of mutations in HIV-1 infected patients over a period of 80 months 

[202].  In the epitope encompassing residues 770-780, variant residues Ile 777→Val and 

Val 778→Ile were seen late (49 months) in infection, while in the other epitope, Ala 

836→Thr, Tyr 838→Phe occurred early in infection.  In mother-infant clones analyzed, 

Ile 777 and Val 778 were conserved across the board (Figure 20).  However, Ala 836 was 

changed to Arg in all the clones and Tyr 838 was changed to leucine (pair B), glycine/ 

tryptophan (pair D), phenylalanine (pair E), or glycine (pair F) (Figure 20).  These 

changes in the mother and infant clones could indicate that these escape variants evolved 

to escape immune responses and influence transmission.  In another study, mothers were 

found to transmit HIV-1 to their infants, despite a strong CTL response to epitope 557-

565 (RAIEAQQHL) indicating that escape variants had arisen in the mother [203].  In the 

sequences analyzed in the current study, pair B clones had a His 564→Arg change and 

pair D clones a Arg 557→Lys (Figure 20).  These changes suggest escape variants as 

peptide processing might be affected by mutation of the terminal residues.  The results 

presented in this study not only underscores the importance of gp41 in HIV-1 perinatal 

transmission but also gives an understanding of functional and immunological motifs that 

can be used to develop therapeutic interventions in blocking virus entry.  

4.1.2.  Role of Rev in HIV-1 infection and transmission 

Perinatal transmission of HIV-1 is a multi-factorial process.  Identification of viral 

and host factors contributing to this highly complex process may result in development of 
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better strategies for prevention and treatment of HIV-1 infection in infants [16].  The rev 

gene of HIV-1 encodes a key activity for the regulation of viral gene expression [94].  

Rev acts early in the HIV-1 replication cycle to export incompletely spliced and 

unspliced viral mRNAs encoding the viral structural proteins from the nucleus into the 

cytoplasm [94].  Rev trans activation requires the protein to be localized in the correct 

sub-cellular compartment (nucleus).  It needs to bind directly and specifically to its RRE 

RNA target sequence, and, multimerize by cooperative binding of further Rev molecules.  

This is followed by interaction via its NES with one or more cellular cofactors like 

hRIP/Rab [234-236], CRM1[237-241], and nuclear eIF-5A[208, 242, 243] mediating 

subsequent nuclear export of Rev.  Rev is also a shuttling protein and thus, after entering 

the cytoplasm, dissociates from RRE and returns to the nucleus to transport further viral 

messages[208, 242, 243]. 

In the current study, I have demonstrated that an intact rev open reading frame with 

a frequency of 96.64%, a low degree of sequence variability (Table 7), and, genetic 

diversity (Table 8) was maintained in isolates from six mother-infant pairs following 

perinatal transmission.  This is comparable to previously analyzed HIV-1 conserved 

genes, including gagP17MA, vif, vpr, tat and nef [70, 71, 73, 74].  The functional 

domains required for Rev activity were generally conserved in the HIV-1 sequences from 

the mother-infant pairs following perinatal transmission (Figure 22).  Furthermore, data 

from the current study show a low degree of variability of rev sequences after perinatal 

transmission (Table 7).  However, epidemiologically linked mother-infant pair sequences 
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were easily distinguishable from epidemiologically unlinked individuals, on the basis of 

sequence variability and amino acid patterns. 

The dynamics of genetic diversity for rev sequences was calculated from isolates 

involved in perinatal transmission using the program COALESCE which is part of the 

LAMARC package.  No significant difference of genetic diversity in rev sequences from 

HIV-1 infected mothers and their perinatally infected infants was found (Table 8).  

Although stochastic forces (genetic drift) are involved in intra-host evolution, 

natural or positive selection is a strong driving force.  It is possible that fixation of 

advantageous mutations was at work in these patients as a means to avoid the immune 

system.  To assess selection pressure acting on these sequences ,the dN/dS ratio was 

calculated using Nielsen and Yang’s [166] method implemented in CODEML which is 

part of the PAML package.  It was found that the isolates from HIV-1 infected infants 

were under more selection pressure than their mothers (Table 9).  As most of the infants 

in this study were under antiretroviral therapy, it is likely that there is additional pressure 

on the virus to generate escape variants not only from the immune system but also from 

the antiretroviral drug.  Taken together, these data underscore the importance of a 

functional Rev for HIV-1 involved in perinatal transmission.  This information may 

provide some new insights in understanding the molecular mechanisms of HIV-1   

4.1.3.  Role of RRE in HIV-1 infection and transmission 

I performed a complete analysis of HIV-1 RRE sequences from five mother-infant 

pairs following perinatal transmission.  This is the first study that analyzes RRE 

sequences from HIV-1 isolates involved in perinatal transmission.  The RRE sequences 
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derived by amplifying the entire env gp41 region from the DNA of uncultured PBMC, 

which is the closest in vivo situation, revealed a high conservation of RRE primary 

sequence  (Figure 24) and its secondary structure (Figure 26).  These results show a low 

degree of variability of RRE sequences in vivo following perinatal transmission.  

However, epidemiologically linked mother-infant pairs were easily distinguishable from 

epidemiologically unlinked individuals.  These findings indicate that the conservation of 

primary sequence and secondary structure of RRE in infected mothers and infants is 

critical for RRE-Rev interactions for HIV-1 infection following perinatal transmission.   

Phylogenetic analysis performed on the five mother-infant pairs’ RRE sequences 

clearly demonstrate that the five pairs were well discriminated, separated and confined 

within subtrees (Figure23).  The mother and infant sequences were generally 

intermingled. The intermingling of mother and infant sequences in most pairs indicate 

that the recipient strain still retained identity to the one or few transmitting variant found 

in the mothers.  In addition, the five mother-infant pairs RRE sequences formed a distinct 

cluster from NL4-3, reference subtype B laboratory strain.  Similar results were obtained 

for other regions of the HIV-1 genome [36, 70-75], suggesting that phylogenetic 

relationships can be created in sequences that are less diverse from each other.  The 

variability of RRE region within mothers, within infants, between mother-infant pairs, 

and between epidemiologically unlinked individuals were 1.2%, 0.75%, 1.2% and 5.49% 

respectively, suggesting that the epidemiologically linked sequences are closer than 

epidemiologically unlinked sequences (Table 10).  These data also suggest that the 

variability of RRE sequences was not due to errors made by LA Taq polymerases.  
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Therefore, the low variability of RRE observed in mother-infant pairs’ sequences persists 

in vivo.   

Low estimates of genetic diversity in RRE (0.03 for mothers and 0.02 for infants) 

was found in HIV-1 isolates involved in perinatal transmission (Table 11).  This was 

comparable to estimates of genetic diversity found in gp41 (Table 5) and rev (Table 8) 

described above.  The data presented here also provides evidence for a positive selection 

pressure for change in RRE sequences (Table 11).  The isolates from HIV-1 infected 

infants were under more selection pressure than their mothers.  This is consistent with 

findings in env gp41 (Table 6) and rev (Table 9) which is not surprising since all three 

regions exist within one HIV-1 genomic location.  However, it is interesting to note that 

selection pressure on HIV-1 isolates from infants in rev exon 1 is more (54.35) (Table 9) 

than rev exon 2 (7.5) (Table 9), gp41 (13.71) (Table 6) and RRE (14.94) (Table 11) in 

view of the fact that most of the functional domains in Rev is in its second exon.  As one 

of the two multimerization domains of Rev on RRE is in exon 1 [206, 244], it is likely 

that there is more pressure on HIV-1 to adapt to the host in this critical motif.  This 

pressure on HIV-1 isolates from infected infants is likely dictated by not only the immune 

system but also antiretrovirals as most infants in this study were on antiviral therapy.   

The effect of sequence variation on RRE secondary structure was also examined 

(Figure 26).  The secondary structures of RRE retained most of the essential stem-loop 

formation, except for pair D and pair F.  Mother D showed an extra branch in stem-loop 

E similar to the branched stem-loop B.  Infant D sequences did not show the typical 

branched stem-loop B formation, but instead formed a stem-loop structure similar to 
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stem-loop A with three single stranded bubbles.  Mother F showed an extra branch 

between stem-loops C and D while infant F had a single stranded bubble in place of stem-

loop.  Overall, the RRE structures obtained from these mother-infant pairs are similar or 

closer to wild type (Figures 25 and 26).  

4.2.  Mechanisms of HIV-1 infection in neonates 

HIV-1 infection in neonates and infants has a more rapid and fatal course than 

HIV-1 disease in adults [245, 246].  Most infants become symptomatic within the first 

month of life; however, a subset of infants remain asymptomatic for years [245, 246].  

The basis of this difference between pediatric and adult AIDS is unknown.  

Establishment of HIV-1 infection in monocytes/macrophages is critical because 

macrophage tropic viruses (R5 viruses) are transmitted viruses from mother to their 

infants [36, 37], and moreover these cells are refractory to the cytopathic effects of HIV-1 

and may serve as reservoir for the virus.  A great deal of the information related to the 

pathogenesis of AIDS has been gained from the study of HIV-1 infection in adult 

monocyte and macrophages [120].  However, the mechanisms of HIV-1 infection in 

neonatal monocytes/macrophages remain poorly understood.  In addition, neonatal 

mononuclear cells are more immature than adult cells [118], and it is likely that HIV-1 

interacts differently with these cell types.  The differences in the infection ability of 

neonatal monocytes/macrophages compared with adult cells can contribute to a faster 

disease progression in children than adults [222].  Several studies have shown that there 

is a higher level of viremia in infected infants than adults [18-21], which is sustained for 

a longer period of time in infants probably contributing to an accelerated disease 
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progression to AIDS [110].  In the current study, the mechanisms of HIV-1 infection in 

neonatal mononuclear cells was investigated and compared with HIV-1 infection in adult 

mononuclear cells.  This investigation made use of cord blood in place of neonatal blood, 

because they are very close to each other in terms of naive vs. memory cells and both 

have similar immature cells [118].   

Evidence is provided that HIV-1 replicates better in cord blood lymphocytes and 

monocyte-derived macrophages (MDM) as compared with adult blood counterparts, with 

more profound difference seen in MDM (Figure 27).  This differential replication kinetics 

of HIV-1 was observed in lymphocytes and MDM obtained from 20 different donors of 

cord and adult blood representing various ethnic groups in the United States.  We 

explored the mechanisms of this differential replication.  HIV-1 replication can be 

regulated at several levels, including entry (interaction with CD4 and CCR5 or CXCR4) 

[247-249], post-entry events (reverse transcription, translocation of PIC into the nucleus) 

[226, 227], cell proliferation [222, 223], and gene expression (transcription, translation) 

[247].   It is likely that some and/or all of these factors can influence better HIV-1 

replication in cord vs. adult cells.   

FACS analysis was performed for CD4, CXCR4 and CCR5 on cord and adult 

blood lymphocytes and MDM.   Both the cord and adult blood lymphocytes and MDMs 

had comparable levels of CD4 receptors (CD4) and co-receptors (CXCR4 and CCR5) 

expression (Figure 29).  This suggests that differential replication kinetics of HIV-1 in 

cord and adult blood mononuclear cells are not dependent on the cell surface expression 

of HIV-1 receptor (CD4) and co-receptors (CXCR4 and CCR5).  Next, the proliferative 
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capabilities of cord and adult blood lymphocytes and MDM was examined as this may 

contribute to difference in viral replication in these cell types.  Sperduto et al., [222] have 

reported that increased proliferation of cord blood monocytes/macrophages compared 

with adult blood MDM were responsible for improved susceptibility of HIV-1 infection 

to cord MDM.  However, monocytes/macrophages are non-dividing cells and are not 

expected to proliferate irrespective of host type.  Thymidine uptake experiments in cord 

and adult blood lymphocytes and MDM uninfected and infected with HIV-1 showed no 

difference in proliferative capabilities of these cells.  On the contrary, adult blood 

lymphocytes were found to proliferate slightly better than cord blood lymphocytes 

(Figure 28).  This corroborates the findings of Krishnan et al. [223] who report better 

proliferative capabilities of adult blood PBMC than CBMC in response to mitogens and 

antigens.  This data suggest cell proliferative capabilities do not contribute to differential 

viral replication kinetics in cord vs. adult cells.  

After HIV-1 enters the target cells, post-entry events like reverse transcription and 

transport of PIC into nucleus might play a crucial role in the establishment of infection.  

Major steps of post-entry events, including initial reverse transcription (R/U5), strand 

switching (R/U3), second strand transfer full length DNA (LTR/gag), and translocation 

of PIC into nucleus (2LTR) [119] was studied in cord and blood MDM.  It was found that 

the R/U5 step of reverse transcription was positive for all the lab adapted and primary X4 

and R5 strains tested (Figure 30) with no significant difference between cord and adult 

blood MDMs.  This was expected because MDMs from cord and adult expressed both 

coreceptors, CXCR4 and CCR5, at the same levels (Figure 30).  The two intermediary 
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steps of reverse transcription, R/U3 and LTR/gag synthesis showed slight difference 

between cord and adult MDMs.  Furthermore, we found no significant difference in 

2LTR DNA that ensures integration between cord and adult MDM.  However, there was 

a significant difference between X4 and R5 viruses with R5 significantly higher for 

2LTR DNA than X4 virus, suggesting post-entry blocks for X4 viruses in MDM [119]. 

These results suggest that post-entry events of HIV-1 infection may slightly contribute to 

the differential replication of HIV-1 in cord blood MDM as compared with adult blood 

MDM.  

Upon integration, HIV-1 genes are expressed from HIV-1 LTR (promoter) utilizing 

cellular factors [250].   Since primary cells are not optimal for DNA transfections, it was 

decided to use a single-cycle replication amphotropic pseudovirus, HIV-NLEnv-Luc+ that 

measures transcriptional activity of HIV-1 LTR [170] independent of CD4 and CCR5 or 

CXCR4 based entry.  HIV-1 gene expression was up-regulated significantly in cord 

blood mononuclear cells compared with adult blood mononuclear cells (Figure 31).  

There was a 2.5-fold increase in HIV-1 LTR driven luciferase expression in cord 

lymphocytes and a 16-fold increase in cord MDMs as compared to adult lymphocytes 

and adult MDMs, respectively (Figure 31).  In addition, HIV-1 gene expression was 

dose-dependent, as a linear relationship between increasing doses of HIV NL-Env-Luc 

virus and luciferase activity was observed (Figure 32).   

It was also determined if the up-regulation of HIV-1 gene expression in cord blood 

mononuclear cells as compared to adult blood mononuclear cells was due to increased 

transcription by performing ribonuclease protection assay (RPA) on luciferase mRNA.  A 
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significant increase in luciferase RNA levels of cord MDM as compared to that of adult 

MDM was observed (Figure 33).  The conclusion that can be drawn from this is that the 

increased replication of HIV-1 seen in cord blood mononuclear cells is influenced at the 

level of gene expression.  This suggests that HIV-1 LTR is being regulated differently in 

these cell types from cord and adult blood. 

Transcriptional activation of HIV-1 gene expression is controlled in part by the 

dynamic interplay of viral and cellular transcription factors with the HIV-1 long terminal 

repeat (LTR) sequences [250].  Recently it was shown that LTR variability among 

different HIV-1 subtypes could affect LTR binding of either cellular or viral elements, 

influencing the transcription level [251].  This effect, in turn, may have consequences on 

the biology of the different HIV-1 clades on disease progression [251].  LTR-directed 

transcription is regulated through several pathways involving various cellular proteins 

including factors that direct chromatin remodeling, factors that serve as components of 

the basal transcriptional machinery, and transcription factors that act through protein–

DNA, protein–protein, and protein–ligand interactions [252, 253].  

I believe that enhanced gene expression of HIV-1 in cord blood mononuclear cells 

is influenced by the site of integration, the epigenetic makeup of the integrated proviral 

DNA and levels of transcription factors, activators or repressors.  In this regard, further 

studies are in progress using inverse PCR and sequencing to determine site of integration, 

Micrococcal nuclease (MNase) digestion to determine epigenetic make up, binding of 

cellular factors to HIV LTR by electro-mobility shift assays (EMSAs), and microarray 

analysis to determine cellular gene expression profiles of cord vs. adult cells .   
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Chromatin is a remarkably dynamic material; chromosomal structures formed to 

silence transcription are remodeled to enable transcription in response to cellular signals.  

Complex modification of nucleosomes within chromatin has been recently recognized as 

an important mechanism of gene regulation.  Nucleosome remodelling can alter the 

accessibility of DNA to specific activators or repressors, general transcription factors, 

and RNA polymerase.  Dynamic regulation of chromatin structure in the vicinity of the 

LTR promoter adds an additional level of complexity to the regulation of HIV-1 gene 

expression.  A better understanding of the role of chromatin in the regulation of HIV-1 

expression could lead to much needed therapies against proviral genomes that are being 

actively transcribed, and those that are quiescent and persistent.  Furthermore, the 

information obtained on cellular gene expression profiles of cord vs. adult cells 

performed by microarray analysis may provide new host targets for prevention and 

treatment of HIV-1 infection. 

4.3. Biological activity of glycolipid liposomes and glycolipid conjugates as anti- 

HIV-1 entry compounds 

Glycosphingolipids are the principal glycolipids in mammalian cells [254, 255].  

Gal-Cer is a simple glycosphingolipid with a β-linkage to ceramide.  It has been 

identified as an alternate receptor for gp120 in CD4 negative cells such as neuronal cells 

[142] and colonic epithelial cells [141].  The Gal-Cer and Gal-Cer analogs which bound 

recombinant gp120 [256] were incorporated into liposomes by extrusion and hydrated in 

RPMI w/o glucose to ensure the same osmolarity for liposomes and cells.  The size of the 

unilamellar liposomes was around 100 nm in diameter, which is approximately the same 
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size as HIV-1.  Several studies have explored the potential of liposome-encapsulated or 

liposome-associated drugs anti HIV-1 therapy [257-261].  This study was carried out as a 

‘proof-of-concept’ that in vitro binding studies [173, 256, 262] could be translated into in 

vivo inhibition of HIV-1 replication.  The initial experiments were focused on 

determining the effect of charges on the liposomes and its anti-HIV-1 activity (data not 

shown).  There was no decisive conclusion that could be reached and so it was decided to 

proceed with the charge which stabilized the liposomes the best.  The peak of the virus 

was usually day 9 or day 11 post-infection (data not shown).  Possibly, the large 

concentration of liposomes with respect to virus caused steric hindrance preventing the 

virus from binding to the surface of the cell.   Most data showed that glycolipid 

liposomes did inhibit HIV-1 replication to some extent.  Gal-Cer showed the highest 

inhibition when compared to Gal-3-Sat (Figure 34 and 35). The Gal-4-Sat liposomes did 

not show any substantial improvement in inhibitory activity (Figure 36).  It is possible 

that there is a threshold limit to the extent a spacer length can project the carbohydrate 

moiety out on the surface of the liposome without affecting function [172].  From these 

experiments, I believe the threshold limit to be reached at Gal-3-Sat level.  The 

cytotoxicity assay showed that all the liposomes used in the study were not toxic to the 

cells (Figure 38).  The use of glycolipid conjugates [173] showed inhibition of HIV-1 

replication.  These glycolipids have been previously shown to bind recombinant gp120 in 

in vitro binding experiments [262].  GalSph showed 42.98% inhibition while GlcSph 

showed 30.56%, LacSph 35.47%, Cello Sph 66.50%, MeliSph 48.23%, LacPalm 74.33%, 

CelloPalm 33.46%, and MeliPalm 64.60% inhibition when compared to CONH2 control 
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at day 7 post-infection (Figure 37).  There was some cytotoxicity to the cells at higher 

concentration but not at concentrations used in the study (Figure 38).  Also, these 

experiments were conducted to examine whether the liposomes and glycolipid conjugates 

could prevent initial HIV-1 infection at entry level using a single dose of these 

compounds.  It needs to be explored further if a multiple dosage of the liposomes and 

glycolipid conjugates prove to be as effective in inhibiting progeny virions and not 

cytotoxic to the cells following prolonged contact. 

4.4.  Implications and future studies 

In this study, I have shown that an increased rate of HIV-1 replication in neonatal 

target cells as compared with adult cells is influenced at the level of HIV-1 gene 

expression.  This may contribute to higher levels of viremia and rapid disease progression 

in infants.  The Env gp41, Rev and RRE play important roles in HIV-1 pathogenesis and, 

therefore, were highly conserved in mothers and infants following perinatal transmission.  

The unique motifs seen in these genes should prove to be potential targets for developing 

antiviral strategies.  This study also presents a ‘proof-of-concept’ for the use of liposomes 

and glycolipid conjugates as not only inhibitors of viral entry but also cell-to-cell spread 

of HIV-1.   

Furthermore, it needs to be explored whether the level of HIV-1 gene expression is 

dependent on the site of integration in the host cell.  In addition, whether the integration 

of proviral DNA induces chromatin remodeling to differentially regulate viral gene 

expression or the epigenetic makeup of the target cell at the time of infection dictates the 

site of proviral DNA integration warrants investigation.  It remains to be seen if these 
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factors in isolation or in conjunction with levels of transcription factors influence disease 

progression in HIV-1 infected patients.  
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